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Executive Summary
The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT), District Four, is currently conducting a Project
Development and Environment (PD&E) Study that is evaluating potential improvements to the SR-9/I-
95 and SR-842/Broward Boulevard Interchange in the City of Fort Lauderdale, Broward County,
Florida. The primary purpose of this project is to improve system linkage, traffic operations, and modal
interrelationships at the I-95 and Broward Boulevard Interchange. Additional goals of this project are to
address Capacity, Safety, Travel Demands, and Emergency Evacuation..

The project area extends along SR-9/I-95 from just south of Davie Boulevard to just south of Sunrise
Boulevard, a distance of approximately two miles, and along Broward Boulevard from NW 24th Avenue
to east of NW/SW 18th Avenue, a distance of approximately one half mile. The study area includes the
median ramp connections to the Park-and-Ride lots from I-95 north and south of Broward Boulevard.

The project study area is located in an urbanized, built-out area of Broward County that also serves as
a gateway to the City of Fort Lauderdale. Land uses along I-95 include residential, industrial,
commercial, and public/institutional uses, with higher concentrations of residential on the east side and
higher concentrations of industrial and commercial uses on the west side. The public/institutional uses
are scattered throughout the study area. Land uses along Broward Boulevard within the study area are
primarily commercial with some public/institutional uses.

The study area has a larger percentage of minority residents, approximately 59 percent, according to
the 2011-2015 U.S. Census American Community Survey (ACS) than either the City of Fort Lauderdale
or Broward County. It also has a larger Hispanic population (24 percent) than the City of Fort
Lauderdale, but less than the County’s 27 percent.  The study area has more residents under the age
of 21, over the age of 65, and a higher percentage of households that do not have access to an
automobile in comparison to the City and County. Average household incomes are lower in the study
area, consistent with the higher poverty rates.

The Sociocultural Effects (SCE) Evaluation was prepared in accordance with FDOT PD&E Manual,
Part 2, Chapter 4 (Sociocultural Effects Evaluation, revised January 14, 2019) and the FDOT Practical
Application Guides for SCE Evaluations (dated May 21, 2013), to present the findings of the SCE
Evaluation for the proposed project. The purpose of this SCE evaluation is to determine and evaluate
the effects that the proposed project may have on the community and the quality of life of its citizens.
The SCE Evaluation is a proactive process that ensures that community values and concerns receive
adequate attention during transportation development. The process focuses on a transportation
project’s potential effects on social, economic, land use, mobility, aesthetic, and relocation issues.

The overall SCE Evaluation’s degree of effect for the project on the community is minimal. The project
is anticipated to result in potential minimal effects to some elements of the affected community, while it
is anticipated to enhance other elements. Potentially affected community elements include noise,
visual, and right-of-way impacts. Expected enhanced community elements include safety, accessibility,
and connectivity.
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Proposed mitigation measures include additional noise barriers and landscaping to reduce the effects
of the anticipated noise and visual impacts. The Right-of-Way Relocation Assistance program will help
to mitigate the right-of-way impacts. Enhancements to the community that help to offset negative
effects include wider and where possible barrier separated sidewalks along the bridges over the South
Florida Rail Corridor (SFRC) and I-95, the addition of bicycle lanes to these same bridges, and
improvements to the Park-and-Ride lot that will enhance the experience and functionality of transit
users and operators. The wider sidewalks and addition of bicycle lanes will improve safety for the
bicycle and pedestrian users of Broward Blvd. within the study limits.

A list of commitments to address community needs and minimize potential community impacts is
included in the Type 2 Categorical Exclusion.

FDOT conducted outreach efforts throughout the study duration. Additional efforts were implemented to
reach out to minority and low-income populations that are potentially negatively affected by the
proposed improvements. In addition to the required scheduled meetings such as the Public Kick-Off
Meeting and the Alternatives Public Workshop, FDOT has held several small group meetings with local
civic groups and meetings with homeowner’s associations and has extended outreach to religious
institutions to raise awareness about the project.

In addition, FDOT has met multiple times with the City of Fort Lauderdale regarding the project and has
made presentations to the Broward Metropolitan Planning Organization’s (MPO) Technical Advisory
Committee, Citizen Advisory Committee and Board.

The public outreach efforts concluded with a Public Hearing that was held at the African-American
Research Library and Cultural Center in Fort Lauderdale on March 18, 2019.
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Glossary
American Community Survey (ACS): A resource of the U.S. Census that provides yearly updates to
some of the information collected during the decennial Census, including population, employment,
educational attainment, housing tenure, etc.

Collector-Distributor (CD): A supplemental facility to move weaving and merging traffic away from high-
speed mainlines.

Community Redevelopment Association (CRA): A special area designation that can be applied under
certain circumstances, pursuant to Florida Statutes Chapter 163, Part III, that allows for a city or county
to utilize special funding or financing tools to foster and support redevelopment of the designated area.

Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO): A policy board of an organization created and designated
to carry out the metropolitan transportation planning process. MPOs are required to represent localities
in all urbanized areas of populations over 50,000, as determined by the U.S. Census.
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Introduction
The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT), District Four, is currently conducting a Project
Development and Environment (PD&E) Study that is evaluating potential improvements to the SR-9/I-95
and SR-842/Broward Boulevard Interchange in the City of Fort Lauderdale, Broward County, Florida. The
primary purpose of this study is to develop and evaluate design concepts that will improve traffic flow to
and from I-95, as well as along Broward Boulevard, increase connectivity between the 95 Express Lanes
and Broward Boulevard, and improve intermodal connectivity. Improved connectivity and traffic flow will
be achieved via widening along Broward Boulevard and I-95, new ramps to connect the 95 Express
Lanes, and the re-alignment of existing ramps.

A PD&E Study is a process followed by the FDOT to evaluate social, economic and environmental
impacts associated with a planned transportation improvement project. FDOT established the PD&E
process as the state’s procedure for complying with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of
1969. The goal of a PD&E Study is to obtain Location and Design Concept Acceptance (LDCA) approval
from the Office of Environmental Management, which pursuant to 23 United States Code (U.S.C.) 327
and the implementing Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) executed on December 14, 2016, has
assumed Federal Highway Administration's (FHWA's) responsibilities under NEPA for highway projects
on the State Highway System (SHS).

This Sociocultural Effects Report contains an evaluation of the effects of the SR-9/I-95 and SR-
842/Broward Boulevard Interchange Project on the social, economic, land use, mobility, and aesthetic
features of the Study Area. This report is prepared in accordance with the FDOT PD&E Manual, Part 2,
Chapter 4, dated January 14, 2019. The purpose of this report is to document the sociocultural effects in
support of the PD&E study consistent with federal, state and local objectives.
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Figure 1 | Study Limits
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Project Description

Project Location
The Interchange of I-95 at Broward Boulevard is located in central Broward County in the City of Fort
Lauderdale, in Sections 4, 5, 8, and 9 of Township 50 S, Range 42 E.  The PD&E Study limits extend
along SR-9/I-95, from just south of Davie Boulevard to just south of Sunrise Boulevard, a distance of
approximately two miles, and along Broward Boulevard from NW 24th Avenue to east of NW/SW 18th

Avenue, a distance of approximately one half mile. The study area includes the median ramp connections
to the Park-and-Ride lots from I-95 north and south of Broward Boulevard. The South Florida Rail Corridor
(SFRC) / CSX Railroad is adjacent to and runs parallel along the west side of I-95 in this area.  The study
limits are shown in Figure 1.

Description of Existing Facilities
The typical section of I-95 within the study area varies. From the Davie Boulevard interchange to SW 5th

Place the typical section of I-95 is an eight-lane facility comprised of three General Purpose Lanes in
each direction and one Special Use Lane (previously designated for High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) use
and in transition to managed toll lanes under the 95 Express Project) in each direction. From the vicinity
of SW 5th Place, where the northbound Collector-Distributor (CD) road ramp system merges traffic from
I-595 into the General Purpose Lanes, and through to the Sunrise Boulevard interchange, I-95 is a 10-
lane facility comprised of four General Purpose Lanes in each direction and one Special Use Lane in
each direction (same condition as noted above). Southbound ingress to I-95 from Broward Boulevard is
provided at the western terminal intersection by a single lane access right turn lane from eastbound
Broward Boulevard and a double left turn lane from westbound Broward Boulevard. Egress from
southbound I-95 to Broward Boulevard is provided by a ramp with a single right turn lane for traffic
heading west on Broward Boulevard and a double left turn lane for traffic heading east on Broward
Boulevard.

Currently, northbound ingress to I-95 from Broward Boulevard is provided by a single lane access ramp
from westbound Broward Boulevard at the eastern terminal intersection and a single lane flyover from
eastbound Broward Boulevard west of the western terminal intersection. Egress to Broward Boulevard
from northbound I-95 is provided by a ramp, which is part of the northbound CD road ramp system that
was recently reconstructed to include triple right turn lanes for traffic heading eastbound on Broward
Boulevard and double left turn lanes for traffic heading westbound on Broward Boulevard. Additional
ingress and egress to I-95 is provided through the Park-and-Ride lot. For both directions of travel along
I-95 ingress and egress is provided by single lane ramps that cross over the southbound lanes of I-95
and connect with the Special Use Lanes (conversion of single HOV to dual Express Lanes under
construction) located in the inside roadway of northbound and southbound I-95.

Broward Boulevard is a six-lane urban divided roadway with a raised median within the vicinity of the I-
95 Interchange. In its current configuration there are no provisions for dedicated bicycle traffic within
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these limits outside of the general travel lanes. Seven-foot wide sidewalks are provided on both sides of
Broward Boulevard between NW/SW 22nd Avenue and NW/SW 18th Avenue west of NW/SW 22nd

Avenue. Westbound Broward Boulevard to the west of NW/SW 22nd Avenue the sidewalk is seven feet
wide, and in the eastbound direction the sidewalk is six feet wide, shown in Figure 2. Broward Boulevard
provides the main entry way to the downtown Fort Lauderdale Central Business District from I-95 and
the east-west connection between US-1 and SR-817/University Drive in the City of Plantation.

There are a number of transit options within the operating area of the I-95 at Broward Boulevard
Interchange that provide direct service and transfer connections along the north-south and east-west
corridors. These include passenger rail services (Tri-Rail and Amtrak) and bus services (Broward County
Transit, Breeze, Sun Trolley, 95 Express Bus, Tri-Rail Commuter Connector). There is a Park-and-Ride
lot located within the interchange area on the southwest and northwest quadrants. The existing conditions
at the Park-and-Ride lot include the provision of 794 parking spaces throughout five parking lots, shown
in Figure 3. Spaces in Lot 5 are designated for Amtrak and Tri-Rail parking only while the spaces in Lots
1-4 are available for any purpose, including car pools and 95 Express Bus. There are no designated
bicycle facilities within the Park-and-Ride lot and minimal sidewalk facilities. Access to the Park-and-Ride
lots is provided via Broward Boulevard and I-95. Ingress from eastbound Broward Boulevard is provided
via a left turn lane at NW 24th Avenue (Lots 1-3) and via right turn lane at SW 22nd Avenue / SW 1st Street
(Lots 4-5). Ingress from westbound Broward Boulevard is provided via right turn lanes at NW 22nd Avenue
and NW 24th Avenue.  Egress to westbound Broward Boulevard is provided via the intersections with NW
22nd Avenue and NW 24th Avenue, requiring drivers coming from the south to circulate through the
northern parking areas. Egress to eastbound Broward Boulevard is provided via SW 22nd Avenue / SW
1st Street and NW 24th Avenue. Ingress from both northbound and southbound I-95 are provided in a
similar manner with northbound vehicles exiting on the south side of Broward Boulevard and merging
into SW 21st Terrace and southbound vehicles existing on the north side of Broward Boulevard with
connections to NW 22nd Avenue and SW 22nd Avenue / SW 1st Street provided via access roads within
the parking areas. Egress to southbound I-95 is provided on the south side of Broward Boulevard via a
ramp that crosses over the southbound General Use Lanes of I-95 and connects to the southbound HOV
lane. Egress to northbound I-95 is provided by a direct connect flyover ramp on the north side of Broward
Boulevard, accessed from the northern parking area, which crosses over the southbound General Use
Lanes of I-95 and connects to the northbound HOV lane.

Broward Boulevard’s elevation over I-95 creates vertical access challenges for transit users, bicyclists
and pedestrians looking to connect with the transit services available in the Park-and-Ride and Transit
Station area northwest and southwest of the interchange. As a result of these challenges and due to its
location as the entry way to downtown Fort Lauderdale, this interchange has been the subject of a variety
of studies including the City of Fort Lauderdale’s Gateway Vision and FDOT’s Broward Boulevard Transit
Corridor Study. Each of these studies has evaluated these challenges and recommended improvements
to the west side of the interchange where connections to Tri-Rail and the 95 Express Bus services are
offered. These prior studies and recommendations will be considered as the alternatives are developed
during this study.
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Figure 2 | Existing Sidewalk Widths in Study Area
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Figure 3 | Existing Park-and-Ride Conditions
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Purpose and Need
The primary purpose of this project is to improve system linkage, traffic operations, and modal
interrelationships at the I-95 and Broward Boulevard Interchange. Additional goals of this project are to
address Capacity, Safety, Travel Demands, and Emergency Evacuation.

Broward Boulevard is a State Road (SR 842) that provides the main entryway to the downtown Fort
Lauderdale Central Business District from I-95. The sections of Broward Boulevard from I-95 to NE 3rd
Avenue and north and south of Broward Boulevard on I-95 are part of the state's Strategic Intermodal
System (SIS), which consists of high-priority transportation facilities and services of statewide and
interregional significance and are critical to the movement of people and goods in Florida. The existing
links throughout the system in the study area need improvements based on forecasted traffic demands
resulting from regional population growth and employment growth. Currently, the 95 Express Lanes do
not directly connect to Broward Boulevard.

The improvements proposed as part of the interchange project will complement the 95 Express Lanes
improvements by enhancing existing connectivity within the Park-and-Ride lots, improve existing I-
95/Broward Boulevard terminal intersections, and provide improved Express Lane access to Broward
Boulevard.

Transit services along Broward Boulevard, 95 Express, and within the Park and Ride Lot/Transit Station
areas are currently experiencing recurring congestion that reduces transit vehicle speeds, increases
operating costs, and makes scheduling of buses from a system level challenging. The existing
geometry and operational features are not allowing optimal bus travel times, multimodal connectivity, or
access to bus stops and transfers. The purpose of this study is to address these transit needs.

I-95 within the project limits currently operates at Level of Service (LOS) F. Broward Boulevard within
the project limits also operates at LOS F. Without improvements, the driving conditions will continue to
operate well below acceptable LOS targets into the future. Congestion on these routes also impacts
emergency evacuations.

This study will also propose improvements to address multimodal and safety needs such as the lack of
sufficient bicycle and pedestrian facilities on Broward Boulevard and along SW 1st Street and it will
address safety concerns that are generated by the at grade weave condition that currently exists
between the Sunrise Boulevard and Broward Blvd interchanges from 95 Express traffic. 95 Express
traffic will also be circulating through a low speed Park and Ride lot which poses potential pedestrian
conflicts.

Description of the Proposed Action
This project proposes improvements to the I-95 at Broward Boulevard Interchange complementing the
surrounding multimodal facilities. The proposed interchange improvements will be compatible with the
proposed 95 Express Phase 3 program, which will introduce two tolled, express lanes each direction, in
place of the existing former HOV lanes, from Stirling Road in Broward County to Linton Boulevard in Palm
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Beach County. 95 Express Phase 3A, which extends from Broward Boulevard to south of SW 10th Street,
and includes the limits of the proposed interchange improvements, began construction in mid-2016.
Functionality of the I-95 median ramps and Park-and-Ride road network is to be improved for the
intermodal services within the interchange area.

The proposed improvements evaluated for the I-95 at Broward Boulevard Interchange consisted of four
elements:

Improvements to the mainline of I-95 to accommodate ingress and egress ramps for 95 Express
and the existing Broward Boulevard Interchange ramps,
Three alternatives for the Broward Boulevard east and west terminal intersections to improve
interchange operations,
Two options for the eastbound Broward Boulevard to southbound 95 Express movement, and
Conceptual plans for the Park-and-Ride lot to improve circulation and conditions for all users.

The mainline improvements are consistent across each of the three interchange alternatives.  Each of
the Park-and-Ride concepts was designed to work with the proposed mainline and interchange
improvements.

The Build Alternatives under consideration are described in Sections 2.4.1, 2.4.2, 2.4.3, 2.4.4 and 2.4.5.
Also, under consideration is the No Action Alternative.  The No Action Alternative assumes no proposed
improvements and serves as a baseline for comparison against the Build Alternatives.

2.4.1 Mainline I-95 Build Alternative
The proposed improvements to the I-95 mainline account for the programmed implementation of 95
Express (under construction at the time of this PD&E Study), which adds one additional Special Use
Lane in each direction and modifies the use of these lanes to include managed toll lanes. The resulting
typical section becomes a 12-lane facility comprised of four General Purpose Lanes and two Special Use
Lanes in each direction.

The ingress and egress ramps connecting to Broward Boulevard are proposed to be modified in a similar
manner for each of the Interchange Build Alternatives. For northbound ingress to I-95 there are no
proposed modifications to the existing single lane ramps that provide access from westbound and
eastbound Broward Boulevard. For northbound egress from I-95, the existing ramp is proposed to be
widened to allow for additional storage, however the turn lane configuration remains the same with dual
left-turn and triple right-turn lanes. Southbound ingress to I-95 differs based on the Interchange Build
Alternative and is addressed in those sections that follow. Southbound egress from I-95 is proposed to
be widened for each of the Interchange Build Alternatives to accommodate one additional turn lane for
left turns and two additional turn lanes for right turns, resulting in triple left and triple right turn lanes.

The primary proposed improvements for the mainline, which are shown in Figures 4A and 4B, are for
new braided ramps providing direct ingress and egress between the 95 Express lanes and the existing
Broward Boulevard service interchange ramps without requiring drivers to weave through the General
Use Lanes. For southbound 95 Express egress, the proposed improvements include a braided ramp (in
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the vicinity of NW 6th Street/Sistrunk Boulevard) over the southbound I-95 General Use Lanes with a
connection to the west terminal intersection of the Broward Boulevard service interchange. Similarly,
ingress to southbound 95 Express includes a braided ramp over the southbound I-95 General Use Lanes
located just south of Broward Boulevard.

For the northbound direction, egress from 95 Express near Davie Boulevard is proposed through the use
of a braided ramp over the northbound I-95 General Use Lanes with a connection to the northbound CD
road ramp system that terminates at the east terminal intersection of the Broward Boulevard service
interchange.  Ingress from the Broward Boulevard service interchange to the northbound 95 Express
lanes is proposed through a braided ramp over the northbound I-95 General Use Lanes in the vicinity of
NW 6th Street/Sistrunk Boulevard.

2.4.2 Broward Boulevard Interchange Build Alternatives
The proposed improvements to Broward Boulevard include the replacement of the bridge that spans I-
95 and the SFRC with a wider and higher bridge span, the provision of three through lanes of traffic with
six-foot wide sidewalks and seven-foot wide bicycle lanes in each direction, and three interchange
alternatives, which are further described below. The replacement of this bridge span is common to all
three interchange alternatives and is being proposed to accommodate necessary turn lanes at the
intersections as well as to provide an envelope for a future premium transit stop with connectivity between
East-West service along Broward Boulevard, and the many multimodal transit services provided in the
Broward Boulevard Park-and-Ride Lot/Transit Station on the north and south sides of Broward Boulevard.
In each of the interchange alternatives, the service interchange ramps are proposed for reconstruction to
accommodate the wider and higher proposed bridge span. Most of the ingress and egress ramps are
also proposed to include additional lanes to accommodate the forecasted 2040-year traffic.

The proposed interchange alternatives include Tight Diamond, Displaced Left Turn, and Modified
Displaced Left Turn. Each of these alternatives is described below. For each of these alternatives the
northbound ingress to I-95 remains as a single lane flyover access ramp.

Interchange Build Alternative 1 – Tight Diamond
The Tight Diamond Interchange is a compressed version of the diamond interchange designed to
accommodate right-of-way constraints. The interchange consists of two closely spaced signalized
intersections at the crossing of the ramp terminals. The key operational aspect of a Tight Diamond
Interchange is signal coordination to ensure efficient progression of traffic and minimum storage of
vehicles between the terminals. The existing interchange is a Tight Diamond Interchange and this
alternative will improve the existing operation through the addition of turn lanes at the ramp terminal
locations and optimization of the intersection signal timings. Specifically, one additional left turn lane is
proposed for southbound ingress from Broward Boulevard to I-95 resulting in triple left turn lanes for
traffic traveling westbound. An additional right turn lane is also proposed resulting in double right turn
lanes for eastbound traffic on Broward Boulevard. There are no proposed improvements to the
northbound ingress ramps from Broward Boulevard. These improvements are illustrated in Figure 5.
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Interchange Build Alternative 2A – Displaced Left
The Displaced Left Turn Interchange is also known as the Continuous Flow Interchange. The main
geometric feature of the Displaced Left Turn Interchange is the removal of left turn movements from the
main intersection to an upstream signalized location to reduce the number of traffic signal phases and
conflict points. For this alternative, the westbound left turn movements are displaced at the east ramp
terminal intersection to a new roadway that is south and runs parallel to the eastbound through lanes
where it combines with the displaced left turn lanes from the northbound ramp. This configuration enables
the westbound left turn lanes to execute the left turn simultaneously with the westbound through traffic
and, under a different signal phase, transition the traffic from the northbound ramp on to the westbound
at the west ramp terminal intersection. This proposed alternative increases the number of right turn lanes
for the southbound ingress to I-95 from eastbound Broward Boulevard, resulting in dual right turn lanes.
Although displaced as previously described, the left turn lanes for southbound ingress remain as dual left
turn lanes as is currently provided. These improvements are illustrated in Figure 6.

Interchange Build Alternative 2B – Modified Displaced Left
The Modified Displaced Left Turn Interchange provides for the displacement of the northbound exit ramp
onto a new roadway (bridge structure) over I-95 that is on the south side of Broward Boulevard, and runs
south of and parallel to the eastbound Broward Boulevard through lanes. The northbound ramp left-turn
traffic is then transitioned on to westbound Broward Boulevard at the west ramp terminal intersection.
There are three westbound left-turn lanes at the east ramp terminal intersection. The inner left-turn lane
is a buffer left turn lane providing direct connection to southbound 95 Express and the outer two left-turn
lanes are for general use that feed into southbound I-95 and the CD road. This alternative involves partial
right-of-way acquisitions along Broward Boulevard near NW/SW 18th Avenue. These improvements are
illustrated in Figure 7. Interchange Build Alternative 2B – Modified Displaced Left is the Preferred
interchange build alternative for having the best operational results.

2.4.3 Eastbound Broward Boulevard to Southbound 95 Express Alternatives
In the Preferred Broward Boulevard Build Alternative (Build Alternative 2B – Modified Displaced Left),
there is a barrier separation on the southbound entrance ramp that restricts Broward Boulevard
eastbound right turn traffic from entering the express lanes via the new braided ramp for westbound to
southbound 95 Express. Thus, the eastbound traffic on Broward Boulevard destined to the southbound
95 Express lanes must use an alternative route. For eastbound motorists seeking access to southbound
95 Express, there are two options as follows:

o Option 1 (via SW 1st St) – This option directs eastbound Broward Boulevard traffic seeking
southbound 95 Express to use SW 1st Street, from SW 22nd Avenue, to access the existing
former HOV southbound entrance ramp at the south side of the Park and Ride Lot just south
of Broward Boulevard.

Alternative 1: No Action
Alternative 2 – T-Intersection at SW 21st Terrace and Roundabout at Access Road
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Alternative 3 – Double Roundabout
Alternative 4 – Combined Roundabout

o Option 2 (via Flyover) – This option provides a free flow flyover ramp to provide ingress access
for the eastbound Broward Boulevard traffic. The flyover ramp spurs off of the existing
Broward Boulevard eastbound to northbound on-ramp and connects to the existing former
HOV southbound entrance ramp prior to merging on 95 Express.

Of these, Option 1, Alternative 4 (Combined Roundabout) was selected as the Preferred alternative.
These improvements are illustrated in Figure 6. This alternative also calls for the modification to SW 1st
Street eastbound at SW 22nd Avenue, converting the access point to allow for eastbound Right-In/Right-
Out traffic movements only, at this local street connection point. Further description and evaluation of
each alternative is in the Preliminary Engineering Report.

2.4.4 Park-and-Ride Lot Build Alternatives
Three concept alternatives were developed to address vehicular circulation through the northern lots.
Each of the alternatives includes a realignment of Access Road to provide for a straighter geometry and
adjusts the parking areas and other roadway connections as necessary. Specifically, the parking spaces
provided in Lot 3 will be shifted west and accommodated in the area currently identified as Lots 1 and 2.
Each alternative also provides additional sidewalk throughout the northern parking areas, identifies
crosswalks, and proposes a canopy for the sidewalks connecting the train station to the newly created
area underneath the expanded Broward Boulevard bridge structure.

The primary difference between these alternatives is the proposed location of the 95 Express Bus stops
and the use of the newly created space underneath the expanded Broward Boulevard bridge structure.
These alternatives are concepts and the details of the improvements will be determined as part of the
Design phase of the project.

Park-and-Ride Alternative 1
The 95 Express Bus stop in the northern parking area is retained in its current location and a Park-and-
Ride facility is provided on the opposite side of the existing bus stop. The 95 Express Bus stops currently
located on Access Road just south of the Broward Boulevard bridge structure are relocated north to allow
for passenger loading underneath the expanded bridge structure. A traffic signal is proposed at the
intersection of Access Road with the roadway that provides ingress and egress from I-95 on the north
side of the parking area to accommodate left turns by transit vehicles. The additional space provided
underneath the bridge is not identified for any specific use aside from being reserved to accommodate
an elevator and other access features to allow for a transfer between the possible future transit station in
the median of Broward Boulevard and this lower level. These concepts are illustrated in Figure 8.
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Park-and-Ride Alternative 2
In this alternative the 95 Express Bus stop in the northern parking area is shifted south and a Park-and-
Ride facility is provided on the east-west access road that becomes the I-95 ingress and egress ramps.
At the terminus of the I-95 ramps in the northern lot, a roundabout is proposed in lieu of the existing three-
sided interchange. The area underneath the expanded bridge structure is proposed to be used for the 95
Express Bus stops currently located just south of the bridge structure. This concept provides for a more
formal transit boarding and alighting area. These concepts are illustrated in Figure 9.

Park-and-Ride Alternative 3
This alternative builds on the previous Alternative 2 with the addition of a roundabout to access the formal
transit station area created underneath the expanded bridge structure. These concepts are illustrated in
Figure 10.
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Figure 4A | 95 Express Ingress-Egress Connections with Broward Boulevard Interchange
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Figure 4B | 95 Express Ingress-Egress Connections with Broward Boulevard Interchange
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Figure 5 | Alternative 1 – Tight Diamond
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Figure 6 | Alternative 2A – Displaced Left
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Figure 7 | Preferred Alternative (Alternative 2B – Modified Displaced Left with Combined Roundabout)
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Figure 8 | Alternative 1 – With I-95 at Broward Boulevard Interchange Modified Displaced Left Alternative
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Figure 9 | Alternative 2 – With I-95 at Broward Boulevard Interchange Modified Displaced Left Alternative
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Figure 10 | Alternative 3 – With I-95 at Broward Boulevard Interchange Modified Displaced Left Alternative
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2.4.5 Preferred Alternative
The Preferred Alternative for this study is a combination of the Mainline I-95 Build Alternative; Interchange
Build Alternative 2B; Eastbound Broward Boulevard to Southbound 95 Express Option 1, Sub-Alternative
4, Combined Roundabout Sub-Alternative; and Park-and-Ride Alternative 3. This alternative meets the
purpose and need for the project and was selected for having the best operational results at the I-95
ramps’ intersections with Broward Boulevard. A typical section package for the Preferred Alternative is
provided in the Preliminary Engineering Report.

The Preferred Alternative includes the following improvements.

Mainline I-95 Improvements

The construction of single-lane elevated braided ramps over the General Use Lanes to provide
access to and from the southbound and northbound 95 Express Lanes (Figures 4A and 4B).

o Southbound 95 Express Egress: New braided ramp over the southbound I-95 General
Use Lanes with a connection to the west ramp terminal intersection of the Broward
Boulevard service interchange to provide egress from 95 Express near NW 6th

Street/Sistrunk Boulevard.
o Southbound 95 Express Ingress: New braided ramp over the southbound I-95 General

Use Lanes located just south of Broward Boulevard that provides ingress access for the
westbound traffic on Broward Boulevard via the west ramp terminal intersection of the
Broward Boulevard service interchange.

o Northbound 95 Express Egress: New braided ramp from 95 Express near Davie
Boulevard over the northbound I-95 General Use Lanes with a connection to the
northbound CD road ramp system that terminates at the east terminal intersection of the
Broward Boulevard service interchange.

o Northbound 95 Express Ingress: New braided ramp over the northbound I-95 General
Use Lanes in the vicinity of NW 6th Street/Sistrunk Boulevard. This elevated braided ramp
provides direct access between Broward Boulevard and the northbound 95 Express
Lanes, using the existing eastbound to northbound flyover, and westbound to northbound
ramp, for access to northbound 95 Express.

Broward Boulevard Interchange Improvements

The addition of triple left and triple right turn lanes for the southbound I-95 exit ramp to Broward
Boulevard.
Replacement of the Broward Boulevard bridge structures over I-95 and the SFRC to
accommodate additional turn lanes, a minimum of six-foot sidewalks and seven-foot bike lanes in
each direction, and a future premium transit stop in the median.
Provide three westbound left-turn lanes at the east ramp terminal intersection. The inner left-turn
lane is a buffer left turn lane providing direct connection to southbound 95 Express and the outer
two left-turn lanes are for general use that feed into southbound I-95 and the CD road.
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Displacement of northbound exit ramp traffic heading west onto a new two-lane roadway (bridge
structure) that is on the south of Broward Boulevard over I-95, and runs south of and parallel to
the eastbound Broward Boulevard through lanes. The northbound ramp left-turn traffic is
transitioned on to the westbound Broward Boulevard roadway at the west ramp terminal
intersection (Figure 7).

Broward Boulevard Eastbound to 95 Express Southbound Improvements

Barrier separation on the southbound entrance ramp that restricts Broward Boulevard eastbound
right turn traffic from entering the express lanes via the new braided ramp for westbound to
southbound 95 Express. Eastbound to southbound express lane traffic must continue to use the
existing former HOV ramps via SW 22nd Avenue and SW 1st Street.
Modification to SW 1st Street eastbound at SW 22nd Avenue, converting the access point to allow
for eastbound Right In/Right-Out traffic movements only.
Construct a combined dual intersection roundabout along SW 1st Street at SW 21st Terrace and
the Connector Ramps to and from southbound 95 Express (Figure 7).

Park and Ride Lot Improvements

Improvements to the Park-and-Ride facility that provide additional sidewalks for pedestrians, a
covered waiting area for Express Bus users and improved circulation for vehicles by constructing
roundabouts (Figure 10).
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Methodology
The methodology used for evaluating sociocultural effects of the project have been established by
following the guidance of FDOT’s PD&E Manual, Part 2, Chapter 4, Sociocultural Effects Evaluation,
effective January 14, 2019. The procedure for this Sociocultural Effects Evaluation process includes:

Step 1: Review Project Information. The ETDM programming screen summary was reviewed and
summarized for each category and discussed in Section 6.0 under each respective resource. The Final
ETDM Programming Screen Summary Report is included in Appendix A.

Step 2: Defining the Study Area. The study area was defined to include adjacent neighborhoods,
setting a ¼ mile buffer around the project area.

Step 3: Prepare Community Information. The existing conditions, such as community boundaries,
community desired features and demographics of the area within the buffer were analyzed and
summarized in Section 5.0.

Step 4: Evaluate the Sociocultural Effects. The process for evaluation of the sociocultural effects
includes identifying resources, evaluating feasible alternatives as well as the No Action Alternative,
review issues stated in the ETDM report, assess direct and indirect effects, as well as the severity of
impacts to the area.

Step 5: Identifying Solutions to Project Impacts. Potential solutions/enhancements will be reviewed
from previous studies. Outreach for this project will focus on the most affected populations and
neighborhoods. Methods to avoid, minimize, or mitigate project effects or enhancing the project will be
recommended.

The data being reviewed for this sociocultural effects study are the 2015 ACS Block Group data and the
2010 ACS Blocks. The differences between the two data sets are that Census Blocks are the smallest
geographic area for which the Bureau of the Census collects and tabulates decennial Census data;
meanwhile Block Groups are the next level above in geographic hierarchy, which are a combination of
Census Blocks that is a subdivision of a Census Tract. This allows a variety of data to different
geographic sizes.
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Study Area
The project limits extend along I-95 from south of Davie Boulevard to south of Sunrise Boulevard and
along Broward Boulevard from NW 24th Avenue to east of NW/SW 18th Avenue. The study area was
defined as ¼ mile buffer around the project limits, in accordance with Part 2, Chapter 4, Section 4.2.2 of
the PD&E Manual, which recommends that the study area should be large enough to include
underrepresented populations adjacent to the project limits. The rationale for using the ¼ mile buffer is
tied to the limits along Broward Boulevard, which extend approximately ¼ mile east and west from I-95,
and to ensure that residential neighborhoods on both sides of I-95 were included in the study area.
Figure 11 shows the study area limits that are described in this report.
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Figure 11 | Sociocultural Effects Study Area
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Community Characteristics Summary and Map

Data Collection Methodology
The ETDM Programming Summary Report that was initially created for this project depicted limits of
only the east-west study area along Broward Boulevard (see Figure 11) and not the north-south limits
along I-95 as shown in Figure 10. Since the study area of the project was extended further north and
south along I-95, the data and analysis contained in this document were updated to reflect the
characteristics of the community and facilities within the entire study area.

Community information collected for the study area describes the history, present physical and
sociocultural characteristics, and future trends in the study area for use in identifying and assessing
sociocultural effects. Information was organized and summarized for each SCE issue as it relates to
specific communities and populations.

The ETDM Programming Summary Report was based on the 2010 decennial Census data. Additional
information from the 2010 Census was collected for the expanded Study Area. The U.S. Census
Bureau’s (USCB) American Community Survey (ACS) which provides sample data collected from
approximately 3 million addresses each year was the major source of information used to report the
community’s characteristics. As the ACS does not provide data by Block, Block Group data was used
for this analysis. Census Tract data was also discussed in this report to bring attention to the general
area for topics which were not discussed on the Census Block group and Census Block surveys. The
Census Tract data expands farther than the study area so this data is to gain perspective of the
employer industries in the area, as well as nationalities and Limited English Proficiency. Figure 12
shows a comparison of the geographic coverage of each of these Census geographies, Block, Block
Group, and Tract, relative to the study area boundary.

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and other maps were used to identify communities and facilities
within the study area. Planning documents for the City of Fort Lauderdale were also reviewed to verify
that this project aided the comprehensive plan and was beneficial for the future of the area and city.
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Figure 12 | Comparison of Census Geographies Relative to the Study Area Boundary
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Social

5.2.1 Population
The 2015 ACS Block Group data shows that the population of the study area is 15,995, the population
of Fort Lauderdale is over 173,000, and the population of Broward County is over 1.8 million people.
The Broward MPO 2040 LRTP has estimated an increase of population by 12 percent, which would
grow from 1.7 million in 2010 to 1.9 million by 2040. The same report estimated that there would be a
10.4 percent increase in jobs in the area between 2010 and 2040.

5.2.2 Demographics
5.2.2.1 Ethnicity
The area is composed of diverse ethnic groups. The 2011- 2015 ACS Data shows that study area has
a higher percentage of minority, especially Black or African American, residents than either the City of
Fort Lauderdale or Broward County. Table 1 provides a comparison of the demographics of the study
area to the City of Fort Lauderdale and Broward County. The study area also has a larger percentage
of Hispanic population than Fort Lauderdale but it is still lower than the County’s Hispanic population.
This information is illustrated in Figure 13.

Table 1 | Overall Demographics

Geographic Area Study Area City of Fort
Lauderdale Broward County

Total Population 15,995 173,570 1,843,152
White 6,536 40.9% 108,037 62.2% 1,154,135 62.6%
Black or African American 8,620 53.9% 55,652 32.1% 513,087 27.8%
American Indian and Alaska Native 42 0.3% 246 0.1% 4,446 0.2%
Asian 38 0.2% 2,311 1.3% 64,492 3.5%
Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander 0 0.0% 111 0.1% 868 0.0%
Some Other Race 573 3.6% 3,869 2.2% 55,033 3.0%
Two or More Races 186 1.2% 3,344 1.9% 51,091 2.8%
Total Not White Population 9,459 59.1% 65,533 37.8% 689,017 37.4%
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Figure 13 | Ethnicity

Source: 2011-2015 U.S. Census American Community Survey
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5.2.2.2 Nationality
The study area’s percentage of foreign born population, 27.18 percent, is higher than Fort Lauderdale’s
(23.27 percent) but lower than the County average of 32.2 percent. The data collected for the study
area was Census Tract data from 2011-2015 ACS 5 year estimates. As illustrated in Figure 12, Census
Tracts are a larger scale of recording Census data than of Block Groups and Blocks; thus this data is
for an area larger than the defined study area. However, the smallest geography at which the 2011-
2015 ACS survey for place of birth is tabulated is the Census Tract level.

5.2.3 Limited English Proficiency
The FHWA describes Limited English Proficiency, or LEP, as “individuals who do not speak English as
their primary language and who have a limited ability to read, write, speak, or understand English”. The
ACS 2011-2015 Census Tract level data identifying households that are linguistically isolated was
reviewed to determine the LEP population within the study area.

Using data presented by the ACS for Census Tracts in 2015, it is estimated that 7.08 percent of people
in the study area do not speak English very well; meanwhile 4.21 percent do not speak English at all.
That is a combined total of 11.29 percent of people who speak less than very well in the study area. In
comparison, Broward County has a percentage of 15.3 percent, and Fort Lauderdale has 11.3 percent
who speak English less than very well.

In the study area, 23 percent of the population speak Spanish, and 9 percent speak Indo-European
languages. At each public meeting, individuals speaking Spanish are made available to assist any
individuals in need of translation services to ensure that equal access to the project information is
available.

5.2.4 Age Distribution
Age distribution of an area is one indication of its economic and income earning potential. A larger
percentage of working-age residents (20 to 64) allow for greater income earning potential. Age data can
also aide in the identification of areas that may have special mobility needs if there are higher
concentrations of school-aged children under 16 and adults over 65. The data reviewed from the 2015
ACS shows that the average median age for the study area is 33.8, which is lower than that of Broward
County’s median age of 40 and Fort Lauderdale’s median age of 42. Figure 14 shows the age
distribution for the study area, the City of Fort Lauderdale and Broward County.

Within the study area approximately 30 percent of the population is under 21, 51 percent is between the
ages of 22 and 64, and 19 percent are 65 or older. Compared to the City of Fort Lauderdale and
Broward County, the study area has a higher percentage of its population in the 21 and younger and
the 65 and over age ranges. Both the City and the County have higher percentages of their population
in the 22 to 64 age range. When looking more closely at children 17 or younger, the study area has a
higher percentage of children in this age range (25 percent) when compared to both the City (18
percent) and the County (22 percent).
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Figure 14 | Age Distribution

5.2.5 Vehicle Ownership and Transportation
Vehicle ownership is an important trend to review in the study area. Identifying the potential project
effects on mobility and accessibility to other means of travel than automobiles is important for
minimizing the effects on the community. As an example, if a household does not have access to a
vehicle, members of the household must rely on other forms of transportation means, such as friends,
family or the public transportation system.

The study area data shows that 10.9 percent of households in the area do not have access to a vehicle.
That is a higher percentage of households without vehicles than the County average of 7.66 percent
and Fort Lauderdale’s average of 9.72 percent.

The most used form of transportation to work in the study area, as well as at both the City and County
level, is driving alone in a car, truck or van. The study area does have a larger percentage of public
transportation riders who use the service for means of transportation to work, 7.25 percent, than of Fort
Lauderdale’s 5.18 percent, and Broward County’s 3.06 percent.

5.2.6 Households
To examine household data, information from both the 2010 and 2015 Census data sets was required.
Since the 2010 data is available at the Block level, it is more precise to the study area and shows a
total of 4,021 households. As previously discussed, the 2015 ACS data is available at the Block Group
level, which is larger, and therefore includes a larger number of households, 4,696.

In 2010, the study area consisted of 58.3 percent of family households, which is lower than Broward
County at 63.3 percent and higher than the City of Fort Lauderdale at 47.6 percent family households.
Data from the 2015 ACS is not provided for this measure since the smallest geographic unit is the
Census Tract, which provides data for a significantly larger area than the defined study area.
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5.2.7 Occupancy and Tenure
Block Group data from 2015 ACS shows that 18.1 percent of households were vacant in the study
area. Household vacancy was slightly higher in the study area than in Broward County as a whole,
which was at 17.7 percent in the year 2015. However this percentage is lower than the vacancy
experienced in Fort Lauderdale, 22.1 percent, for the year 2015.

In the study area, 40.1 percent of the households were owner-occupied in the year 2015. This is a
smaller percentage of owner-occupied households compared to both the County and the City of Fort
Lauderdale, which had estimated owner-occupancy percentages of 63.5 and 52.3, respectively.

5.2.8 Community Facilities
Community facilities provide a focal point for neighborhoods and communities, as well as providing
services to the surrounding areas. Community facilities in an area are public and private schools,
religious facilities, community centers, parks, police and fire services, medical facilities, historic places,
as well as other public facilities such as post offices and libraries.

Table 2 lists the schools, parks and religious facilities found within the study area. In addition to these
there are two community centers, one cemetery, one convention center, one public safety building that
houses the Broward County Sheriff, and one correctional facility in the area. The location of all of these
facilities is provided in Figure 15. Historic places are identified and discussed in more detail in the
Cultural Resources Assessment Survey document, and include Woodlawn Cemetery (recently listed on
the National Register of Historic Places), the Seaboard Air Lines (CSX) Railroad, and the Seaboard Air
Lines Railroad Station.
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Figure 15 | Community Facilities in the Study Area
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Table 2 | Community Facilities

Community Facilities - Schools
Public Private

Stranahan High School Strayer University
North Fork Elementary School

Walker Elementary School
Community Facilities - Parks

Delevoe Park Lincoln Park
Hortt Park Bill Keith Preserve Park

Flamingo Park Sweeting Park
North Fork Riverfront Park Southwest 15th Terrace Park

Community Facilities – Historic Places
Woodlawn Cemetery Seaboard Air Lines (CSX) Railroad

Seaboard Air Lines Railroad Station

Community Facilities – Religious Facilities
Abundant Life Christian Center Bethel Missionary Baptist Church

Royal Assembly Church Peaceful Zion Missionary Baptist Church
National Church of God Gospel Mission – South America

Church of Christ Rock of Ages Baptist Church
Church of New Life Christian Fellowship Willie C Frazier Outreach Ministry

Kingdom Hall of Jehovah’s’ Witness More Abundant Powerhouse
Victory Tabernacle of Faith Spirit of Jesus
St. James #83 Masonic Hall

5.2.9 Community Redevelopment Agencies
There is one Community Redevelopment Agency (CRA) in the study area. This CRA is referred to as
the Northwest-Progresso-Flagler Heights (NWPF) CRA. The NWPF CRA is located between Sunrise
Boulevard on the north, Broward Boulevard on the south, the City corporate limits on the west, and
Federal Highway on the east; except for the portion lying south of N.E. 4th street and east of Andrews
Avenue between Broward Boulevard and Federal Highway, and is depicted in Figure 16. The CRA’s
purpose is to prevent the spread of blighted areas. The goal is to positively impact the quality of life of
the residents in the CRA area, eliminating slum and blight, through the implementation of the CRA’s
redevelopment plan. Aiming to expand economic opportunities in the area as well as fostering a
dynamic and vibrant commercial and residential environment.
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Figure 16 | Northwest-Progresso-Flagler Heights CRA Boundary

5.2.10 Community Cohesion
Community cohesion is the sense of place residents feel within their community, and where there is
quality interaction between the members of the community in participation or gathering in local facilities
and/or activities. Cohesive communities have characteristics such as long-term residency, interaction
among neighbors, participation in organizations, long-serving community leadership. Community
cohesion can span a single neighborhood, multiple neighborhoods, or even a small town. I-95 was
constructed over 30 years ago and at that time created a division between the communities on the east
and west sides of it. The SFRC, which was constructed as the Seaboard Air Line Railroad in the 1920s,
and the North and South Forks of the New River, separated communities in the study area prior to the
construction of I-95. The proposed improvements are within existing FDOT rights-of-way and will not
further impact the existing community cohesion.
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Economic

5.3.1 Labor Force and Occupations
Data from the 2011-2015 ACS 5 year estimate for Census Tracts (414, 427, and 428) was analyzed to
understand the labor force and occupations in the study area. The data (see Figure 17) shows that the
major industry in the study area is “Arts, entertainment, and recreation, and accommodation, and food
services”.  The major industry for Fort Lauderdale and Broward County is “Educational services, and
health care and social assistance”.

Figure 17 | Labor Force and Occupations

5.3.2 Employers
An existing business inventory was completed in 2017 for this study and is contained in Appendix B.
The study area contains a variety of commercial, office, and industrial uses. To the west of I-95 the
large employers of the area are Walmart, Strayer University, Broward Public Safety Complex, and the
Broward Juvenile Detention Center. To the east of I-95, the large employer in the study area is the
Salvation Army. The area contains a variety of local businesses in the industrial area along I-95.
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5.3.3 Income
The study area varies greatly in land uses and economics. Reviewing the 2015 ACS, the data shows
that the study area is below the City and County level of average median household income. The data
indicates that the study area’s average median household income is $37,492, meanwhile, Fort
Lauderdale’s is $46,089 and Broward County’s is $51,968.

Poverty level is relatively high in comparison to the City and County as well, with the study area having
a poverty level of 34.76 percent, Fort Lauderdale’s at 20.63 percent and Broward County’s at 14.55
percent (see Figure 18).

Figure 18 | Household Income

Land Use

5.4.1 Existing Land Use
The study area contains a variety of existing land uses, ranging from single family homes to commercial
and industrial uses. As further described below, the study area is also home to several large employers
and public uses. Community facilities, such as parks and religious institutions, are integrated
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throughout the study area. The project limits are within the incorporated area of the City of Fort
Lauderdale, in Broward County.

Beginning from the west of I-95 at the southern point of the study area, south of Davie Boulevard, the
study area consists of industrial zones adjacent to I-95. This industrial zone abuts neighborhoods
comprised primarily of single family homes. There are commercial uses located on both the north and
south sides of Davie Boulevard, located immediately adjacent to Davie Boulevard or the frontage road.
Going north past Davie Boulevard, the industrial area remains adjacent to I-95, with single family
homes and some low-rise apartments neighboring the industrial zone.

Along Broward Boulevard to the west of I-95, lie the majority of large employers of the area, including
Wal-Mart, Strayer University, Broward County Public Safety Complex and the Broward Juvenile
Detention Center. The newest development in this area is the Riverland Marketplace, where the Wal-
Mart is located, on the corner of Broward Boulevard and Riverland Road.

The SFRC runs adjacent to I-95, with the access to the Tri-Rail / Amtrak Fort Lauderdale station
provided from Broward Boulevard. The station’s passengers arrive either via bus or vehicles, including
taxis and ride-share services. Train passengers who arrive in their private vehicle are offered parking in
several locations adjacent to the station. To the north of the Tri-Rail station is a Park-and-Ride lot that
can be utilized by train passengers and is primarily utilized by passengers of the 95 Express Bus that
offers service to downtown Miami and the Civic Center area of Miami from this location.

To the north, from Broward Boulevard to Sunrise Boulevard the land uses are similar, with single family
homes, low-rise apartments, small businesses, and warehouse space. The non-residential uses in this
area are located adjacent to the SFRC.  A small portion of the study area extends north of Sunrise
Boulevard and the existing land uses here are similar to the rest of the study area. There are a few
commercial uses along Sunrise Boulevard and a public storage facility adjacent to the rail corridor. The
remainder of the area is used for residential, predominantly single family homes.

Continuing the review of the eastern half of the study area just south of Davie Boulevard, east of I-95
are single family homes as well as commercial uses on Davie Boulevard. In between Davie Boulevard
and Broward Boulevard there is a mixture of land uses, including single family homes and low-rise
apartments. A large portion of the area consists of Stranahan High School. Just north of Stranahan
High School, the land uses return to single family and low-rise apartments.

Along Broward Boulevard, to the east of I-95, there are office, commercial and residential areas. In the
study area, the north side of Broward Boulevard contains a Salvation Army Rehabilitation Center as
well as a Salvation Army Super Store; the south side of Broward Boulevard contains a mix of single
family homes and low-rise apartments neighboring the commercial uses. There is also a hotel located
on the south side of Broward Boulevard within the study area, a Days Inn.

To the north of Broward Boulevard, along the east side of I-95, a similar land use pattern continues.
The predominant use in the area is residential, primarily single family homes, although there are
several low-rise and public housing apartment buildings within this area. There are several commercial
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uses located along NW 6th Street/Sistrunk Boulevard and Sunrise Boulevard within the study area.
Other notable non-residential uses are:

the City of Fort Lauderdale’s Sustainable Development Center and its associated park, located
north of NW 6th Street/Sistrunk Boulevard between NW 19th Avenue and NW 18th Avenue; and
Woodlawn Cemetery, located between I-95 and NW 19th Avenue on the north side of NW 9th

Street.

To the north of Sunrise Boulevard on the east side of I-95, there are commercial uses fronting Sunrise
Boulevard. Behind these commercial uses are single family homes.

5.4.2 Future Land Use
Future Land Use is controlled by the Broward Planning Council’s Land Use Plan. Each city adopts its
own comprehensive plan that must be consistent with the Future Land Use assigned by the Planning
Council. The project area is built out and there are no major expected changes to the land use patterns
beyond the existing land uses.

A portion of the project area is located in the Northwest Regional Activity Center (NWRAC), a City of
Fort Lauderdale Future Land Use designation. The boundaries of the NWRAC are Broward Boulevard
to Sunrise Boulevard and the FEC Railway to SW/NW 24th Avenue. Within the project area, the
NWRAC encompasses the area between Broward Boulevard and Sunrise Boulevard both east and
west of I-95. The goal of the NWRAC is to promote a mixture of uses that encourage active pedestrian
friendly environment, preserve the cultural diversity in the area, and conserve the residential
neighborhoods.

Figure 19 illustrates the Future Land Use designations in the study area. The areas adjacent to I-95
and the major arterials are predominantly Commerce or Activity Center (NWRAC), with the exception of
the lands located on the east side of I-95 south of Broward Boulevard, which are designated for
residential use. The majority of the residential lands are designated Low Residential with a maximum
density of five units per acre. The next most prevalent residential land use is Medium Residential with a
maximum density of 16 units per acre. There are small pockets of Medium-High Residential adjacent to
Broward Boulevard and Davie Boulevard on the east side of I-95 that permit a maximum density of 25
units per acre. Other Future Land Use designations in the study area include Recreation and Open
Space, Community, and Transportation.
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Figure 19 | Future Land Uses in the Study Area
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Mobility

5.5.1 Modal Choices
This area functions as a critical connection point to an array of travel options. Figure 3 illustrates the
various parking areas and transit services that utilize the study area.

Broward County Transit, the public transit authority in Broward County, has three bus routes (Routes 9,
22, and 81) that run on Broward Boulevard. Route 22 circulates within the Park and Ride lot that is
located in the northwest quadrant of the interchange and stops at a total of six bus stops within the Park
and Ride lot. Routes 9 and 81 have bus stops located on Broward Boulevard. Miami-Dade Transit
(MDT) runs the 95 Express Bus service from the Broward Boulevard Park and Ride lot to Downtown
Miami on weekdays during the AM/PM peak hours. There are multiple stops within the Park and Ride
for 95 Express, including a stop in front of the train stations.

The FDOT owns the 67-mile SFRC that passes through the study area. This facility is the historic
Seaboard Air Lines (CSX) Railroad that is eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places
and is further discussed in the Cultural Resources Assessment Study. A number of passenger and
freight services operate on this railroad including Tri-Rail, a commuter rail line managed by the South
Florida Regional Transportation Authority (SFRTA) that provides service from Miami-Dade to Palm
Beach County; Amtrak, a private national passenger rail service; and freight services operated by CSX.

Tri-Rail provides three commuter buses from the Ft. Lauderdale Station; Commuter Connectors 1, 2,
and 3. Commuter Connectors 1 and 2 run on the weekdays while 3 only runs on the weekends. All
three commuter buses provide service to the downtown area and circulate south of Broward Boulevard.

Sun Trolley is a free trolley service that provides routes throughout Fort Lauderdale. Sun Trolley has
two routes with a bus stop in front of the train stations at the Park and Ride lot; the Neighborhood Link
and the NW Community Link. As its name indicates, the NW Community Link provides service
northwest of the Broward Boulevard Interchange meanwhile the Neighborhood Link provides service to
the east and the west of the interchange.

The Park and Ride facilities consist of five lots as shown in Figure 3. Three of the parking areas are
located north of Broward Boulevard and are for general use, including 95 Express passengers and
carpools. There are two smaller lots located south of Broward Boulevard. One lot is for 95 Express
passengers and the other lot, which is located directly in front of the station building, is dedicated to and
Tri-Rail and Amtrak passengers. This lot is relatively small compared to the amount of passengers that
commute on the train and many Tri-Rail customers overflow into the parking areas located further
north, including those located on the north side of Broward Boulevard.

Pedestrians can access sidewalks throughout all of Broward Boulevard and use sidewalk facilities
within the Park and Ride Lots. The only crosswalks available to cross Broward Boulevard are located at
SW/NW 24th Avenue and at SW/NW 18th Avenue. Passengers connecting to these routes have a
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lengthy walk from the Park and Ride lots to the bus stops and vice versa. There are crosswalks located
at various points throughout the Park and Ride lots. There are no pedestrian facilities on I-95.

5.5.2 Traffic Patterns
I-95 is the primary north-south interstate facility that links all major cities along the Atlantic Seaboard and
is one of the most important transportation systems in southeast Florida. I-95 is part of the SIS and the
National Highway System. In addition, I-95 is designated as an evacuation route along the east coast of
Florida.

The typical section of I-95 within the study area varies. From the Davie Boulevard Interchange to SW 5th
Pl. the typical section of I-95 is an eight-lane facility comprised of three General Purpose Lanes in each
direction and one Special Use Lane (previously designated for HOV use and in transition to managed toll
lanes) in each direction. From the vicinity of SW 5th Place, where the northbound CD road ramp system
merges traffic from I-595 into the General Purpose Lanes, and through to the Sunrise Boulevard
Interchange, I-95 is a 10-lane facility comprised of four General Purpose Lanes in each direction and one
Special Use Lane in each direction. I-95 has a posted speed limit near the Broward Boulevard
Interchange of 65 mph.

The Broward Boulevard Interchange is currently a diamond interchange. Broward Boulevard is a six lane
east-west arterial. Within the project limits, Broward Boulevard is functionally classified as a Divided
Urban Principal Arterial with a posted speed limit of 40 mph. Broward Boulevard from I-95 to NE 3rd

Avenue is a designated SIS Connector providing access to the Greyhound Bus Station located just east
of NW 2nd Avenue in Fort Lauderdale. The Broward Boulevard Interchange currently provides direct
connect HOV access with a southbound entrance ramp from Broward Boulevard onto I-95, and a
northbound exit ramp from I-95 to Broward Boulevard.

5.5.3 Public Parking
Public parking in the study area is limited to the facilities provided in the Park-and-Ride lot and street
parking provided along NW 6th Street/Sistrunk Boulevard. All other parking areas are part of private
developments and are not available for public parking.

Aesthetic Effects
Aesthetics is the perception of what is pleasing to the visual, auditory, and olfactory senses. For the
purposes of this SCE, it refers to the collective community vision of what constitutes a pleasing
environment. Civic pride is often associated with the aesthetic qualities of a community. These qualities
make a community unique among its neighbors and special to its residents.

Opinions regarding aesthetic qualities are highly subjective and vary within the community. However,
resources that are generally considered to contribute to the aesthetic quality of a community include
street trees, scenic views, parks, green spaces, water features, historic structures, local landmarks, and
cultural resources. Those structures or features that elicit negative reaction generally include landfills,
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automobile salvage yards, and abandoned buildings or deteriorating structures. The following section
describes the existing noise and visual resources in the study area.

5.6.1 Noise/Vibration
During the ETDM screening, noise was rated as a minimal effect of the project. This was primarily due
to the existence of sound barriers along the entire eastern limits of the project, as well as the addition of
new sound barriers being constructed adjacent to River Gardens/Sweeting Estates (a part of the I-95
Express Lanes Phase 3A-1 project). From the North Fork of the New River to SW 6th Street, there will
be a 22 foot tall ground mounted sound barrier to the west of the railroad tracks. There will also be an 8
feet shoulder mounted sound barrier along the southbound I-95 shoulder of equal length.

A traffic noise study was conducted in accordance with Title 23 CFR 772, Procedure for Abatement of
Highway Traffic Noise and Construction Noise (dated March 2018) and also references Chapter 18 of
Part 2 of the PD&E Manual entitled Highway Traffic Noise (dated January 14, 2019). The noise
sensitive sites potentially impacted by the project improvements were identified and classified by
FHWA’s Noise Abatement Criteria (NAC) Activity Categories. The noise sensitive sites evaluated for
potential noise impacts due to the planned improvements along I-95 include:

Single and multi family residences east and west of I 95 (Activity Category B);
One recreational/cemetery area (Activity Category C); and
One place of worship buildings (Activity Category D).

FHWA’s Traffic Noise Model (TNM) Version 2.5 (February 2004) was used to predict future traffic noise
levels at the representative noise sensitive sites potentially impacted by the project and to analyze the
effectiveness of noise barriers. The existing traffic noise levels were taken from a previously completed
PD&E study for SR-9/I-95 from Stirling Road to North of Oakland Park Boulevard, which was completed
in 2013. The study area is currently under construction for improvements to the 95 Express Lanes and
therefore would not be representative of typical existing conditions. The results from this prior PD&E
study are considered to be valid since the same model is being used and the existing highway and
traffic conditions have not changed significantly since the completion of that study.

The TNM 2.5 predicted noise levels and the other referenced noise levels in this report represent the
hourly equivalent sound level [Leq(h)]. Leq(h) is the steady-state sound level, which contains the same
amount of acoustic energy as the actual time varying sound level over a one hour period. Leq(h) is
measured in A weighted decibels [dB(A)], which closely approximate the human frequency response.

5.6.2 Visual Resources
There are no Scenic Highways or significant viewsheds within the project area. The area is urban in
nature and views are interrupted by above-ground utilities, elevated roadways, billboards, and other
similar obstructions. There are however, several parks and open space areas and mature landscaping
exists throughout the study area. The initial study area for visual impacts was based on the same ¼
mile buffer used for other social issues and shown in Figure 11. Following field reviews and a review of
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the proposed improvements, three specific areas were selected for further analysis. The following
sections describe the existing conditions and the process by which the three areas were selected for
additional analysis.

5.6.2.1 Data Collection and Local Plans
Aerial maps overlaid with the proposed improvements were utilized to identify potential areas of visual
impacts. These initially included all of the areas adjacent to proposed elevated roadway improvements,
as shown in Figure 20. Field reviews were conducted to determine existing views from project-adjacent
areas.

In addition to mapping data, local plans, including the City and County comprehensive plans and the
NWPF CRA Plan, were reviewed for information related to the study area. Information from these plans
is summarized below.

City of Fort Lauderdale Comprehensive Plan

Housing Element, Policy 1.2.2 – “Improve aesthetics of selected roadway vistas through the
development of corridor plans that include planting of trees and other visual accents.”

Parks and Recreation Element, Objective 2.1 – “The City shall improve its visual attractiveness as
possible, both through positive measures of orderly development and beautification as well as
consistent efforts to avoid, remove, or diminish the impact of unsightly features.”

Northwest-Progresso-Flagler Heights Community Redevelopment Plan

There are no specific objectives or policies in this plan related to visual resources. The focus on the
plan is improving infrastructure and encouraging development and investment within the CRA
boundaries. The Plan also focuses on preserving existing neighborhoods and expanding housing
opportunities. No policies in the plan that specifically address visual or aesthetic issues.
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Figure 20 | Elevated Roadway Improvement Areas
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Broward County Comprehensive Plan

Similar to the CRA Plan, there are no specific policies in the County’s Comprehensive Plan that
address visual resources or viewshed protection. There are several policies related to I-95 and those
are shown below.

Transportation Element, Policy 3.4.18 – “Recognizing the growing need for regional connectivity,
coordinate with the FDOT, appropriate municipalities, the MPO and the SFRTA to continue
implementing strategies to maintain Level of Service Standards on the SIS/FISH, including strategies to
facilitate local traffic to use alternatives to the SIS/FIHS as a means of protecting interregional and
intrastate functions. Among the strategies that Broward County will continue to help implement are:

3. Support interchange improvements, where appropriate, on I-95, I-595, I-75 and Florida’s Turnpike
mainline.

9. Continue to support measures that will alleviate noise levels along federal and state transportation
roadways, particularly in planning, designing, and implementing new roadways, expanding existing
roadways, and/or significantly altering the alignment of existing roadways.”

5.6.2.2 Affected Viewers and Sensitivity
This section will discuss the viewer groups which may have their views affected due to the proposed
construction of new ramps. These viewer groups include residents, businesses, and transportation
users, including drivers, bus and train passengers and bicyclists.

Viewer sensitivity is the extent the visual environment affects a viewer group. Low viewer sensitivity
results when a group is not for the most part concerned about the view, or when few viewers
experience a definite view. High viewer sensitivity occurs when there are many people with a frequent
view or for a long period of time, and are concerned about the impact to their view. The level of concern
is a particular response that is due to factors such as the aesthetic character in nearby landscape, the
activity the viewers are involved in, their interests, expectations, and ideals.

Residents

Residents of the neighborhoods immediately adjacent to I-95 are an important viewer group. The
residential areas located south of Broward Boulevard on the east side of I-95 have low viewer
sensitivity as there is ample landscaping provided to block the views of I-95 from their homes. Similarly,
the residential areas located to the west of I-95 and south of Broward Boulevard are separated from the
highway by business and industrial uses that block their direct line of sight of any of the existing or
proposed improvements; therefore, this residential group also has low viewer sensitivity.

The residential areas north of Broward Boulevard on both the east and west sides of I-95, especially
south of Sistrunk Boulevard/NW 6th Street have high viewer sensitivity. The reasons for this level of
viewer sensitivity is the direct line of sight these residences have to I-95, their frequency in the area and
their sensitivity to the neighboring aesthetics. There are no significant buildings to block their views.
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Their current views of I-95 are limited by landscaping within the FDOT right-of-way, some of which were
destroyed by a recent hurricane.

Businesses/Industrial Uses

Employees and business owners in areas adjacent to I-95 have high exposure to the project
improvements but are likely to be focused on their activity and less aware of their surroundings. Many
of these areas are already open to views of I-95 and the proposed improvements are not out of
character of the existing views.. It is anticipated that their sensitivity is low.

Transportation Users

Drivers and bus passengers are the only viewer group with views from I-95. This viewer group would
have a high awareness to this project. Drivers, bus passengers, and bicyclists on local roadways would
also have a view from those roadways that cross over or under I-95 in the project area, such as Davie
Boulevard, Broward Boulevard, Sistrunk Boulevard/NW 6th Street, and Sunrise Boulevard. Similarly,
train passengers using Tri-Rail through the study area would have a view of the west side of I-95. The
level of sensitivity to the visual quality of the area may be based on if the transportation user lives in the
area, but for the majority of motorists that are commuters, the concern may be low due to the short
period of time it takes to pass the area.

5.6.2.3 Visual Character
The existing visible environment is a description of the visual character. The visual character is brought
together by a mixture of land and water forms, transportation and utility facilities as well as development
and vegetation. This is a general collection of the existing views that surround the area as well as the
specific view of the I-95 corridor. The following is the overall visual character for each of the areas
along the I-95 corridor, as discussed in 5.4.

Existing views along the east side of SR 9/I-95, south of Sistrunk Boulevard/NW 6th Street
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Southwest Quadrant of I-95 and Davie Blvd

Immediately adjacent to I-95 in this area are a mobile home park and a business/industrial area.
Located west of these uses are single family neighborhoods. In the mobile home and
business/industrial area there is little vegetation except for a few mature trees and grassy areas. The
landform is flat so I-95 is clearly visible from these areas. There is more landscaping in the single family
home areas and the views of I-95 are obstructed by the adjacent buildings or this additional
landscaping. This area was not identified as being visually impacted by the project as there are no
proposed improvements on this portion of I-95 that would be visible by a sensitive use group from this
area.

West of I-95 between Davie Blvd and Broward Blvd

The land uses immediately adjacent to I-95 in this area are all industrial or transportation in nature. Just
south of Broward Boulevard is the Tri-Rail Station that includes an historic building and nice
landscaping. However, existing flyover ramps obstruct the view of the station by most of the single
family areas to the west. South of the Tri-Rail Station and continuing all the way to Davie Boulevard, the
land use is industrial, including rail yards and buildings used for industrial purposes. There is no
landscaping in this area. Immediately to the west are single family areas and their views of I-95 are
blocked by these industrial buildings and existing transportation structures. This area was not identified
as being visually impacted by the project as there are no proposed improvements on this portion of I-95
that would be visible by a sensitive user group.

West of I-95 between Broward Blvd and Sunrise Blvd

Except for the residential area located between the North Fork of the New River and NW 6th

Street/Sistrunk Boulevard, the land uses immediately adjacent to I-95 in this area include transportation
(Park-and-Ride lot), a public use (correctional facility) and industrial uses. The industrial areas are a
mixture of big box structures and open air storage. Residential neighborhoods are located to the west
of these areas and their view of I-95 is obstructed either by the existing industrial buildings or mature
landscaping. In addition to the homes along NW 21st Terrace, there are a few residential uses mixed in
along NW 22nd Road that have a view of I-95. The homes along NW 21st Terrace back up to the SFRC
and have views of elevated portions of I-95 as it crosses over NW 6th Street/Sistrunk Boulevard. Based
on the proposed flyover ramp that will allow egress from the southbound Express Lanes to Broward
Blvd and the higher sensitivity of the residents along NW 21st Terrace and NW 22nd Road to changes in
their viewshed, these two locations were selected for further analysis.

Northwest Quadrant of I-95 at Sunrise Blvd

Immediately adjacent to I-95 are the SFRC and industrial uses. These are bordered on the west by
residential areas and public schools.  The view of I-95 from the more sensitive viewers is blocked by
the industrial buildings. As there are no improvements proposed north of Sunrise Boulevard, this area
was not identified for further analysis.
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Southeast Quadrant of I-95 at Davie Blvd

The land uses in this area are predominantly residential, even immediately adjacent to I-95. There is
significant landscaping in this area, especially in terms of tall trees that are used to block the view of I-
95 from the residences. Davie Boulevard is elevated over I-95 and there are existing elevated ramps
that allow egress from I-95 to Davie Boulevard. The proposed improvements, which include a flyover
ramp to allow egress from the General Purpose Lanes, will be located inside the existing egress ramp
to Davie Boulevard and is required to pass under the existing Davie Boulevard bridge structure.
Although the user group is more sensitive, the presence of the landscaping and existing ramps limits
the visual impact that the proposed improvements will have on this area.

East of I-95 between Davie Boulevard and Broward Boulevard

The majority of the land uses adjacent to I-95 in this area are residential. Their view of I-95 is
obstructed by existing mature trees and noise walls. Due to the flat landform and abundance of
landscaping, residential uses further back from I-95 are not able to see the roadway. The improvements
proposed in this area include a flyover ramp that allows egress from the Express Lanes to Broward
Boulevard. The location of this flyover is inside the existing CD ramp system, and therefore the view of
these improvements are blocked by the existing roadway structures, as well as the noise wall and
landscaping.

East of I-95 between Broward Boulevard and Sunrise Boulevard

The land uses in this area are a mixture of public uses, residential, and industrial. Immediately adjacent
to I-95 and north of Broward Boulevard is The Salvation Army. Between the North Fork of the New
River and NW 6th Street/Sistrunk Boulevard is a residential area. Prior to Hurricane Irma, the residential
area south of NW 6th Street/Sistrunk Boulevard had an obstructed view of I-95 due to a landscape berm
that runs along the east side of I-95. Hurricane Irma caused significant damage to this landscaping and
the residents in this area can now see I-95.

North of NW 6th Street/Sistrunk Boulevard is another public use, a City of Fort Lauderdale facility, small
businesses mixed with residential, the Woodlawn Cemetery and an open air storage use. North of NW
6th Street/Sistrunk Boulevard the views of I-95 are obstructed from the residential areas by either
buildings or mature trees.

The proposed improvements in this area include the construction of a new flyover ramp to allow ingress
into the northbound Express Lanes from Broward Boulevard. The proposed flyover ramp extends north
of NW 6th Street/Sistrunk Boulevard. The height of the proposed flyover is higher than any existing
roadway structures in this area. In addition to adding a higher vertical structure, the placement of this
structure is closer to the homes along NW 21st Avenue than the existing I-95 structures, albeit in I-95
right-of-way. Given the sensitivity of these viewers to the proposed improvements, two areas from this
segment were selected for further viewshed analysis.
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Northeast Quadrant of I-95 at Sunrise Boulevard

Immediately adjacent to I-95 in this area is residential. The view of I-95 is obstructed by a noise wall
and there are some mature trees located throughout the area that provide further obstruction. As there
are no improvements proposed north of Sunrise Boulevard, this area was not identified for further
analysis.

Table 3 summarizes the areas reviewed above in terms of those requiring further analysis and those
that do not. The rows highlighted in blue are the areas where additional analysis is needed.

5.6.2.4 Existing Visual Quality at Key Viewpoints
FHWA’s Visual Impact Assessment (VIA) guidelines recognizes three types of visual perception that
correspond to three different types of resources:

Natural Harmony: “People interpret the visual resources of the natural environment as being
harmonious or inharmonious…Viewers have a concept of what constitutes natural harmony. The
greater the degree to which the natural visual resources…meet the viewer’s preferred concept of natural
harmony, the higher value the viewer places on those visual resources.” (FHWA, 2015)

Cultural Order: “People interpret the visual resources of the cultural environment as being orderly or
disorderly… The greater the degree to which the visual resources…meet the viewer’s preferred
concept of cultural order, the higher value the viewer places on those visual resources.” (FHWA, 2015)

Project Coherence: “When viewing the project environment, viewers evaluate the coherence of the
project components, determining if the project’s composition is coherent or incoherent… The greater the
degree to which the visual resources of the project environment meet the viewer’s preferred concept of
project coherence, the higher value the viewer places on those visual resources.” (FHWA, 2015)

The overall visual quality of each area determined to need additional analysis in Table 3 is discussed in
the following sections. Specific viewpoints are also discussed. Because it is not feasible to analyze all
the views in which the alternative would be seen, it is necessary to select a number of key viewpoints
that would most clearly display the visual effects of a project. Key viewpoints also represent the primary
viewer groups potentially affected by the proposed project. Key viewpoints are shown in Figure 21 and
rated in terms of visual quality in Figure 24.
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Table 3 | Visual Character Analysis Results

Location Viewer
Sensitivity

Existing
Obstructions

Proposed
Improvements Determination

Southwest Quadrant of I-
95 at Davie Blvd. Moderate Yes No

No Additional
Analysis Needed –
No Improvements

West of I-95 between
Davie Blvd. and Broward
Blvd.

Low No

Yes but inside of
existing roadway ramp
structures and elevated
roadway structures exist

No Additional
Analysis Needed –

Urban Area with
Improvements
Located on the

Inside of Existing
Roadway
Structures

West of I-95 between
Broward Blvd. and
Sunrise Blvd.

High Yes

Yes and higher than
existing roadway

structures and located
outside of existing
roadway structures

Analysis Needed –
Urban Area with
Improvements
Located on the

Outside of
Existing Roadway

Structures

Northwest Quadrant of I-
95 at Sunrise Blvd. Low Yes No

No Additional
Analysis Needed –
No Improvements

Southeast Quadrant of I-
95 at Davie Blvd. High Yes

Yes but inside of
existing roadway ramp
structures and elevated
roadway structures exist

No Additional
Analysis Needed –

Urban Area with
Improvements
Located on the

Inside of Existing
Roadway
Structures

East of I-95 between
Davie Blvd. and Broward
Blvd.

High Yes

Yes but inside of
existing roadway ramp
structures and elevated
roadway structures exist

No Additional
Analysis Needed –

Urban Area with
Improvements
Located on the

Inside of Existing
Roadway
Structures

East of I-95 between
Broward Blvd. and
Sunrise Blvd.

High

Yes but
recently

damaged
during

hurricane

Yes and higher than
existing roadway

structures and located
outside of existing
roadway structures

Analysis Needed –
Urban Area with
Improvements
Located on the

Outside of
Existing Roadway

Structures

Northeast Quadrant of I-
95 at Sunrise Blvd. High Yes No

No Additional
Analysis Needed –
No Improvements
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Figure 21 | Key Viewpoints in the Study Area
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West of I-95 between Broward Boulevard and Sunrise Boulevard

The general visual quality of this area is low to moderate due to the lack of natural resources, a sense
of disorder in the land use patterns, and the coherence of the existing transportation improvements.
Immediately adjacent to I-95 the only natural resources present are trees and other landscape
materials that have been planted to obstruct the view of the I-95. The residential lots south of NW 6th

Street/Sistrunk Boulevard have landscaping in a random fashion with not every house having the same
level of landscaping as its neighbor. The cultural order is higher on the south side of NW 6th

Street/Sistrunk Boulevard as the land uses are more consistent. On the north side of NW 6th

Street/Sistrunk Boulevard, the cultural order is lower as the land uses are more inconsistent and
scattered and there is even less landscaping. In terms of coherence, the fact that I-95 is elevated
through this area, and has been for over 30 years, means that most viewers are aware of it and expect
to see it.

Viewpoint 1 – NW 21st Terrace
As one of the areas where a new
elevated flyover ramp is proposed, it
was determined that additional analysis
should be conducted for this viewpoint.
From NW 21st Terrace, I-95 is partially
visible in areas where no landscaping is
present or where signs extend above
the canopy. The addition of an elevated
ramp may increase the visibility of I-95
for the residents in this area. The visual
quality in this area is moderate as there
a few natural vistas but the cultural
order and coherence are higher.

Figure 22 | View from NW 21st Terr. Looking East at I-95
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Viewpoint 2 – NW 22nd Road
NW 22nd Road ties into NW 6th

Street/Sistrunk Boulevard at a
diagonal and therefore has a clear
view of the existing I-95 structure
as it passes over NW 6th

Street/Sistrunk Boulevard The
visual quality in this area is low as
there is no sense of natural
harmony, cultural order is low due
to the mixture of land uses without
any apparent sense of order (for
example a scrap yard adjacent to
residential), and there is a mixture
of elevated roadways with above-
ground utilities and a large metal
billboard structure.

Figure 23 | View from NW 22nd Road Looking Southeast at I-
95

East of I-95 between Broward Boulevard and Sunrise Boulevard

The general visual quality of this area is moderate to high due to recent improvements along NW 6th

Street/Sistrunk Boulevard that included landscaping and a themed sidewalk and lighting design. Natural
vistas in the area are limited to remaining vegetation around houses and businesses. Cultural order is
higher as the land uses follow a more traditional pattern with non-residential uses lining the major
roadways with residential located behind. This is especially true for the south side of NW 6th

Street/Sistrunk Boulevard and less so on the north side where there is more mixing of uses, including
two large public use parcels. As on the west side of I-95, the elevated section of I-95 over NW 6th

Street/Sistrunk Boulevard has been in place for over 30 years and is part of the expected fabric of the
community.
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Viewpoint 3 – NW 21st Avenue
NW 21st Avenue is a residential street
with homes that face I-95. This is the
area where prior to Hurricane Irma in
September 2017, the view of I-95 was
obstructed by a landscaped berm. Prior
to the hurricane, the visual quality of
this area was moderately high since
there was a significant amount of
natural views, the cultural order was
high, and the presence of 95 was
accepted due to the landscaped berm.
After the hurricane, residents were
upset to notice I-95 when the vegetation
was damaged. And since the storm,
much of that vegetation has been
removed, as is shown in the images
below. Following the storm, the visual
quality is reduced to moderate or even
low with the loss of the vegetation.

Figure 24 | View from NW 21st Ave Looking West at I-95

Viewpoint 4 – NW 7th Street
NW 7th Street provides access from a
residential area adjacent to I-95. It is
one-way only and separates the
residential area on its north from the
City of Fort Lauderdale’s property to the
south. The visual quality of this area is
moderately high as there is significant
vegetation that obstructs views of I-95,
the land use pattern is fairly consistent
creating a sense of order, and as with
the other areas, the presence of I-95 is
accepted due to the length of time it has
been there and the obstruction of it by
landscaping and buildings.

Figure 25 | View from NW 7th Street Looking West at I-
95
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Potential Effects

Methodology
The methodology for evaluating the sociocultural effects of this project was developed using the
guidance of FDOT’s Practical Application Guides for SCE Evaluations. The process for conducting the
SCE Evaluation included the following steps: 1) determine the types of effects on each resource; 2)
evaluate the relative magnitude of the sociocultural effects; 3) propose potential mitigation measures;
and 4) determine the degree of effect.

Each sociocultural effect issue was evaluated with consideration to the following types of effects:

Positive and negative effects;
Short and long term effects;
Compatibility with community goals;
Effects identified by the community; and
Level of controversy.

The relative magnitude of sociocultural effects can vary across communities, neighborhoods, and
stakeholder groups, due to differing degrees of sensitivity toward a particular issue or impact. An impact
that is perceived by one community as significantly adverse might be widely tolerated or even desirable
in another. Guidance in making this determination is gained through adaptation of criteria established
by the Council on Environmental Quality Regulations for Implementing the Procedural Provisions of the
NEPA (40 CFR 1508.7 and 1508.8), including:

Probability of the effect occurring;
Number of individuals affected;
Likely duration of the impact;
Relative value of benefits or costs to groups (i.e., the intensity of the impact);
Extent that negative effects can be mitigated;
Likelihood and nature of secondary effects;
Relevance to present and future policy decisions;
Level of uncertainty over possible effects; and
Presence or absence of controversy.

Another consideration is the balancing of negative and beneficial effects. For example, the additional
lanes constructed as part of a widening project may reduce pedestrian mobility mid block, but are offset
by crosswalk facilities constructed as part of the same project.

Table 4 provides the evaluation criteria used in determining the degree of effect to Sociocultural
Resources.
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Table 4 | Degree of Effect

Degree of
Effect to

Sociocultural
Resources

Description

Not
Applicable/
No
Involvement

There is no presence of the issue in relationship to the project, or the issue is irrelevant
in relationship to the proposed transportation action.

Enhanced Project has positive effect on community. Affected community supports the proposed
project.

None Project has no adverse effect on the affected community.

Minimal Project has little potential for negative effects on the community. Initial community
outreach reveals little or no community concern about the alternative.

Moderate The community is potentially affected by the proposed alternative, but acceptable
avoidance, minimization, or mitigation options are available.

Substantial Possible effects on the quality of the human environment are likely to be highly
controversial.

Potential
Dispute

The proposed alternative is detrimental to public health and safety, or could violate
federal, state, or local law. If the proposed alternative is not modified or eliminated,
dispute resolution is required before the project proceeds to final design.

Source: FDOT, Practical Application Guides for SCE Evaluations, Introduction & Overview

The proposed project has been subjected to preliminary regulatory agency coordination and review
through the FDOT ETDM Environmental Screening Tool. A Programming Screen Summary Report was
generated on October 30, 2015 and updated on June 6, 2016. Table 5 summarizes the degree of SCE
determined by FDOT District Four, Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP), Florida
Department of Economic Opportunity (DEO), U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), FHWA,
and the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS).

Table 5 | ETDM Programming Screen Summary of Sociocultural Effects

Agency Land Use
Changes Social Relocation

Potential Farmlands Aesthetic Economic Mobility

FDOT
District Four Minimal Minimal None Minimal Enhanced Enhanced

FDEO None None

FDEP

USEPA None

FHWA Minimal Minimal None None Minimal Minimal Enhanced

NRCS None
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Social
This section describes various social resources which could be affected by the project including
demographics, community cohesion, safety, and community goals/quality of life. During the ETDM
Programming Screen review, FHWA assigned a degree of effect of minimal to the Social issue, USEPA
assigned a degree of effect of none, and FDOT District Four assigned a degree of effect of minimal.
FDOT District Four was the only agency to provide comments on social resources during the ETDM
Programming Screen. A summary of these comments is provided below.

“This project will support increasing social and economic demands expected due to
continued population and employment growth in this area. The proposed project is
anticipated to improve traffic flow and safety to the surrounding communities and
businesses. Temporary modifications to provide access to businesses and local services
may be needed. The Riverside Park and Riverland neighborhoods are the residential
areas most likely to be affected by short term construction impacts. A Summary DOE of
Minimal has been assigned for the Social category.”

6.2.1 Demographics
Section 5.2.2 describes the demographics of the population within the study area. There are no
residential relocations resulting from the project and therefore there are no anticipated changes to the
study area demographics or population. The demographic make up of the community is expected to
remain the same under the No Action Alternative or the Preferred Alternative. The degree of effect for
demographics is none.

6.2.2 Community Cohesion
This section considers the effects each project alternative could have on community life. These include
considerations that could alter social and physical connections between individuals and groups in the
area such as:

Physical barriers
Traffic pattern changes
Social pattern changes
Connectivity changes

Community cohesion is expected to remain the same under the No Action Alternative or the Preferred
Alternative. With the exception of partial closure of SW 22nd Avenue at SW 1st Street, there are no
physical barriers that would limit the existing traffic patterns in the community. Almost all proposed
improvements are included within existing FDOT right-of-way and do not create additional or remove
existing barriers within the community. The degree of effect for Community Cohesion is minimal.
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6.2.3 Safety
This section considers the effects each project alternative could have on safety, which ranges from
emergency services response times to bicycle and pedestrian safety.

6.2.3.1 No Action Alternative
The No Action Alternative would not impact emergency services response times. The bicycle and
pedestrian facilities in existence today would remain, and thus bicyclists traveling east and west on
Broward Boulevard would not have designated facilities on the bridge section that crosses I-95.

6.2.3.2 Preferred Alternative
It is anticipated that safety would be enhanced by the project. While the Preferred Alternative would not
impact emergency services response times, it does include the widening of the existing sidewalks to six
and eight feet and the creation of designated seven foot wide bicycle lanes in both directions along
Broward Boulevard. The degree of effect for safety is enhanced.

6.2.4 Community Goals / Quality of Life
There are several community plans that include the study area: the City of Fort Lauderdale
Comprehensive Plan, the Northwest CRA Master Plan, and several studies that were focused
specifically on improvements to the interchange, including the Broward Boulevard Gateway
Implementation Plan and FDOT’s Broward Boulevard Transit Corridor Study. In addition to goals
related to revitalization, specific objectives identified in these plans include implementation of traffic
calming to reduce cut through traffic, improving pedestrian safety across the Broward Boulevard Bridge
over I-95, and improving vertical circulation to the transit facilities located underneath the Broward
Boulevard bridge.

6.2.4.1 No Action Alternative
The No Action Alternative would not help achieve the stated objectives in these plans. It would not
provide wider sidewalks across the Broward Boulevard Bridge nor would it redirect traffic from the 95
Express Lanes to Broward Boulevard, and thereby continue the use of SW 1st Street for vehicles
traveling northbound on the 95 Express Lanes and exiting at Broward Boulevard.

6.2.4.2 Preferred Alternative
The Preferred Alternative would help to achieve most of the stated objectives by improving the
pedestrian and bicycle facilities provided on the Broward Boulevard bridge structure, reserving space in
the median for a future transit station to accommodate the desired vertical circulation between Broward
Boulevard and the Park-and-Ride lot, and by providing a northbound exit ramp from the 95 Express
Lanes that connects to Broward Boulevard without requiring the use of SW 1st Street, and thereby
providing an option that could reduce traffic through the Riverland neighborhood despite the Broward
Boulevard eastbound to 95 Express southbound movement, located on the southwest quadrant of the
interchange. In contrast, new ramps required to provide ingress and egress to the 95 Express Lanes
will result in highway structures being located closer to existing residential areas north of Broward
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Boulevard near NW 6th Street/Sistrunk Boulevard, albeit within existing FDOT right-of-way.
Landscaping will be installed to minimize the visual intrusion of these structures.

Mitigation of the visual impacts and the continuance of community cohesion combined with  meeting
several of the community's objectives (landscaping, bicycle lanes, sidewalks), as well as the
enhancement of safety, community goals, and quality of life, will result in a degree of effect of minimal.

6.2.5 Cumulative Effects
The project is anticipated to enhance safety and community goals and quality of life. Reasonably
foreseeable actions from local plans promote revitalization of the area and increasing quality of life.
Therefore, the project in conjunction with other reasonably foreseeable future actions would not
contribute to cumulative social impacts.

Economic
This section considers the effects the Preferred Alternative could have on the economic conditions of
the study area, including impacts to businesses, longer-term economic impacts, construction impacts,
impacts to the tax base or property values, and cumulative impacts. During the ETDM Programming
Screen review, FHWA assigned a degree of effect of Minimal to the Economic issue, FEO assigned a
degree of effect of No Involvement, and FDOT District Four assigned a degree of effect of Enhanced
for the following reasons.

“The project is anticipated to enhance travel patterns and access to employment and
government centers via I-95, Tri-Rail and transit. The I-95/Broward Boulevard
Interchange consists of high-priority transportation facilities and services of statewide
importance. Potential employment opportunities, including short-term, construction-
related work are also expected.

During the Project Development phase, public outreach will be conducted by FDOT
District Four in coordination with the Broward County Metropolitan Planning Organization
and the City of Fort Lauderdale to solicit input from local residents and businesses
regarding potential economic enhancements/impacts as a result of the project. Access to
businesses and government services will be maintained during construction.”

6.3.1 Business Impacts
6.3.1.1 No Action Alternative
The No Action Alternative would not have any direct business impacts as no improvements would be
made that would affect business operations in the study area.
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6.3.1.2 Preferred Alternative
The Preferred Alternative may have short-term business impacts in terms of potential employment
opportunities during construction. While the majority of the construction will occur within the FDOT
right-of-way, there will be three displaced businesses due to a right-of-way takes on the southwest
corner of SW 18th Avenue and Broward Boulevard, a partial take of a gas station property in the
southeast corner of SW 18th Avenue and Broward Boulevard, as well as a slight area of property from
the Salvation Army parcel located in the northwest corner of the same intersection. Access to all other
existing businesses will be provided at all times during construction. The degree of effect is moderate.

6.3.2 Long-Term Economic Impacts
6.3.2.1 No Action Alternative
The No Action Alternative will not have any long-term economic impacts.

6.3.2.2 Preferred Alternative
The Preferred Alternative will not spur additional development in the study area and any employment
created as a result of the construction will be temporary. The relocation of the three businesses on the
southwest corner of SW 18th Avenue and Broward Boulevard may have a potential long-term minor
impact on property taxes with their removal from the taxable base. As described in the Conceptual
Stage Relocation Plan, there are various options for sale and for rent in the area for these businesses
to relocate to and retain the business in the area. The degree of effect is minimal.

6.3.3 Construction Impacts
6.3.3.1 No Action Alternative
The No Action Alternative will not have any construction impacts.

6.3.3.2 Preferred Alternative
The Preferred Alternative may affect access to businesses in the study area along Broward Boulevard;
however, FDOT commits to ensuring that access is continuously provided to these businesses during
construction. The degree of effect is minimal.

6.3.4 Property Values
6.3.4.1 No Action Alternative
The No Action Alternative does not impact any adjacent properties and therefore does not affect the tax
base or property values in the area.

6.3.4.2 Preferred Alternative
The Preferred Alternative requires one small area of one property located on Broward Boulevard just
east of I-95. This property is owned and operated by The Salvation Army. As a non-profit entity, the
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Salvation Army does not pay property taxes. Therefore, this property acquisition will not affect the tax
base. The relocation and right-of-way acquisition for the three businesses located in the southwest
corner of SW 18th Avenue and Broward Boulevard will remove these properties and land from the tax
base.

Residents on the east and west side of I-95, between Broward Boulevard and NW 6th Street/Sistrunk
Boulevard expressed concern about the impact of the proposed improvements on their property values.
Various research papers were reviewed that conclude that improvements to highways tend to positively
affect adjacent properties, whether residential or commercial, as a result of the improved access. One
paper (Arizona DOT) found that increasing traffic volumes had a negative impact on detached
residential units. While the proposed improvements include the addition of a new lane in each direction
along I-95, these lanes are tolled and are designed to alleviate congestion within the corridor as
opposed to providing for an increase in overall capacity. Therefore, the improvements will not result in a
substantial increase in traffic volumes on I-95. The degree of effect is minimal.

6.3.5 Cumulative Effects
The project is anticipated to enhance economic impacts for businesses by creating temporary
employment and easing congestion. The project does not provide new access and therefore will not
result in long-term economic impacts in terms of spurring new development. Reasonably foreseeable
actions from local plans promote continued economic growth in the area. Despite the right-of-way
takes, the project, in conjunction with other reasonably foreseeable future actions, would not contribute
to cumulative economic impacts.

Land Use
During the ETDM Programming Screen review, the FHWA and FDOT District Four assigned a degree
of effect of Minimal to the land use issue. FDEO assigned a degree of effect of No Involvement. FDEO
noted that the project is compatible with the City of Fort Lauderdale’s Comprehensive Plan and stated
the City’s concerns about potential impacts to neighborhoods adjacent to the ramps and the need to
improve bicycle and pedestrian connectivity along Broward Boulevard over I-95.

The project is included in the Broward MPO’s 2040 LRTP and in the approved 2017 TIP. See the Type
2 Categorical Exclusion for excerpts from planning documents.

6.4.1 No Action Alternative
The study area is mostly built out and future land use plans are similar to existing land use. Land use
would remain the same under the No Action Alternative.

6.4.2 Preferred Alternative
The Preferred Alternative does not result in many land use changes as it is mainly located within the
existing right-of-way. The exceptions are for the one small area of The Salvation Army property, the
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partial take of the gas station property, and the relocation of three businesses by SW 18th Avenue that
were previously described. The use of this small area of the Salvation Army does not affect the use of
the existing parcels, which is public/institutional. The partial take of the gas station will not affect the
existing land use of the parcels which is commercial. The three businesses are currently in a commerce
land use and will be converted to transportation. Based on the land use patterns and inclusion of the
project in plans, the degree of effect is minimal.

6.4.3 Cumulative Effects
Since the area is already built out and the future land use plan is similar to the existing use, land use
patterns would be expected to remain similar. Therefore, no secondary or cumulative land use impacts
are anticipated to result from the project.

Mobility
During the ETDM Programming screen, both FHWA and FDOT District Four assigned a degree of
effect of Enhanced for mobility. In its comments FDOT District Four noted that the project would likely
improve intermodal mobility and safety through the proposed bicycle and pedestrian improvements,
improved connections from the 95 Express Lanes to Broward Boulevard, and circulation improvements
in the Park-and-Ride lot.

The Systems Interchange Modification Report (SIMR) provides operational and safety analyses for the
project for the design year of 2040. The operational conditions show improvement with the Preferred
Alternative in terms of less delay during the PM peak period, improved Level of Service (LOS) at four
interchanges, and improved safety due to reduced congestion. The factors associated with mobility are
discussed in more detail in the following sections.

6.5.1 Accessibility
6.5.1.1 No Action Alternative
There are no changes to accessibility under the No Action Alternative.

6.5.1.2 Preferred Alternative
For vehicular traffic in the study area, the Preferred Alternative may affect accessibility for two locations
in the study area; one property in both the short and long-term horizons. The Salvation Army property
located at 1901 W. Broward Boulevard, Fort Lauderdale, FL is the one of the properties that may be
affected. In this instance the access to the site is not impacted, rather a portion of a drive aisle that
provides access to the front of the building from the parking areas on the side and back is required to
accommodate the proposed improvements. This drive aisle is located partially within FDOT-owned
right-of-way and the remainder within the private property limits as shown in Figure 26. There are other
means of access to the parking areas from the property so the proposed impact would not affect the
ability of the property to be utilized in the future. FDOT will continue to work with The Salvation Army to
address this impact during the right-of-way and design phases of the project.
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The other location where access will be impacted is the access road into the Riverland neighborhood in
the southwest quadrant of the study area at SW 1st Street and SW 22nd Avenue. This intersection will
be converted toa Right-in/Right-out for eastbound SW 1st Street traffic only. This modification became
part of the Preferred Alternative after input was received from the public at the Public Hearing. A
separate Public Hearing will be held in the Design Phase for this access modification.

For all other portions of the study area, accessibility during construction may be affected; however,
FDOT will ensure that each business retains access during the construction period.

For transit riders, there is the potential for improved accessibility under the Preferred Alternative with
the space reserved in the median for a future premium transit station that would accommodate vertical
circulation between Broward Boulevard and the Park-and-Ride Lot and the multitude of transit services
offered at the Park-and-Ride Lot level. The project includes bike lanes along the Broward Boulevard
Bridge over both the SFRC and I-95, which are not provided under the No Action Alternative, and
thereby increases the accessibility of the study area by means of bicycles. Further, wider sidewalks are
provided on the bridge structures over the SFRC and I-95, enhancing pedestrian conditions.

The overall degree of effect is enhanced.
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Figure 26 | Potential Accessibility Impact to 1901 W Broward Boulevard Property
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6.5.2 Connectivity
6.5.2.1 No Action Alternative
The No Action Alternative does not affect connectivity in the study area.

6.5.2.2 Preferred Alternative
The Preferred Alternative improves intermodal connectivity in the study area, specifically for bicyclists
and transit riders. As noted above, bicycle lanes will be provided on the bridge over I-95 allowing for a
continuous connection from the east side of I-95 to the west side via Broward Boulevard this
improvement also allows transit riders to use their bicycles to access destinations in downtown Fort
Lauderdale from Tri-Rail, Amtrak or the 95 Express Bus. Additional sidewalks are proposed in the Park-
and-Ride Lot to provide better connectivity between the Tri-Rail station and the parking areas. If the
space in the Broward Boulevard median is used in the future for a transit station, this will improve the
connectivity between the transit services operating along Broward Boulevard and those operating at the
Park-and-Ride Lot level, including the 95 Express buses, Tri-Rail, and Amtrak. Despite the full or partial
closure at SW 1st Street and SW 22nd Avenue, the degree of effect is enhanced.

6.5.3 Traffic Patterns
6.5.3.1 No Action Alternative
In the short-term, the No Action Alternative would have no impact on traffic patterns. In the long-term,
congestion may affect traffic patterns in the study area. Under the No Action conditions, by the year
2040 six intersections will not meet the LOS standard in either the AM or PM peak period condition,
three of these intersections will not meet the LOS standard in both the AM and PM peak periods.

6.5.3.2 Preferred Alternative
The Preferred Alternative will affect traffic patterns by allowing 95 Express Lane users to access
Broward Boulevard from a direct ramp as opposed to circulating through the Park-and-Ride Lot as is
currently required. The overall result is not a significant change in travel patterns given the number of
employment and leisure destinations accessed via Broward Boulevard. However, if the volume of traffic
using SW 1st Street to access Broward Boulevard is reduced as a result of these changes, the residents
that live along SW 1st Street or who have to use it to access Broward Boulevard will benefit. The
eastbound Broward Boulevard to southbound 95 Express traffic movement will continue to use SW 1st

Street via SW 22nd Avenue to connect to the express system via the existing HOV former legacy ramps.
This movement is not a change from the existing pattern today although it would benefit from the new
combined roundabout in order to access the ramps and improvement movement within the Park-and-
Ride footprint.  The degree of effect is none.

6.5.4 Public Parking
Public parking would remain the same under the No Action and the Preferred Alternative. There will be
no impact to on-street parking provided along NW 6th Street/Sistrunk Boulevard and the proposed
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modifications to the Park-and-Ride Lot are not anticipated to reduce the number of spaces provided.
The degree of effect is none.

6.5.5 Cumulative Effects
Related regional projects include 95 Express and limited-stop bus service on Broward Boulevard. The
95 Express managed toll lanes are currently being constructed within the study area from south of
Broward Boulevard to south of Glades Road. Additional improvements from south of Stirling Road to
south of Broward Boulevard are expected to begin construction in 2019. The limited-stop bus service
on Broward Boulevard will provide service from downtown Fort Lauderdale, the Central Terminal, to the
West Regional Terminal located in Plantation. Both of these projects improve mobility in the area and
connect to this proposed project. Therefore, the cumulative impact on regional transportation would be
enhanced.

Aesthetic
During the ETDM Programming Screen both FDOT District Four and FHWA assigned a degree of
effect of Minimal for the aesthetics issue. FDOT commented that the project area is urban in nature and
aesthetic effects are anticipated to be limited. FDOT recommended that public outreach be conducted
in coordination with the Broward MPO and the City of Fort Lauderdale.

6.6.1 Noise
6.6.1.1 No Action Alternative
The No Action Alternative for this project includes the addition of the 95 Express Lanes that are
currently under construction in the study area. Noise abatement measures were already identified for
the 95 Express Lanes and will be installed, as appropriate, as part of the current construction project.
Therefore, a comparison of existing conditions to the No Action Alternative was not completed.

6.6.1.2 Preferred Alternative
The predicted noise levels for the Preferred Alternative, on the average, are 3.4 dB(A) higher than No
Action conditions along I 95 at receptor sites that experience an increase in predicted noise levels and
exceeded the impact criteria. The expected increases in noise levels are attributed to future increases
in traffic volumes and to the new braided ramps associated with the 95 Express Lanes. These braided
ramps will be elevated above I-95 in both the north and southbound directions south of Sunrise
Boulevard and in the northbound direction north of Davie Boulevard. If all receptor sites and
communities are included, the average increase is 1.9 dB(A) because not all communities experience
an increase in noise levels.

Predicted design year 2040 noise levels for the Preferred Alternative were compared to the NAC and to
existing/No Action predicted levels to assess potential noise impacts. With the Preferred Alternative,
design year traffic noise levels will approach [i.e., within 1.0 dB(A)] or exceed the NAC at 41 residential
sites, and one recreational/cemetery area along the east side of I-95. Although a number of sites
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approach or exceed the NAC, the proposed improvements do not result in any substantial noise
increases [i.e., greater than 15 dB(A) per FHWA criteria].

Noise barriers were considered for all noise sensitive receptor sites along I 95 where design year traffic
noise levels were predicted to approach or exceed the NAC. The noise sensitive receptor sites were
grouped together into common noise environments (CNEs) that represent a group of impacted receptor
sites of the same Activity Category that are exposed to similar noise sources and levels and that would
benefit from the same noise barrier or barrier system. Four separate CNEs were used:

CNE E4S – Represents the 19 impacted residences in the Riverbend Community (east of I-95);
CNE E4N – Represents the 16 residences in the Liberty Park Community (east of I-95);
CNE E5 – Represents the Woodlawn Cemetery (east of I-95); and
CNE W4 – Represents the six residences in River Gardens/Sweeting Estates and Washington
Park (west of I-95).

Noise barriers were determined to be a reasonable and feasible noise abatement measure at three of
the CNEs (E4S, E4N and W4) and are recommended for further consideration during the Final Design
phase and further public input. Noise barriers recommended for CNE-E4S and -W4 represent
replacement noise barriers for the existing and planned shoulder mounted noise barriers that are
required to be replaced to construct the improvements associated with the Build Alternative. The
recommended noise barriers benefit 27 of the 41 residences with reduction from the existing noise
barrier impacted by the Build Alternative. The elevated roadways in the vicinity of these communities
and the 8-foot-tall height limitation on bridge and Mechanically Stabilized Earth (MSE) walls limit the
ability to provide benefits to all of the impacted residences in these communities. Noise barriers were
determined not to be a feasible and reasonable abatement measure for the Woodlawn Cemetery site
(CNE E5) and are not recommended for further consideration and public input. The traffic noise impacts
at fourteen residences in the vicinity of proposed noise barriers and the recreational use/cemetery are
considered an unavoidable consequence of the project.

Concern for noise impacts was raised during the Public Kick off Meeting, stakeholder meetings, the
Alternatives Public Workshops, and the results of the noise study were presented at the Public Hearing.
There were no comments from the public based on noise concerns at the Public Hearing.

For more detailed noise analysis results, please refer to the Noise Study Report. Because traffic noise
will increase under either alternative, and the noise impacts due to the Preferred Alternative are not
substantial, the degree of effect for noise is minimal.

6.6.2 Visual Impact
The visual impact analysis followed the process identified in Chapter 5 of Part 2 of the PD&E Manual
entitled Aesthetic Effects (dated January 14, 2019). This four step process includes identifying existing
conditions, evaluating effects, determining impacts, and recommending measures to resolve the issues
much like the process for the overall sociocultural evaluation.
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6.6.2.1 No Action Alternative
The No Action Alternative does not have any effect on the existing visual qualities or resources of the
study area.

6.6.2.2 Preferred Alternative
The Preferred Alternative would affect the visual quality and character of the study area in the following
ways (refer to Figure 21):

Addition of elevated braided ramps in two locations;
Shadow from the elevated braided ramps in one location;
Removal of existing landscaping to accommodate the elevated braided ramp in one
location; and
Placement of support structures for the elevated braided ramps in two locations.

In section 5.6.2, two types of viewsheds/landscape units were identified: Urban Area with
Improvements Located on the Outside of Existing Roadway Structures and Urban Area with
Improvements Located on the Inside of Existing Roadway Structures. Within each of these
viewsheds/landscape units there are two types of viewers: neighbors and travelers.

To assist the project team and the public in understanding the impact that these improvements would
have on the visual character of the study area, a series of renderings were created that illustrate the
potential build conditions. These renderings were included in presentations that have been presented at
Small Group and Stakeholder meetings between December 2018 and March 2019 (Appendix C) and
they were displayed on a board at the Public Hearing on March 18, 2019.

The construction of the braided ramp along the east side of I-95, adjacent to NW 21st Avenue, creates
an unavoidable visual barrier for the residents, blocking their view of traffic on I-95. The current
conditions rely on landscaping to provide this visual barrier and following Hurricane Irma in September
2017, the barrier was destroyed (see Figures 27 and 28). A rendering of landscape along the east side
of I-95 was displayed at the Public Hearing. Landscape will be coordinated for the entire project area
during the final design phase. There were no concerns raised from residents/neighbors, travelers, or
any business owners/stakeholders about viewshed at the individual homeowner associations meetings
nor at the Public Hearing.

Construction activities for the proposed project will generate visual impacts of a temporary nature for
those businesses and residents within the immediate project vicinity. The Contractor will adhere to the
measures outlined in the latest edition of the FDOT Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge
Construction.
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Although there are impacts to the viewshed, the majority of the modifications will occur in the existing
footprint of I-95 and the changes occurring outside of the footprint of I-95 will be mitigated with
landscape elements. The degree of effect for visual impact is minimal.

Figure 27 | View from NW 21st Avenue Prior to
Hurricane Irma (Storm occurred in September
2017)

Figure 28 | View from NW 21st Avenue After
Hurricane Irma

Source: HDR, 2017. Image taken on Source: HDR, 2018. Image taken on February 6, 2018

6.6.3 Cumulative Effects

Although there will be changes to the aesthetics with an increase in noise based on projected changes
and with the alteration of the viewshed based on added features to  the landscape, these impacts will be
mitigated where warranted and do not change the general aesthetic characteristics and nature of the
study area.
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Relocation Potential
The ETDM Programming Screen review assigned a degree of effect of none to the Relocation issue.
Both FDOT District Four and FHWA assigned this same degree of effect. The Preferred Alternative
places an offsite stormwater pond at the southwest corner of SW 18th Avenue and Broward Boulevard
and it requires some partial takes for roadway improvements. Three  businesses, Max Properties and
Home, Inc. in the southwest corner of SW 18th Avenue and Broward Boulevard and The Salvation Army
to the northwest of the same intersection, have structures within the acquisition area of the Preferred
Alternative and are eligible for relocation. One  business, the Gas Station in the southeast corner of the
same intersection, has a canopy in the acquisition area but appears to have adequate onsite space on
the remainder property for continued operation..

There is an existing business, located on the east side of I-95 at 737 NW 20th Avenue, Fort Lauderdale,
that encroaches into the FDOT right-of-way with its buildings and other structures (see Figure 29). The
existing noise wall in this area was constructed so as to not interfere with these structures; however,
the proposed design requires the majority of the available right-of-way within this area for drainage and
construction of the widened I-95 roadway and combined retaining wall/noise wall. FDOT will coordinate
with the property owner to address this right-of-way encroachment and clear the existing FDOT right-of-
way during the final Design Phase.

, There are no residential property relocations required for the Preferred Alternative. In order to
minimize the unavoidable effects of right-of-way acquisition and displacement of people, the FDOT will
carry out a Right of Way and Relocation Assistance Program in accordance with Florida Statute
421.55, Relocation of displaced persons, and the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property
Acquisition Policies Act of 1970 (Public Law 91-646 as amended by Public Law 100-17). For detail on
the Right-of-way and Relocation Program, please see the Conceptual Stage Relocation Plan.

Since the project involves a minor amount of right-of-way acquisition but will carry out a Right-of-way
and Relocation Program, the degree of effect for relocation is moderate.

6.7.1 Cumulative Effects
The right-of-way acquisitions required will result in three business relocations. The Conceptual Stage
Relocation Plan revealed that there are a sufficient number of available commercial properties for
sale and rent in the area. Although it is very unlikely that the currently available replacement sites
will be available when the acquisition and relocation phases of the project are initiated, it is
anticipated that other sites in the search area will become available allowing the businesses to stay
in the area and there will not be a major impact on tax base.
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Figure 29 | Right-of-Way Encroachments along East Side of SR9/I-95

Environmental Justice
During the ETDM review, FDOT District Four assigned a degree of effect of Minimal to the Social issue.
The following comments were received regarding the surrounding communities:

“The area from NW 4th Street to SW 5th Street and from SW/NW 24th Avenue to SW/NW
18th Avenue has a lower median household income than the County as a whole
($28,967 in 2013 compared to $51,251). It also has a larger percentage of minority
residents than the County as a whole (53 percent compared to 37 percent)…residents
within the general vicinity of the project corridor may experience temporary noise
impacts during the construction phase of the project. However, impacts will be temporary
in nature. These temporary impacts should not be disproportionately high or adverse for
low-income and/or minority residents.”
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In acknowledgement of the existing minority population in the area, this section was prepared in
accordance with Executive Order (EO) 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in
Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations and the FDOT PD&E Manual, Part II, Chapter 9. The
methodology used to analyze environmental justice impacts is consistent with the Council on
Environmental Quality report, Environmental Justice Guidance under the National Environmental Policy
Act and FHWA’s Guidance on Environmental Justice and National Environmental Policy Act.

6.8.1 Methodology
Agencies that are federal or anticipate receiving federal funds are required to address environmental
justice in minority and low income populations. Although not a federal agency, FDOT is anticipating
receiving federal dollars for the construction of this project and, in acknowledgement of the existing
concentration of minority and low income populations in the study area, is following available guidance
on impact assessment to these populations. Minority and low income populations are defined below
according to the United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) Order 5610.2(a):

Minority populations are any readily identifiable groups of minority persons who live in
geographic proximity that will be similarly affected by the proposed project. Minority persons
include those who are:

Black (having origins in any of the black racial groups),
Hispanic (of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central or South American, or other
Spanish culture or origin, regardless of race),
Asian American (having origins in any of the original people of the Far East, Southeast
Asia, the Indian subcontinent, or the Pacific Islands), or
American Indian and Alaskan Native (having origins in any of the original people of North
America and who maintains cultural identification through tribal affiliation or community
recognition)

Low income populations are any readily identifiable groups of low income persons who live in
geographic proximity that will be similarly affected by the proposed project. The USDOT defines
low income persons as those whose household income falls at or below the Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS) poverty guidelines; however, for this analysis, low income
persons are defined as those whose median household income is below 80 percent of Broward
County’s median income. The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development Public
Housing/Section 8 income limits, derived from the United States Housing Act of 1937 as
amended, define low income families as those whose incomes do not exceed 80 percent of the
median family income for the area. This definition was chosen because the Census data
available provided a different measure of poverty (poverty thresholds) than the HHS.

Executive Order (EO) 12898 requires that each Federal agency shall, to the greatest extent allowed by
law, administer and implement its programs, policies, and activities that affect human health or the
environment so as to identify and avoid "disproportionately high and adverse" effects on minority and
low income populations. In response to EO 12898, the USDOT issued Order 5610.2, Order to Address
Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low Income Populations. The USDOT Order defines
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adverse effects as the totality of significant individual or cumulative human health or environmental
effects, including interrelated social and economic effects, which may include, but are not limited to:
bodily impairment, infirmity, illness or death; air, noise, and water pollution and soil contamination;
destruction or disruption of man made or natural resources; destruction or diminution of aesthetic
values; destruction or disruption of community cohesion or a community’s economic vitality; destruction
or disruption of the availability of public and private facilities and services; vibration; adverse
employment effects; displacement of persons, businesses, farms, or nonprofit organizations; increased
traffic congestion, isolation, exclusion or separation of minority or low income individuals within a given
community or from the broader community; and the denial of, reduction in, or significant delay in receipt
of, benefits of USDOT programs, policies, or activities.

According to the USDOT Order, a disproportionately high and adverse effect on minority and low-
income populations means an adverse effect that:

1. Is predominantly borne by a minority populations and/or a low income population, or
2. Will be suffered by the minority population and/or low income population and is appreciably

more severe or greater in magnitude than the adverse effect that will be suffered by the
nonminority population and/or non low income population.

The study approach for this environmental justice analysis consisted of the following six steps:

1. Identify minority and/or low income populations
2. Public outreach (Efforts are detailed in Section 7.0 Public Involvement)
3. Identify adverse effects for the Preferred and No Action Alternatives
4. Identify avoidance, minimization, mitigation, enhancements, and other project benefits
5. Determine if adverse effects are disproportionately high
6. Additional outreach (Described in Section 7.0 Public Involvement)

6.8.2 Potential Impacts to Environmental Justice Populations
Census data used to analyze potential environmental justice impacts confirmed that the majority of the
study area contains high minority and low income population concentrations. Thus, the communities in
the study area are considered minority and/or low income populations and any adverse impacts would
be predominantly borne by a minority and/or low income population. Therefore, any significant and
adverse impacts, if not offset by benefits, would have a disproportionately high and adverse effect.

In the previous sections of this document (6.2 to 6.7), the potential degrees of effect were identified for
various issues. Table 6 below summarizes these findings and the following sections discuss the
potential impacts for the No Action and Preferred Alternative where a degree of effect of Minimal or
higher was assigned.
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Table 6 | Summary of Degrees of Effect by Sociocultural Issue and Natural Resources

Issue Potential Degree of Effect

So
ci

al
Demographics None

Community Cohesion Minimal

Safety Enhanced

Quality of Life Minimal

Ec
on

om
ic

Business Impacts Moderate

Long-Term Minimal

Construction Minimal

Property Values Minimal

Land Use Minimal

M
ob

ili
ty

Accessibility Enhanced

Connectivity Enhanced

Traffic Patterns Minimal

Public Parking None

A
es

th
e

tic

Noise Minimal

Visual Impact Moderate-

Relocation Moderate

Contamination Moderate

Wetlands & Habitat Minimal

Protected Species Minimal

Cultural Resources None

Parks and Recreation Lands None

The No Action Alternative would negatively affect safety, businesses, accessibility, connectivity, and
transportation needs being met. The No Action Alternative would not address bicycle and pedestrian
issues along Broward Boulevard, thereby continuing the unsafe conditions present today and limiting
accessibility and connectivity to areas on the opposite side of I-95 for individuals without personal cars.
The No Action Alternative would not provide employment opportunities in the short-term that will be
created by the construction of the project. The No Action Alternative does not provide for circulation and
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other improvements for the Park-and-Ride Lot that will enhance conditions for all users of that facility,
nor does it provide an envelope for future premium transit along Broward Boulevard, or the potential
future connection of the transit from Broward Boulevard down to the Park-and-Ride Lot.

Noise levels would increase under both the No Action and the Preferred Alternative due to increased
traffic volumes in the future. The Preferred Alternative provides the possibility of additional noise
barriers to mitigate for predicted increases.

The Preferred Alternative would provide benefits to contamination, noise, safety, connectivity,
accessibility, and short-term employment impacts. A total of 78 potential contaminated sources were
identified within the study area with the following risk levels: 13 High, 17 Medium, 27 Low and 21 No
Risk. The Preferred Alternative provides an opportunity to address these potential contamination
sources and thereby benefit the local community. As previously noted, the Preferred Alternative
provides the opportunity to construct additional noise barriers to mitigate for anticipated increases in
noise resulting from traffic growth along I-95. The Preferred Alternative also provides for the
construction of wider sidewalks and bike lanes along Broward Boulevard over the SFRC and I-95.
Currently there are no bike lanes along Broward Boulevard over either the SFRC or I-95. These
improvements will enhance the safety of bicyclists, pedestrians, and motorists; as well as the
accessibility and connectivity for bicyclists and pedestrians.  The Preferred Alternative will offer the
opportunity for construction jobs for the neighboring communities.

The Preferred Alternative may have negative effects on the visual quality of the community, specifically
along NW 21st Avenue; however these anticipated negative effects are offset by accompanying benefits
and will be mitigated through the use of landscape. As previously mentioned, the construction of the
braided ramp along the east side of I-95, adjacent to NW 21st Avenue, creates an unavoidable visual
barrier for the residents, blocking their view of traffic on I-95. The landscape barrier that was destroyed
by Hurricane Irma previously provided the visual barrier to I-95. Residents attended the Alternatives
Public Workshop held for this project to request that the barrier be replaced. The construction of a ramp
will create a more permanent visual barrier that will not be impacted by natural disasters or other
conditions, such as drought or pests. Further, the braided ramp provides additional noise mitigation
benefits for the residents along NW 21st Avenue. In addition, landscaping will be provided along the
ramp to mitigate for its visual impacts.
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Although the braided ramps being constructed as part of the Preferred Alternative are serving the 95
Express Lanes, which are tolled, the General Purpose lanes of I-95 would remain toll free. This
continues to provide low-income persons with a non-tolled alternative to the Express Lanes. Access to
the I-95 General Purpose lanes remains the same, via Broward Boulevard in this area, therefore
residents will not be required to travel additional distance. If residents from the surrounding community
wish to access the 95 Express Lanes, they will have the benefit of being able to access them from
Broward Boulevard, instead of having to travel further north or south along I-95 to the next access
point.

The Preferred Alternative would not result in any significant adverse environmental impacts. Therefore,
the preliminary finding is that no minority or low-income populations would be adversely impacted by
the proposed project, as determined above. Therefore, in accordance with the provisions of Executive
Order 12898 and FHWA Order 6640.23a, no further Environmental Justice analysis is required.
Additionally, FDOT conducted small group meetings with representatives from the minority and low-
income communities leading up to the Public Hearing where all the issues and mitigation measures
were discussed and the communities were in agreement.

Even though the project was determined to not have significant impacts, FDOT will seek to avoid,
minimize, and mitigate for any negative effect resulting from the project to the extent practicable. A list
of commitments to address community needs and minimize community impacts is included in the Type
2 Categorical Exclusion.

6.8.3 Cumulative Effects
As previously discussed, the local planning efforts are geared towards improving the community. Other
projects such as the proposed limited stop bus service on Broward Boulevard will improve mobility for
local area residents. This project will have impacts to visual quality; however, with the proposed
mitigation measures, there will not be adverse cumulative effects as described in the resource sections
above. Because there are no adverse cumulative effects for any resources and some resources are
enhanced, the project, combined with reasonably foreseeable future projects, would not contribute to
cumulative environmental justice impacts.
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Public Involvement
A Public Involvement Plan (PIP) was developed at the beginning of the study with the purpose of
outlining the public involvement approach to be taken. The PIP was updated and amended throughout
the project development process to incorporate the latest public involvement policies, techniques and
comments as they evolved through the life of the project, and to guide the design of special events and
study groups that were identified during the course of the study. Public outreach activities were
designed to ensure that the public was informed, provided opportunities to comment and ask questions,
and so the FDOT could use these comments to guide the study. These outreach activities commenced
at the onset of the PD&E Study and continued during the development and evaluation of alternatives
and the selection of the Preferred Alternative. Public involvement activities included close coordination
and periodic meetings with the City of Fort Lauderdale, Broward County, the Broward MPO, transit
agencies that serve the study area, pertinent agencies at the state, county and municipal levels,
adjacent property owners, and adjacent neighborhood associations. Prior to the Public Hearing,
additional outreach efforts were undertaken with religious institutions in the study area. Specifically,
informational flyers were distributed to the entities shown in Table 7 to explain the project and offer the
opportunity to give a presentation to the congregation upon request.

Table 7 | Religious Institutions Contacted Regarding Public Hearing

# Name Address Initial Contact Result
1 National Church of God 977 NW 17 Ave. March 4, 2019 No further Action Requested

2 The Spirit of Jesus Deliverance
Center 1701 NW 8 Pl. March 4, 2019 No further Action Requested

3 Peaceful Zion Missionary Baptist 1701 NW 8 Ct. March 4, 2019 No further Action Requested

4 More Abundant Powerhouse 1700 NW 8 St. March 4, 2019 No further Action Requested

5 Bethel Missionary Baptist Church 2211 NW 7 St. March 4, 2019 No further Action Requested

6 Willie C Frazier Outreach Ministry 675 NW 22 Rd. March 4, 2019 No further Action Requested

7 St James # 83 Masonic Hall 670 NW 22 Rd. March 4, 2019 No further Action Requested

8 Victory Tabernacle of Faith 643 NW 22 Rd. March 4, 2019 No further Action Requested

9 Rock of Ages Baptist Church 2177 NW 6 Ct. March 4, 2019 No further Action Requested

10 Church of Christ 2212 NW 6 Ct. March 4, 2019 No further Action Requested

11 Church of New Life Christian
Fellowship 2158 NW 6 Ct. March 4, 2019 No further Action Requested

12 Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's
Witnesses 433 SW 20 Ave. March 4, 2019 No further Action Requested

13 Royal Assembly Church 1964 NW 6 St. March 4, 2019 No further Action Requested

14 Royal Assembly Church of the Living
God 540 NW 20 Ave. March 4, 2019 No further Action Requested

15 Abundant Life Christian Center 1801 Davie Blvd. March 4, 2019 No further Action Requested

16 Gospel Mission-South America 1401 SW 21 Ave. March 4, 2019 No further Action Requested

17 New Mount Olive Baptist Church 400 NW 9 Ave. March 4, 2019 March 8, 2019-Copy of the
Public Notice Requested

and Delivered

18 Mount Hermon AME Church 401 NW 7 Ter. March 4, 2019 March 8, 2019-Copy of the
Public Notice Requested

and Delivered
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MPO Coordination
The initial coordination meeting was held with the MPO staff on September 5, 2017, to present the
alternatives under consideration to the MPO prior to the Alternatives Public Workshop. Presentations
were made to the Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC) and Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) on
April 25, 2018, and to the Board on May 10, 2018, for the purpose of reviewing the alternatives
evaluated and the proposed Preferred Alternative prior to the public hearing. Since these meetings, the
alternatives have had modifications and were be presented to the CAC/TAC at the January 23, 2019
meeting and to the MPO Board at their February 14, 2019 meeting prior to the public hearing.

Elected Official and Agency Meetings
A kick off meeting for agency and elected officials was held on November 3, 2016 at the City of Fort
Lauderdale City Hall. The purpose of the meeting was to inform attendees about the purpose and need
for the project, the study area limits, and receive comments about the project. The meeting was
attended by three representatives from the City of Fort Lauderdale. They expressed enthusiasm about
potential solutions and asked if a parking deck was still a possible option. This led to a discussion about
a Broward Boulevard median station at 2nd level for premium transit that could include an elevator to
the park-and-ride level (1st level). There was also discussion about replacing the existing Broward
Boulevard bridge structures over I-95 and the SFRC to support future light rail. It was noted that the
alternatives considered would include replacement of both existing bridges to accommodate future rail,
if warranted. Noted concerns included The Salvation Army’s concern about the intersection at Broward
Boulevard and NW 18th Avenue, Riverland residents’ sensitivity to noise, and the development coming
to the west of I-95 between 21st Avenue and 31st Avenue. The City commented that their bicycle and
pedestrian standards should be applied to make this area better.

A follow up meeting with the City of Fort Lauderdale was held on October 30, 2018 in order to brief
attendees on the updated changes to the proposed improvements.

Public Meetings
The Notice to Proceed with the PD&E Study was issued on May 17, 2016 and the first public meeting
was held on November 9, 2016. Three public meetings and two technical workshops were held prior to
the public hearing. The public meetings included a Public Kick-Off Meeting and two Alternatives Public
Workshops; a second Alternatives Public Workshop was held due to the occurrence of Hurricane Irma
the week prior to the initial Alternatives Public Workshop. The two technical workshops were held with
transportation partners regarding the proposed improvements to the Park-and-Ride lot at the
interchange. All of the formal public meetings were advertised in the Sun-Sentinel and notification
letters were sent to property owners within 300 feet of the right-of-way, which included over 1,120
addresses. Public notices were also distributed at the Tri-Rail station and placed on cars parked in the
Park-and-Ride lot. More details about each of these meetings is provided in this section and public
comments received during the meetings are contained in Appendix D.
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7.3.1 Public Kick-Off Meeting
The Public Kick-Off Meeting was held on November 9, 2016, at 5:30 p.m. at the Reverend Samuel
Delevoe Memorial Park located at 2520 NW 6 Street, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33311. This park is located
immediately adjacent to the study area. The meeting began as an open house at 5:30 where attendees
could review information provided on boards (see Appendix D) and speak with project team
representatives. A formal presentation was given at 6:00 p.m. and a question/comment period followed.
The purpose of the meeting was to provide the community an opportunity to learn about the
improvements being studied and the PD&E process in general, and to provide an opportunity to raise
initial concerns and issues that should be considered as part of the study. More than 25 people
attended the meeting and several questions were asked regarding noise abatement, project schedule
and cost, and improvements to the Park-and-Ride lot. No written comments were received.

7.3.2 Technical Workshops
The first technical workshop was held on February 14, 2017, from 10 a.m. until 3 p.m. at the FDOT
Traffic Management Center located at 2300 W. Commercial Boulevard, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309.
The purpose of this meeting was to review the issues and potential solutions for the Park-and-Ride lot
and a potential median transit station on Broward Boulevard. Participants at this meeting were from
Broward County, the Broward MPO, the City of Fort Lauderdale, FDOT, Miami-Dade County, the South
Florida Regional Transportation Authority, South Florida Commuter Services, and Sun Trolley. A
detailed summary of the meeting and a list of attendees is included in Appendix D. Key issues raised
during this first charrette included pedestrian safety, lower level circulation challenges, and need for
improved connection between lower level and Broward Boulevard.

The second technical workshop was held on October 2, 2017 from 10:30 a.m. until noon at the HDR
Office located at 3250 W. Commercial Boulevard, Suite 100, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309. The purpose
of this meeting was to share the Park-and-Ride alternatives developed and receive comments.
Participants at this meeting were from the same agencies as the prior meeting. A detailed summary of
the meeting and the list of attendees is included in Appendix D. The main issues discussed during this
meeting were additional improvements for bicycles and pedestrians within the lot, identification of a bus
layover area on the plan, and the circulation needs of the buses.

7.3.3 Alternatives Public Workshops
Two Alternatives Public Workshops were held for this project. The first workshop was held on
September 14, 2017, at 5:30 p.m. at the Reverend Samuel Delevoe Memorial Park located at 2520 NW
6 Street, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33311. Hurricane Irma impacted South Florida a few days before the
scheduled workshop and many areas were still without power. However it was decided to move forward
with the workshop since the meeting facility did have power and there was not sufficient time to notify
the public of its cancellation. The meeting started as an open house and a formal presentation was
given at 6:00 p.m. The primary purpose of the meeting was to provide the public an opportunity to
review the alternatives under consideration and to provide comments about the project. Display
materials included general information about the PD&E process, project-specific information such as
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the schedule and Purpose and Need, the mainline and interchange alternatives, noise analysis
information, sociocultural resources, and information about the proposed use of the pond in Reverend
Samuel Delevoe Memorial Park for drainage. (This proposed use of the pond has since been
determined to not be necessary and is no longer a consideration for the project.) Comments received
during this workshop were focused on stormwater and the use of the pond in the park. Several
representatives from Broward County stated objections to the use of the pond for project drainage. A
summary of the meeting and the materials displayed is included in Appendix D.

The second Alternatives Public Workshop was held on November 14, 2017, at the same time and in the
same location as the first workshop. This workshop followed the same format, starting with an open
house followed by a formal presentation, and presented the same materials and information from the
workshop in September. Comments received during this workshop were focused on potential right-of-
way impacts, damage to landscaping that screens I-95 from the adjacent neighborhoods, and other
construction projects in the area. A summary of the questions and comments raised during this
workshop is provided in Appendix D.

Small Group and Stakeholders Meetings
In addition to the formal public meetings standard for PD&E studies, the project team has held several
meetings with small groups and individuals as well as staff from the City of Fort Lauderdale regarding
this project. Meetings have consisted of adjacent property owners that were tied to the 95 Express
project and with the community regarding Woodlawn Cemetery to introduce them to the project and
review the findings of an interchange feasibility study conducted for Sunrise Boulevard. The project
team is planning meetings with adjacent Homeowner Associations, Churches, and/or neighborhood
groups prior to the Public Hearing to review the potential visual impacts of the proposed braided ramps
on the neighborhoods north of Broward Boulevard. Table 8 below provides a summary of the meetings
that have been held regarding this project and it will be updated to include additional outreach that
occurs prior to the Public Hearing. Appendix C includes a sample of the presentations given to small
groups and stakeholders since the updates to the Preferred Alternative. This presentation includes
renderings that were developed to display the potential visual impacts to the community.
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Table 8 | Small Group and Stakeholder Meetings Summary

Meeting Audience Meeting Date Number of
Attendees Issues Discussed

Woodlawn Cemetery
Community Group 10/27/16 N/A

Introduced the project and listened to
community’s concerns about existing exit ramps

on to Sunrise Blvd.

City of Fort Lauderdale 2/17/17 7
Recent or proposed development in the study
area and desire to have this project include
gateway features (landscaping and signs)

Riverland Developer 3/20/17 3 Use of NW 22nd Ave. and Park-and-Ride lot by
proposed development

City of Fort Lauderdale 8/28/17 7
Bicycle and pedestrian improvements included in

the project, ability to support future transit
modes, and gateway features

Woodlawn Cemetery
Community Group 8/31/17 N/A Sunrise Blvd. Interchange feasibility results

City of Fort Lauderdale 1/19/18 6 Bicycle and pedestrian improvements, gateway
features, and proposed dog park

Dorsey Riverbend HOA 11/26/18 20 Purpose was to discuss proposed improvements
and potential effects on community

Riverland Civic
Association 12/03/18 1 Purpose was to discuss proposed improvements

and potential effects on community
Riverside Park
Residents Association 12/05/18 20 Purpose was to discuss proposed improvements

and potential effects on community
Durrs Community
Association 02/07/19 0 Purpose was to discuss proposed improvements

and potential effects on community
River Gardens/Sweeting
Estates Homeowner’s
Association (HOA)

01/28/19 15 Purpose was to discuss proposed improvements
and potential effects on community

Public Hearing
The I-95 at Broward Boulevard Interchange PD&E Study Public Hearing was held on Monday, March
18, 2019 at the African American Research Library and Cultural Center located at 2650 Sistrunk
Boulevard, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33311. The Hearing began as an open house at 5:30 p.m., with a
formal presentation at 6:00 p.m. followed by a comments period.

The purpose of this Public Hearing was to provide elected and appointed officials, property owners and
other interested parties an opportunity to review the proposed improvements and make written or oral
comments about the study and the alternatives being proposed.

The display boards included an aerial roll plot of the study area, existing sound barriers, the alternative
improvements to the Park and Ride Lot, proposed new traffic movements between 95 Express and the
existing Interchange entrance and exit ramps, location of potential offsite pond sites, renderings of
proposed bridges near NW 6th Street and I-95, and the project schedule. Prior to the presentation,
attendees discussed the project one on one with the FDOT Project Manager, Department staff, and
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Project Consultant staff. Attendees were provided a handout on the PD&E Study, which included
information on the Preferred Alternative.

The Public Hearing was attended by approximately 55 residents, interested parties, local agency
partners, FDOT, and consultants. One representative from the City of Fort Lauderdale and one from
Broward County Transit were in attendance. After the presentation, the floor was opened to
comments. There were two members of the public that shared their comments at the microphone. Their
comments were made part of the official record and noted in the transcripts of the hearing. See
Appendix D for the comments provided by the public along with the comment responses, presentation,
boards, and project handouts.

Notification of the Hearing was published twice in the Sun Sentinel as a 1/4 page legal advertisement,
on the FDOT public notices website, in the Florida Administrative Register, and on the Project's
website. An approximate 975-piece mailing and over 100 emails to elected officials, agencies, Native
American representatives, and other interested parties were sent. Notices were also placed on the
windshields of parked cars station at the Park and Ride lots a week before the hearing.

Conclusions
Applying FDOT’s approach for determining degree of effect, as shown in Table 4, the overall SCE
Evaluation’s degree of effect for the project on the community is minimal since the project may have
negative effects on some elements of the affected community, including noise and visual impact.
However, some elements of the affected community will be enhanced, such as improved bicycle and
pedestrian facilities that will improve safety and future improved connections for transit users, and may
offset negative effects. FDOT will continue stakeholder meetings leading up to the public hearing in
seeking to address the visual impacts of the project. A summary of effects on the various sociocultural
resources for the Preferred Alternative is provided in Table 9.

Table 9 | Summary of Effects on Sociocultural Resources

Resource Degree of Effect

Social

Demographics None
Community Cohesion Minimal

Safety Enhanced
Community Goals/Quality of Life Minimal

Economic

Business Impacts Moderate
Construction Minimal
Long-Term Minimal

Property Values Minimal
Land Use Land Use None

Mobility

Accessibility Enhanced
Connectivity Enhanced

Traffic Patterns Minimal
Public Parking None

Aesthetics Noise Minimal
Visual Impact Moderate
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Relocation Relocation Moderate

The visual impact of the elevated ramp structures is unavoidable unless the No Action is selected. The
No Action alternative, however, does not meet the purpose and need. FDOT is committed to mitigating
negative visual effects to the greatest extent practicable. FDOT will be meeting with affected residents
to discuss mitigation options, such as landscaping, to reduce the visual impacts.

A list of commitments to address community needs will be included in the Type 2 Categorical
Exclusion.
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The primary need for this project is to enhance system linkage and modal interrelationships at the I-95/Broward Boulevard
interchange. Secondary considerations for the purpose and need of this project include capacity, safety, transportation
demand, social demands and economic development, and emergency evacuation. The primary and secondary needs for
the project are discussed in further detail below.

System Linkage
Broward Boulevard is a state road (SR 842) that provides the main entry way to the Downtown Fort Lauderdale Central
Business District from I-95 and the east-west connection between US-1 and SR 817/University Drive in Plantation.
Broward Boulevard continues west toward SR 823/Flamingo Road as a county road. The section of Broward Boulevard
from I-95 to NE 3rd Avenue is part of the state's Strategic Intermodal System (SIS), which consists of high-priority
transportation facilities and services of statewide and interregional significance. I-95 north and south of Broward
Boulevard is also an SIS facility and serves as the primary north-south interstate facility that links all major cities along the
Atlantic Seaboard and is one of the most important transportation systems in southeast Florida. These SIS facilities are
critical to the movement of people and goods in Florida, and their function is considered to be vital to Florida's economic
competitiveness.

The proposed improvements to the Broward Boulevard interchange at I-95 will improve the flow of traffic to and from I-95
and along Broward Boulevard. The existing I-95 northbound and southbound median ramps that service the adjacent
Park-and-Ride lots are desired to provide a direct connection between the I-95 Express Lanes and Broward Boulevard as
well as the surrounding intermodal facilities.

Modal Interrelationships
Transit services along Broward Boulevard are currently experiencing recurring congestion that reduces vehicle speeds,
increases operating costs, and makes scheduling of buses from a system level challenging. There are a number of transit
options on Broward Boulevard that provide direct service and transfer connections along the corridor. These include
passenger rail service (Tri-Rail and Amtrak) and bus service (Broward County Transit, Breeze, Sun Trolley, I-95 Express
Bus, Tri-Rail Shuttle and Tri-Rail NW Community Link). The operation of these services is vital to the mobility of the entire
corridor.

The desired geometric and operational improvements to the Broward Boulevard interchange and surrounding transit
facilities will reduce bus travel times, improve intermodal connectivity, and improve access to bus stops. I-95 Express Bus
service is desired to access Broward Boulevard directly from the Express Lanes and the Park & Ride lots, as well as
vehicular traffic. Functionality of the I-95 median ramps and Park & Ride road network is to be improved for the intermodal
services within the interchange area.

Capacity
I-95 within the project limits currently operates at Level of Service (LOS) F. Broward Boulevard within the project limits
also operates at LOS F. Without improvements, the driving conditions will continue to operate well below acceptable LOS
standards into the future. The I-95 Express Phase 3 improvements will help improve the mainline I-95 corridor LOS by
adding one travel lane in each direction in the form of an Express Lane and managing congestion along I-95. The
improvements proposed as part of the interchange project will be developed to compliment the I-95 Express Lanes
improvements by enhancing existing connectivity within the Park & Ride lots, improving existing I-95/Broward Boulevard
terminal intersections, and providing direct Express Lane access to Broward Boulevard.



Safety
The comprehensive improvements to the interchange and surrounding transit facilities will improve the interaction
between the different modes of transportation in the vicinity. The improvements are to include safe connections for
pedestrians with transit services, circulation of traffic within the Park & Ride lot network, and access between the Express
Lanes and Broward Boulevard. Additionally, the capacity improvements will aid in reducing the number of crashes within
the project limits.

Transportation Demand
The Broward Boulevard Interchange Project PD&E is included in the Broward County Metropolitan Planning Organization
(MPO) Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) for Fiscal Years (FY) 2015-2019 and the FDOT Work Program FY
2015-2019.

The Broward County MPO 2035 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) included improvements to all I-95 interchanges
in Broward County under Illustrative Roadway Projects. Illustrative projects are those that cannot be included in the cost
feasible plan due to financial constraints but would be included in a future approved TIP.

Social Demands and Economic Development
Social and economic demands on the I-95 corridor will continue to increase as population and employment increase. The
Broward County MPO 2035 LRTP predicted that the population would grow from 1.7 million in 2005 to 2.3 million by 2035,
an increase of 29 percent. Jobs were predicted to increase from 0.7 to 1 million during the same time period, an increase
of 37 percent.

Emergency Evacuation
The project is anticipated to improve emergency evacuation capabilities by enhancing connectivity and accessibility to
major arterials designated on the state evacuation route. I-95 serves as part of the emergency evacuation route network
designated by the Florida Division of Emergency Management and Broward County. Broward Boulevard moves traffic
from the east and west to I-95. I-95 is critical in facilitating traffic during emergency evacuation periods as it connects to
other major arterials and highways of the state evacuation route network (i.e., I-595 and the Florida's Turnpike).

This project proposes improvements to the I-95/Broward Boulevard interchange complementing the surrounding
multimodal facilities. The proposed improvements extend along Broward Boulevard from NW 24th Avenue to NW 18th
Avenue, a distance of approximately one half mile, as well as the median ramp connections to the Park & Ride lots from I-
95 north and south of Broward Boulevard in Broward County, Florida as shown in Figure 1.

Broward Boulevard is a six lane east-west arterial thorough Broward County and the City of Fort Lauderdale. Within the
project limits, Broward Boulevard is functionally classified as a Divided Urban Principal Arterial with a posted speed limit of
40 mph. Broward Boulevard from I-95 to NE 3rd Avenue is a designated Strategic Intermodal System (SIS) connector
providing access to the Greyhound Bus Station located just east of NW 2nd Avenue. The Fort Lauderdale Amtrak/Tri-Rail
station and South Park-and-Ride Lot are located in the southwest quadrant of the interchange at I-95 and Broward
Boulevard. A North Park-and-Ride Lot exists in the northwest quadrant of the interchange. In addition to Broward
Boulevard, the Park-and-Ride lots can be accessed directly via I-95 median ramps, which are also designated SIS
connectors. I-95 north and south of Broward Boulevard is a designated SIS facility and its interchange with Broward
Boulevard provides critical access to multimodal services, such as AMTRAK/TRI-RAIL passenger rail, I-95 Express Bus,
Broward County Transit, Breeze, Sun Trolley, Tri-Rail Shuttle and Tri-Rail NW Community Link.

The proposed interchange improvements will be compatible with the proposed I-95 Express Phase 3 program which will
introduce two tolled, express lanes in place of the existing HOV lanes from Broward Boulevard in Broward County to



Linton Boulevard in Palm Beach County. I-95 Express Phase 3A, which extends from Broward Boulevard to south of SW
10th Street and includes the limits of the proposed interchange improvements, is funded for construction to begin in early
2016.

This Broward Boulevard interchange project will evaluate comprehensive improvements to the I-95/Broward Boulevard
interchange complementing the surrounding multimodal facilities. The proposed improvements will incorporate concepts
from several transit and interchange studies and stakeholders within the project area, including but not limited to the
following:
-
-

-
-

-
-
-
The programmed funds for the Project Development and Environment Study for this project are estimated at $3,650,000
in the Florida Department of Transportation Work Program.

Construction costs are estimated at $80,000,000.
Logical Termini
The logical termini of the proposed improvements along Broward Boulevard extend from NW 24th Avenue to NW 18th
Avenue, a distance of approximately one half mile. The logical termini along I-95 extend from north of Davie Boulevard to
south of Sunrise Boulevard where the existing Park-and-Ride ramps depart and enter mainline I-95 from the median.
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-

-
-
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Appendix B – Inventory of Existing Businesses in the Study
Area











Appendix C – Small Group and Stakeholders Sample
Presentation



Dorsey Riverbend Civic Association

SR-9/I-95 @ SR-842/Broward Boulevard Interchange
Improvements

Project Development & Environment Study

FPID 435513-1-22-02 ETDM No: 14226

Dorsey Riverbend Civic Association
November 26, 2018



Dorsey Riverbend Civic Association

The Project Development and Environment (PD&E)
Study is a process developed by FDOT to
evaluate the social, environmental and
engineering impacts associated with a proposed
transportation improvement.

In addition to complying with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, the
objectives of a PD&E Study are to support decisions
concerning if, where, and what should be built to
address the identified transportation needs.

Study Objectives

Project Development and Environment (PD&E) Study



Dorsey Riverbend Civic Association

Project Limits and Purpose & Need

Project limits: SR 9/I-95 from south of Davie Boulevard to
south of Sunrise Boulevard and Broward Boulevard from
west of SW 24 Avenue to just east of NW/SW 18 Avenue.

The primary purpose of this study is to develop and
evaluate design concepts to:
o Improve traffic flow to and from I-95 and along Broward

Boulevard,
o Improve connectivity between 95 Express and Broward

Boulevard,
o Improve intermodal connectivity and access.

The primary need for this project is to improve
connectivity for all modes of transportation within the
study area.



Dorsey Riverbend Civic Association

Study Schedule



Dorsey Riverbend Civic Association

Project Development Process (Idea to Implementation)

• PD&E Study- design
options and their social
and environmental effects
are examined

• Preferred Alternative
Selected

PD&E
(Planning)

• Preferred Alternative is
further developed.

• Detailed construction
plans are prepared.

• Right of Way
Acquisition

Design/Right
of Way

• The project is built
out as approved
from the design
phase.

Construction

• Constructed project
is maintained and
operated  by the
department.

Operation &
Maintenance



Dorsey Riverbend Civic Association

Future Phases (by FDOT Fiscal Years)

• Design & Right-
of-Way

• Funded in TIP &
STIP

2021-2022

• Anticipated Begin
Construction

2024 • Estimated
Construction
Complete

2028



Dorsey Riverbend Civic Association

CONSIDERED ALTERNATIVES



Dorsey Riverbend Civic Association

Considered Alternatives

I-95 Mainline
o Alternative 1: Ingress/Egress Braided Flyover Ramps (With and Without Southbound Ingress

Braided Ramp)

Broward Blvd Interchange
o : Existing Interchange Geometry
o Alternative 1: Tight Urban Diamond Interchange (TUDI)
o Alternative 2A: Displaced Left Turn Interchange (DLI)
o Alternative 2B: Modified Displaced Left Turn Interchange (MDLI)

Broward Boulevard EB to SB Express Lane Traffic
o Option 1 - via SW 1st Street

• Alternative 1 - No-Build
• Alternative 2 - T-Intersection at SW 21st Terr and Roundabout at PnR Access Rd
• Alternative 3 - Double Roundabout
• Alternative 4 - Combined Roundabout

o Option 2 – via Flyover



Dorsey Riverbend Civic Association

Considered Alternatives

Sunrise Blvd East Terminal Ramp Intersection
o No-Build: Existing East Terminal Intersection Geometry
o Alternative 1 (2017 Feasibility): Dual Lane Off-Ramp for EB and WB Sunrise (NE quadrant)
o Alternative 2 (2017 Feasibility): Partial Diamond (NB to EB) with Single Lane Off-Ramp (WB)
o Alternative 3A (2018 SIMR): Signalize Loop Ramp and Extend EB Merge to NW 17th Ave
o Alternative 3B (2018 SIMR): Signalize Loop Ramp and Extend EB Merge to NW 16th Ave
o Alternative 4 (2018 SIMR): Extend EB Merge to NW 17th Ave



Final Recommended Alternatives Presentation

RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVES



Final Recommended Alternatives Presentation

Recommended Alternative

I-95 Mainline
o Alternative 1: Ingress/Egress Braided Flyover Ramps

Broward Blvd Interchange
o Alternative 2B: Modified Displaced Left Turn Interchange (MDLI)

Broward Blvd EB to SB Express Lane Traffic
o Option 1 / Alternative 4: Combined Roundabout

Sunrise Blvd Interchange
o Alternative 3A: Signalize Loop Ramp and Extend EB Merge to NW 17th Ave



Final Recommended Alternatives Presentation

I-95 Mainline Alternative: Broward Blvd Interchange Area

Northbound Sunrise Blvd ramp
improvements included in SIMR, but
not part of the I-95 at Broward Blvd

PD&E



Final Recommended Alternatives Presentation

I-95 Mainline: Ingress/Egress Braided Flyover Ramps



Final Recommended Alternatives Presentation

I-95 Mainline: Ingress/Egress Braided Flyover Ramps

Northbound Sunrise Blvd ramp
improvements included in SIMR but not
part of the I-95 at Broward Blvd PD&E

Study



Final Recommended Alternatives Presentation

Recommended Alternative

I-95 Mainline
o Alternative 1: Ingress/Egress Braided Flyover Ramps

Broward Blvd Interchange
o Alternative 2B: Modified Displaced Left Turn Interchange (MDLI)

Broward Blvd EB to SB Express Lane Traffic
o Option 1 / Alternative 4: Combined Roundabout

Sunrise Blvd Interchange
o Alternative 3: Signalize Loop Ramp and Extend EB Merge to NW 17th Ave



Final Recommended Alternatives Presentation

Broward Blvd Interchange:
Modified Displaced Left Interchange (MDLI)

Reduced ramp queuing
o Southbound max ramp queue of 650 ft (out of 1,400 ft available)
o Northbound max ramp queue of 586 ft (out of 4,600 ft available)

LOS of D or better at every subject intersection

Provides median transit station



Final Recommended Alternatives Presentation

Recommended Alternative

I-95 Mainline
o Alternative 1: Ingress/Egress Braided Flyover Ramps

Broward Blvd Interchange
o Alternative 2B: Modified Displaced Left Turn Interchange (MDLI)

Broward Blvd EB to SB Express Lane Traffic
o Option 1 / Alternative 4: Combined Roundabout

Sunrise Blvd Interchange
o Alternative 3: Signalize Loop Ramp and Extend EB Merge to NW 17th Ave



Final Recommended Alternatives Presentation

Broward Blvd EB to SB Express Lane Traffic: via SW 1st St Alt. 4

Combined Roundabout
• Combines the

intersection of SW 21st

Terrace and the
existing east signalized
intersection into a
single roundabout

• All entry approaches
are maintained

• Adds eastbound right-
turn bypass lane at SW
21st Terrace (requiring
ROW)



Final Recommended Alternatives Presentation

Recommended Alternative

I-95 Mainline
o Alternative 1: Ingress/Egress Braided Flyover Ramps

Broward Blvd Interchange
o Alternative 2B: Modified Displaced Left Turn Interchange (MDLI)

Broward Blvd EB to SB Express Lane Traffic
o Option 1 / Alternative 4: Combined Roundabout

Sunrise Blvd Interchange
o Alternative 3A: Signalize Loop Ramp and Extend EB Merge to NW 17th Ave



Final Recommended Alternatives Presentation

Sunrise Blvd Interchange: Signalize Loop Ramp and Extend EB Merge
to NW 17th Ave

Integration between east and west
(prior IOAR) ramp terminal
intersections improvements
through updated SIMR
East and west ramp terminal
intersections LOS of D or better
Accommodates all exit ramp
queues



Final Recommended Alternatives Presentation

Transit Recommendations: Park-and-Ride Lot/Transit Station



Final Recommended Alternatives Presentation

NW 22nd Road Looking  Southeast



Final Recommended Alternatives Presentation

NW 21st Terrace Wall Option Looking East



Final Recommended Alternatives Presentation

NW 21st Terrace Pier Option Looking East



Final Recommended Alternatives Presentation

NW 21st Avenue Wall Option Without Landscaping Looking
Northwest



Final Recommended Alternatives Presentation

NW 21st Avenue Wall Option With Landscaping Looking Northwest



Final Recommended Alternatives Presentation

NW 21st Avenue Pier Option Without Looking Northwest



Final Recommended Alternatives Presentation

NW 21st Avenue Pier Option With Landscaping Looking Northwest



Final Recommended Alternatives Presentation

NW 7th Street Looking West



Final Recommended Alternatives Presentation

Next Steps / Remaining Study Schedule

oDocuments on Display for Public Hearing – Feb 2019

oPublic Hearing – March 18, 2019

oLocation, Design, and Concept Acceptance (LDCA) –
June 2019



Final Recommended Alternatives Presentation

Q&A



Dorsey Riverbend Civic Association

Contact Information

Project Manager
Florida Department of Transportation, District Four

3400 West Commercial Boulevard
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309

Toll Free: 866-336-8435, ext. 4474



Appendix D – Public Involvement Summaries
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Kick-Off Meetings Summary
I-95 at Broward Boulevard Interchange

Project Development and Environment Study

The I-95 at Broward Boulevard Interchange Project Development and Environment
Study (PD&E) Kick-Off meeting for elected officials was held on Thursday, November 3,
2016 at the City of Fort Lauderdale City Hall, 100 N. Andrews Boulevard, 8th floor, Fort
Lauderdale, FL 33301. The Kick-Off Meeting began at 3:30 p.m. with a presentation
starting soon afterwards, followed by a comment period. Additionally, a Public Kick-Off
meeting was held on Wednesday, November 9, 2016, at the Reverend Samuel Delevoe
Memorial Park located at 2520 NW 6 Street, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33311. The meeting
began as an open house at 5:30 p.m., with a formal presentation at 6:00 p.m. followed
by a comment period.

The purpose of this study is to develop and evaluate design concepts to improve
connectivity for all modes of transportation within the study limits. The kick-off meetings
provided an opportunity for elected officials, property owners and other interested
parties to ask questions and to provide comments.

Display boards presented at both kick-off meetings included the project’s schedule, the
PD&E Study process, overview of the need for the PD&E Study, as well as an aerial of
the study area. Prior to the presentations and during the comment period attendees
discussed the project one on one with the FDOT Project Manager and Project
Consultant staff.

The elected officials Kick-Off meeting was attended by three representatives from the
City of Fort Lauderdale. They expressed enthusiasm about potential solutions and
asked if a parking deck was still a possible option. This led to a discussion about a
Broward Blvd. median station at 2nd level for premium transit that could include an
elevator to the park-and-ride level (1st level). There was also discussion about replacing
the existing Broward Blvd. bridge structures over I-95 and the SFRC to support future
light rail.  It was noted that the alternatives considered would be include replacement of
both existing bridges to accommodate future rail, if warranted.  Noted concerns include
The Salvation Army’s concern about the intersection at Broward Boulevard and NW 18th

Ave, Riverland residents’ sensitivity to noise, and the development coming to the west
of I-95 between 21st Avenue and 31st Avenue. The City commented that their bicycle
and pedestrian standards should be applied to make this area better.



The Public Kick-Off meeting was attended by more than 25 residents, interested parties,
FDOT staff and consultants. After the presentation, the floor was opened to questions.
See Attachment B.

Attendees to both kick-off meetings were provided with a fact sheet on this PD&E Study
as well as three 95 Express Phase 3B fact sheets with information on express lane
benefits, project schedule, express lanes entrances and exits and other pertinent
information. A follow-up letter was sent to property owners providing them with another
opportunity to learn about this study.  Recipients were invited to schedule a meeting
with the Study Team to either visit their business, meet one-on-one or meet at a
residential gathering to discuss the Study.  One call was received in response to the
letter, but it did not result in a meeting being scheduled.

The meeting was announced by Palm Beach Post and Sun Sentinel digital
advertisement campaigns, FDOT project website, Florida Administrative Review
advertisement, a 1,100-piece mailing and approximately 80 emails to elected officials,
agencies, residents, businesses and other interested parties.

 Submitted by
 Laila A. Haddad
 Media Relations Group, LLC
 November 11, 2016

 Attachments:
A.  Q & A Public Kick-Off Meeting
B.  Presentation and Display Boards
C. Sign-in Sheet Elected/Appointed Officials Kick-Off Meeting
D. Sign-in Sheets Public Kick-Off Meeting
E. Public Kick-Off Meeting Photos



Attachment A – Questions from the Wednesday, Nov 9, 2016, Public Kick-Off meeting

Q. How far will the sound barrier extend along southbound I-95 along River
Gardens/Sweeting Estates communities? (95 Express Phase 3A project)

A.  There will be a 20-ft tall ground mounted sound barrier from the North Fork of the New
River to SW 6th Street, located on the west side of the railroad tracks. Additionally, there
will be 8-ft shoulder mounted sound barrier of equal length along the southbound I-95
shoulder.

Q. What is the construction going on at the northbound 95 exit to eastbound Broward
Boulevard? (95 Express Phase 3A project)

A. The northbound 95 exit ramp to eastbound Broward Boulevard is being widened to
become three signalized right turn lanes.

Q. What is happening on the Broward Boulevard bridge that goes over the N. Fork of
 the New River?
A. The bridge is being widened and raised over the river. During construction, a temporary

bridge will be in place, as 3 lanes in each direction must be maintained. This bridge
replacement will be for 6 lanes, as currently configured, with the addition of sidewalks
and bike lanes. It is a two-year project that just began.

Q. Can there be some fencing erected under the bridge under 95 near the P & R lot to
keep the homeless from sleeping under the bridge?

A.  This issue will be considered by FDOT. The new design may help eliminate this problem.

Q. Currently there is only sidewalk to the P&R lot on one side of the street, can
another one be added to other side?

A.  This issue will be considered at as part of this study.

Q.  How much will the whole project cost?
A.  It is too early to know yet, as we do not know what will be proposed, but an estimate is

$2.6M for the PD&E, $8.5M for the Design and $97.7M for the Construction.

Q. Does this project include redesign for the Express Lanes?
A. That is what this study is looking at, express lane connectivity.

Q. Has it been considered which lanes will be free to get to the express lanes? Will
parking continue to be free at P&R?

A. There will be no tolls on Broward Boulevard. There is no discussion about charging for
parking at the P&R.

Q. Are there plans for the Juvenile Center?
A. There will be no impact to the Juvenile Center. The plans are to keep the footprint just as

it is now. There are no plans to take right-of-way. There is always the possibility it could
happen, but there are no plans.

Q. What is the timeline for this project?
A. The PD&E is approximately 2 years. Design should be funded in July 2020, possibly in

2019. Construction should be funded in July 2023.



Q. Is there any possibility that homeowner property will fall victim to this project?
A. At this time we don’t expect that to happen. The project is intended to use the existing

right-of-way and would not go west of the railroad. Once alternatives are developed,
there will be more information about this and it will be shared with the public at the
alternatives workshop.

Q. The southbound flyover ramp to the P& R Lot does not have much traffic on it
now. Do you expect a large increase? The noise from the motorcycles racing on
the ramp is bad.

A. Traffic in general for the Design year 2040 (years 2015 to 2040) will grow 1 to 3% per
year. It probably is not feasible to install a sound barrier on an existing bridge structure.

Q. Will there be a Public Hearing and will the public be notified?
A. Yes, there will be a Public Hearing and the public and stakeholders notified as they were

for this meeting.

Q. Can trees be planted in along the New River behind the Juvenile Center to mitigate
noise? They planted in the past and it seemed to help.

A. The density needed to mitigate sound would be impossible to reach to come close to the
mitigation that concrete walls provide. FDOT does not plant landscaping on non-FDOT
property. Typically, after a project is completed, FDOT will consider landscaping on the
FDOT right of way as a stand-alone project.



Kick-Off Meeting

Public Kickoff Meeting Presentation
November  9, 2016

SR-9/I-95 @ SR-842/Broward Boulevard
Interchange Improvements

Project Development & Environment Study

FPID 435513-1-22-01 ETDM No: 14226

Kick-Off Meeting

Today’s Meeting

Introduce the Project
Outline the Study Process and Schedule
Share Information About the Project
Receive Comments from Residents and Stakeholders
o Questions and Concerns
o Comment Forms
o Requests for Group Meetings



Kick-Off Meeting

The Project Development and Environment (PD&E)
Study is a process developed by FDOT to evaluate the
social, environmental and engineering impacts
associated with a proposed transportation
improvement.

In addition to complying with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, the
objectives of a PD&E Study are to support decisions
concerning if, where, and what should be built to
address the identified transportation needs.

Study Objectives

Kick-Off Meeting

About the Project

Project limits: SR 9/I-95 from north of Davie Boulevard to
south of Sunrise Boulevard and Broward Boulevard from
west of SW 24 Avenue to east of NW/SW 18 Avenue.

Interchange serves multiple users:
o Drivers on I-95, Broward Boulevard, and Local Roads
o Transit riders:

• Sun Trolley (operated by the Fort Lauderdale Transportation
Management Agency or TMA)

• Broward County Transit (BCT)
• 95 Express Bus (operated by Miami Dade Transit or MDT)
• Tri-Rail
• Amtrak

o Pedestrians
o Bicyclists



Kick-Off Meeting

The primary purpose of this study is to
develop and evaluate design concepts to:
o Improve traffic flow to and from I-95 and along

Broward Boulevard,
o Improve connectivity between 95 Express and

Broward Boulevard,
o Improve intermodal connectivity and access.

The primary need for this project is to improve
connectivity for all modes within the study
area.

Purpose and Need

Kick-Off Meeting

Project Development Process (Idea to Implementation)

• PD&E Study- design
options and their social
and environmental
effects are examined

• Preferred Alternative
Selected

PD&E
(Planning)

• Preferred Alternative is
further developed.

• Detailed construction
plans are prepared.

• Right of Way
Acquisition

Design
• The project is built

out as approved
from the design
phase.

Construction

• Constructed project
is maintained and
operated  by the
department.

Operation &
Maintenance



Kick-Off Meeting

PD&E Study Process

Kick-Off Meeting

Study Schedule



Kick-Off Meeting

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Kick-Off Meeting

Existing Traffic Movements



Kick-Off Meeting

Existing Traffic Movements

Kick-Off Meeting

Existing Traffic Movements



Kick-Off Meeting

Existing Traffic Movements

Kick-Off Meeting

Existing Traffic Movements



Kick-Off Meeting

Existing Traffic Movements

Kick-Off Meeting

Existing Traffic Movements



Kick-Off Meeting

1. City of Fort Lauderdale Neighborhoods
2. Broward Regional Juvenile Detention Center
3. Strayer University
4. Ft. Lauderdale Train Station (Tri-Rail & Amtrak)
5. Park & Ride Lots
6. North Fork Elementary School
7. Broward Sheriff’s Office
8. Reverend Samuel Delevoe Memorial Park
9. Salvation Army
10. Walmart

Interchange Area Stakeholders

7

8

2

3
5

10

69
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Kick-Off Meeting

Multi-Modal Transportation



Kick-Off Meeting

PROJECT CONSIDERATIONS

Kick-Off Meeting

Project Considerations and Anticipated Issues

Privacy/Noise Concerns
Cut-Through Traffic
Bicycle/Pedestrian Accommodations
Aesthetics/Landscaping
Operational Efficiency (SFRTA, BCT & MDT)
“Gateway” Corridor/City Entrance
Capacity
Safety
Transportation Demand
Social Demands and Economic Development
Emergency Evacuation



Kick-Off Meeting

Environmental Considerations

Wetlands
North Fork of the New River
o Sporadic red mangroves along open banks
Develop mitigation plan, if necessary to offset impacts

Wildlife & Habitat
Little remaining natural habitat
o Presence of mangroves and potential for Manatees and Smalltooth

Sawfish, require coordination and consultations
Interchange within Core Foraging Area of Wood Stork colonies
Interchange within the Consultation Area for the Everglades Snail Kite

Avoid and minimize impacts during alternatives development

West Indian Manatee

Kick-Off Meeting

Noise Considerations



Kick-Off Meeting

QUESTIONS?

Kick-Off Meeting

Contact Information



Kick-Off Meeting

THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING!
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Alternatives Public Workshop Summary
I-95 at Broward Boulevard Interchange

Project Development and Environment Study

The I-95 at Broward Boulevard Interchange Project Development and Environment Study
(PD&E) Alternatives Public Workshop was held on Thursday, September 14, 2017, at the
Reverend Samuel Delevoe Memorial Park located at 2520 NW 6 Street, Fort Lauderdale, FL
33311. The meeting began as an open house at 5:30 p.m., with a formal presentation at 6:00
p.m. followed by a questions and answers period.

The purpose of this study is to develop and evaluate design concepts to improve connectivity for
all modes of transportation within the study limits. The Alternatives Public Workshop provided
an opportunity for elected officials, property owners and other interested parties to ask
questions and to provide comments about the alternative improvements presented as well as on
other aspects of the project.

The display boards included an aerial of the study area, proposed sound barriers, and the
alternative improvements, including three alternatives for the interchange, and three alternatives
for the P&R Lot/Transit Station. Prior to the presentation, attendees discussed the project one
on one with the FDOT Project Manager, Department staff, and Project Consultant staff.
Attendees were provided with a fact sheet on the PD&E Study.

The Alternatives Public Workshop was attended by nearly 25 residents, interested parties,
FDOT staff and consultants. After the presentation, the floor was opened to questions. See
Attachment A.

The meeting was announced in the Sun Sentinel with a printed legal advertisement, on the
FDOT public notices website, in the Florida Administrative Review, and on the Project’s website.
A 1,650-piece mailing and approximately 100 emails to elected officials, agencies, residents,
businesses and other interested parties were sent.

Submitted by Laila A. Haddad
Media Relations Group, LLC 09/15/2017

Attachments:
A. Q & A Alternatives Public Workshop
B. Fact Sheet
C. Sign-in Sheets
D. Written Comments and attachments
E. Alternatives Public Workshop photos

Presentation & Display Boards posted:



Attachment A – Questions and Comments from the Thursday, September 14, 2017
           Alternatives Public Workshop

Q. What will happen with the new Brightline train? Traffic will come from the west along Broward to
go to the Brightline train. Won’t this increase traffic on Broward Boulevard? Where are people
taking the train going to park?

A. The Brightline train will be using the Florida East Coast (FEC) Railway tracks which run through
downtown Fort Lauderdale. Tri Rail runs on tracks west of I-95. The Brightline train has the
potential to alleviate traffic on Broward by removing commuters in vehicles. The Brightline will
be building a garage at the station which is approximately 2 miles east of the 95 and Broward
Boulevard interchange and Park and Ride lot. Vehicles will be coming from all directions to take
the Brightline train, not just from west Broward, along Broward Boulevard. This study is looking
at growth within the area from now until the year 2040.

Q. How will storm water and flooding be addressed?  What is the purpose of saving the water?
A. There are many ways to address the storage of storm water. This study is developing

alternatives including use of the pond at the Delevoe Park and the use of the FDOT owned right
of way.  A pond analysis will be conducted to determine if a pond would be needed. It is too
early in the study to know what the recommendation will be. FDOT is required to collect the
storm water run-off and treat it before it is released into a canal or river, which ultimately goes to
the ocean.

Comment Resident/Property owner stated that when work was done on 95 in Oakland Park that
his property was flooded with storm water run-off as they removed a pond. He will attend the
Public Hearing to learn of the recommended drainage plan. He further stated that he likes the
idea of moving the northbound exit ramp to Sunrise Boulevard to the northeast quadrant of the
interchange.

Comment A letter was submitted by a Broward County representative, Carlos Adorisio, on behalf of
Henry Sniezek, Director of Environmental Protection and Growth Management Division. The
letter outlines the reasons the County is opposed to the use of Delevoe Park pond for storm
water run-off.

Comment Linda Briggs Thompson with Broward County Parks stated that the Parks Department
objects to the use of the pond for drainage as it does not further the objective of using the pond
for recreational purposes.

Comment Jill Prizlee, Public Works Engineer with City of Fort Lauderdale, stated that she supports
the County’s objection to using the pond for storm water drainage. She further encouraged
FDOT to look to minimize the incident of vehicles entering 95 ramps in the wrong direction
through the design process, she liked the idea of a center pocket for buses on Broward
Boulevard and that she would like to work with FDOT to enhance aesthetics within the study
area.

Comment Robert Modys, Transportation Planner with City of Fort Lauderdale, stated that he
supports the Study’s inclusion of bicycles and pedestrian use.
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Alternatives Public Workshop #2 Summary
I-95 at Broward Boulevard Interchange

Project Development and Environment Study

The I-95 at Broward Boulevard Interchange Project Development and Environment Study
(PD&E) Alternatives Public Workshop #2 was held on Tuesday, November 14, 2017, at the
Reverend Samuel Delevoe Memorial Park located at 2520 NW 6 Street, Fort Lauderdale, FL
33311. The meeting began as an open house at 5:30 p.m., with a formal presentation at 6:00
p.m. followed by a question and answer period.

The purpose of this study is to develop and evaluate design concepts to improve connectivity for
all modes of transportation within the study limits. A second Alternatives Public Workshop was
held to give interested parties, including those who were unable to attend the first workshop
held on September 14, 2017 due to Hurricane Irma, an opportunity to ask questions and to
provide comments about the alternative improvements presented as well as on other aspects of
the project.

The display boards included an aerial of the study area, existing sound barriers, and the
alternative improvements, including three alternatives for the interchange, and three alternatives
for the P&R Lot/Transit Station. Prior to the presentation, attendees discussed the project one
on one with the FDOT Project Manager, Department staff, and Project Consultant staff.
Attendees were provided with a fact sheet on the PD&E Study.

During the open house portion of the workshop, there were three individuals who asked
questions of the project team. One resident expressed concern about the trimming of vegetation
adjacent to I-95, specifically in the vicinity of NW 21st Avenue, just south of NW 6th St/Sistrunk
Boulevard. Her specific concern was the increased visibility of I-95 as a result of this trimming.
She provided a written comment that is attached to this summary and her concern was
forwarded to the 95 Express Phase 3A PIO who has responded to her. The two other
individuals with questions were concerned about impacts to rights-of-way, specifically residential
properties in the study area.   No additional R/W has been identified with the alternatives and as
such, there is no further follow up required to address the questions of these two individuals.

The Alternatives Public Workshop was attended by 26 residents, interested parties, local
agency partners, FDOT staff and consultants. After the presentation, the floor was opened to
questions. See Attachment A.

The meeting was announced in the Sun Sentinel with a printed legal advertisement, on the
FDOT public notices website, in the Florida Administrative Register, and on the Project’s
website. A 1,650-piece mailing and approximately 100 emails to elected officials, agencies,
residents, businesses and other interested parties were sent.



Submitted by Laila A. Haddad
Media Relations Group, LLC 11/20/2017

Attachments:
A. Q & A Alternatives Public Workshop
B. Fact Sheet
C. Sign-in Sheets
D. Written Comments and attachments
E. Alternatives Public Workshop photos

Presentation & Display Boards posted:

Attachment A – Questions and Comments from the Tuesday, November 14, 2017
           Alternatives Public Workshop #2

Q. What is the purpose of the current construction on Broward Boulevard, east of I-95?
A. The project on Broward Boulevard east of I-95 is widening and raising the bridge over the North

Fork of the New River as well as widening Broward Boulevard from NW/SW 18 Avenue to
Andrews Avenue. A 4-foot bike lane will be added in each direction, as well as improved
crosswalk ramps and added lighting.
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From: Andi Pacini [mailto:apacini@CORRADINO.com]
Sent: Friday, November 17, 2017 1:39 PM
To: pauletteeverett@bellsouth.net
Subject: Re: Written comment about 95 Express Phase 3A1 received at the Broward at 95 PD&E APW

Andrea Pacini | I-95 Community Outreach Specialist

The Corradino Group
3998 FAU Boulevard, Suite 309
Boca Raton, FL 33431
954.299.6561 cell
www.d4fdot.com
www.corradino.com
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Public Hearing Summary
I-95 at Broward Boulevard Interchange

Project Development and Environment Study

The I-95 at Broward Boulevard Interchange Project Development and Environment Study
(PD&E) Public Hearing was held on Monday, March 18, 2019 at the African American Research
Library and Cultural Center located at 2650 Sistrunk Boulevard, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33311. The
Hearing began as an open house at 5:30 p.m., with a formal presentation at 6:00 p.m. followed
by a comments period.

The purpose of this Public Hearing was to provide elected and appointed officials, property
owners and other interested parties an opportunity to review the proposed improvements and
make written or oral comments about the study and the alternatives being proposed.

The display boards included an aerial roll plot of the study area, existing sound barriers, the
alternative improvements to the Park and Ride Lot, proposed new traffic movements between
95 Express and the existing Interchange entrance and exit ramps, location of potential offsite
pond sites, renderings of proposed bridges near NW 6th Street and I-95, and the project
schedule. Prior to the presentation, attendees discussed the project one on one with the FDOT
Project Manager, Department staff, and Project Consultant staff. Attendees were provided a
handout on the PD&E Study, which included information on the Preferred Alternative.

The Public Hearing was attended by approximately 55 residents, interested parties, local
agency partners, FDOT staff and consultants. One representative from the City of Fort
Lauderdale and one from Broward County Transit were in attendance. After the presentation,
the floor was opened to comments. See attached for the comments provided by the public along
with the comments responses, presentation, boards, and project handouts.

The notification of the Hearing was published twice in the Sun Sentinel as a ¼ page legal
advertisement, on the FDOT public notices website, in the Florida Administrative Register, and
on the Project’s website. An approximate 975-piece mailing and over 100 emails to elected
officials, agencies, Native American representatives, and other interested parties were sent.
Notices were also placed on the windshields of parked cars station at the Park and Ride lots a
week before the hearing.

Submitted by Laila A. Haddad
Media Relations Group, LLC 03/27/19

Attachments:
A. Sign-in Sheets
B. Written and Oral Comments Matrix
C. Project Handouts
D. Public Hearing photos
E. Public Hearing Transcript



Presentation & Display Boards posted:

















































SR-9/I-95 @ SR 842/Broward Boulevard from West of
SW 24th Avenue to East of NW/SW 18th Avenue

Project Development & Environment (PD&E) Study
FPID: 435513-1-22-02

ETDM: 14226

March 18, 2019

WELCOME!
Presentation begins at 6:00 p.m.
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SR-9/I-95 @ SR 842/Broward Boulevard from West of
SW 24th Avenue to East of NW/SW 18th Avenue

Project Development & Environment (PD&E) Study
FPID: 435513-1-22-02

ETDM: 14226

March 18, 2019

SR 9/I-95 Interchange at SR 842 /
Broward Boulevard

Project Development and
Environment (PD&E) Study

PUBLIC HEARING

Financial Project ID No.
435513-1-22-02

Efficient Transportation Decision
Making (ETDM) No.  14226

Broward County, Florida

March 18, 2019
Moderator: Anson Sonnett, P.E.



SR-9/I-95 @ SR 842/Broward Boulevard from West of
SW 24th Avenue to East of NW/SW 18th Avenue

Project Development & Environment (PD&E) Study
FPID: 435513-1-22-02

ETDM: 14226

March 18, 2019

About the Project

Project Limits:
• Along I-95 from just South

of Davie Boulevard to just
South of Sunrise
Boulevard

• Along Broward Boulevard
from West of NW/SW 24th

Avenue to East of NW/SW
18th Avenue

• City of Fort Lauderdale
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SR-9/I-95 @ SR 842/Broward Boulevard from West of
SW 24th Avenue to East of NW/SW 18th Avenue

Project Development & Environment (PD&E) Study
FPID: 435513-1-22-02

ETDM: 14226

March 18, 2019

Public Hearing Purpose
Share Information with the Public About the Proposed
Improvements
• The conceptual design;
• all the alternatives under study; and
• the potential beneficial and adverse social, economic

and environmental impacts upon the community.
• Serve as an official forum for the public to express

their opinions and concerns regarding the project.
• Public participation at this hearing is encouraged

and solicited without regard to race, color, national
origin, age, sex, religion, disability, or family status.
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SR-9/I-95 @ SR 842/Broward Boulevard from West of
SW 24th Avenue to East of NW/SW 18th Avenue

Project Development & Environment (PD&E) Study
FPID: 435513-1-22-02

ETDM: 14226

March 18, 2019

Title VI
The Florida Department of Transportation is required to comply with various

Non-discrimination laws and regulations,
including Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

Public participation is solicited without regard to race, color,
national origin, age, sex, religion, disability, or family status.

Persons wishing to express their concerns about Title VI may do so by contacting either:
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Florida Department of Transportation District Four
District Four Title VI Coordinator
Sharon SinghHagyan
Title VI Program Office
3400 West Commercial Boulevard
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33309-3421
(954) 777-4190
Toll Free: (866) 336-8435 ext. 4190
Sharon.SinghHagyan@dot.state.fl.us

Florida Department of Transportation
Statewide Title VI Coordinator

Jacqueline Paramore
Equal Opportunity Office

605 Suwannee Street, MS 65
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0450

(850) 414-4753
Toll Free: (866) 374-FDOT (3368)

jacqueline.paramore@dot.state.fl.us



SR-9/I-95 @ SR 842/Broward Boulevard from West of
SW 24th Avenue to East of NW/SW 18th Avenue

Project Development & Environment (PD&E) Study
FPID: 435513-1-22-02

ETDM: 14226

March 18, 2019

Laws and Regulations
This public hearing is being held in accordance with:

• Section 120.525, F.S. – Meetings, hearings, and workshops

• Section 286.011, F.S. – Government in the Sunshine Law

• Section 335.199, F.S. – Transportation projects modifying access to
adjacent property

• Section 339.155, F.S. – Transportation planning

• Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA)
• Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Other Nondiscrimination Laws

• 49 CFR Part 24, Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property
Acquisition for Federal and Federally-Assisted Programs

• 40 CFR Part 1506, Other Requirements of NEPA
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SR-9/I-95 @ SR 842/Broward Boulevard from West of
SW 24th Avenue to East of NW/SW 18th Avenue

Project Development & Environment (PD&E) Study
FPID: 435513-1-22-02

ETDM: 14226

March 18, 2019

Memorandum of Understanding Disclosure

The environmental review, consultation, and
other actions required by applicable federal

environmental laws for this project are being, or
have been, carried-out by FDOT pursuant to 23

U.S.C. § 327 and a Memorandum of
Understanding dated December 14, 2016, and

executed by FHWA and FDOT.
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Today’s Meeting

1. Open House

2. Presentation

3. Receive Comments
from Residents and
Stakeholders
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Study Objectives

To evaluate the social,
environmental, economic, and
engineering impacts associated
with a proposed transportation
improvement.

To support decisions concerning
if, where, and what
improvements should be built to
address the identified
transportation needs.
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Purpose & Need
The purpose is to identify and
develop short-term and long-term
design concepts to:
• Improve traffic flow to and from

I-95 and along Broward
Boulevard,

• Improve intermodal
connectivity and access.

The need is to improve
connectivity for all modes of
transportation within the study
area.
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Planning Consistency

• The Broward MPO works with FDOT and local
governments to fund and implement projects
identified through various plans.

• The project was presented to the Broward MPO on
February 14, 2019.

• The proposed improvements are included in the
currently adopted 2040 Long Range Transportation
Plan, local and state Transportation Improvement
Plan, and the Strategic Intermodal System Adopted
5-Year Plan.
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Project Development Process (Idea to Implementation)

12

• PD&E Study-design
options and their social
and environmental
effects are examined

• Preferred Alternative
Selected

PD&E

• Preferred Alternative is
further developed.

• Detailed construction
plans are prepared.

• Right of Way
Acquisition

Design
• The project is built

out as approved
from the design
phase.

Construction

• Constructed project
is maintained and
operated  by the
department.

Operation &
Maintenance
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PD&E Process

Nov
2016

Sept &
Nov 2017
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Study Alternatives

• No Action Alternative
• TSM&O Alternative
• Build Alternative Consists

of:
• Mainline Alternative
• Interchange Alternative:

• Tight Urban Diamond
Interchange

• Displaced Left Interchange
• Modified Displaced Left

Interchange
• Park-and-Ride Lot

Alternative
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No Action Alternative

• A No Action Alternative is the baseline alternative that
does not propose any improvements to the existing
facility.

• Along with the proposed improvements, the No
Action is studied and assessed to verify if it meets the
purpose and need of this PD&E study.
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No Action Alternative

Advantages:
• No Expenditure of

Public Funds for Design
• No Right of Way

Acquisition or Affected
Encroachments

Disadvantages:
• Does not alleviate

Congestion, Operational,
Safety, and Mobility
issues currently
experienced at the
interchange during the
peak hours.

• Does not satisfy the
purpose and need for
this project.
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Transportation Systems Management & Operations Alternative

• Adaptive Traffic Signal
Control

• Advanced Transportation
Management System
• ITS for Arterials (Non-

Freeway)
• Includes

- Fiber Optic Network
- CCTV Monitoring
- Dynamic Messaging

Signs
- Speed/Volume

Monitoring Devices
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95 Express Connectivity
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Mainline I-95 Preferred Alternative (Southern Portion)
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Mainline I-95 Preferred Alternative (Middle Portion)
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Mainline I-95 Preferred Alternative (Northern Portion)
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95 Express Connectivity with Broward Boulevard
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Interchange Alternative 1 – Tight Urban Diamond
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Interchange Alternative 2 – Displaced Left
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Interchange Alternative 2B – Modified Displaced Left
PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE
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I-95 Northbound General Purpose Exit
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I-95 Northbound General Purpose Entrance
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I-95 Southbound General Purpose Exit
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Eastbound Broward Blvd. to Southbound I-95 Entrances
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Westbound Broward Blvd. to Southbound I-95 Entrances
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Park-and-Ride Lot/Transit Station to 95 Express Entrances
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95 Express Exits to Park-and-Ride Lot/Transit Station
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Summary of Traffic Conditions by Alternative (2040 Traffic)

Alternative

AM Peak PM Peak
Southbound
Interchange

Northbound
Interchange

Southbound
Interchange

Northbound
Interchange

No Build
1 -Tight Urban
Diamond
2A- Displaced Left
2B- Modified
Displaced Left

LEGEND

Level of Service (LOS)
LOS F; Significant Congestion, Mainline I-95 Impacts

LOS E; Moderate Congestion
LOS D or Better; Best Traffic Conditions
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Park-and-Ride Lot Preferred Alternative
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Proposed Typical Section
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Environmental Considerations
• Sociocultural Effects
• Aesthetic Effects
• Farmland
• Potential Section 4(f); i.e. Parks
• Archaeological and Historical

Resources
• Wetlands and Other Surface

Waters
• Aquatic Preserves and

Outstanding Florida Waters
• Wild and Scenic Rivers

• Water Quality and Water
Quantity

• Coastal Zone Consistency
• Floodplains
• Protected Species and Habitat
• Essential Fish Habitat
• Air Quality
• Highway Traffic Noise
• Contamination
• Utilities and Railroads
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Environmental Considerations – No Involvement

• Farmlands
• Section 4(f); i.e. Parks
• Aquatic Preserves and

Outstanding Florida
Waters

• Wild and Scenic Rivers
• Coastal Barrier

Resources
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Environmental Considerations – No Effect

• Water Quality and
Quantity

• Coastal Zone
Consistency

• Archaeological And
Historical Resources
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Sociocultural Effects

• Enhances Mobility,
Economic, Community
Goals & Safety

• Minimal Impact to Land
Use

• Mitigation Measures:
• Wider and barrier

protected sidewalks and
new bicycle lanes on
bridges over South Florida
Rail Corridor and I-95.

• Park-and-Ride lot
improvements
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Aesthetic Effects – Visual

• Visual Impacts of
Ramps

• Mitigation Measures:
• Enhanced

Landscape
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Wetlands and Surface Waters

• One Wetland
• Seven Surface Waters

including the North Fork
of the New River

• Six Permitted Stormwater
Management Areas
Containing Aquatic
Vegetation

• Impacts:
• Encroachment upon

wetland, North Fork of
the New River, and two
of the stormwater
management areas

• Mitigation:
• Mitigated by the I-95

Express Phase 3A-1
project
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Wetlands and Surface Waters
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Wetlands and Surface Waters
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Floodplains
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Protected Species and Habitat

• No Effect on the
Following Federally
Listed Species:

• Everglades Snail Kite
• American Alligator
• American Crocodile
• Hawksbill
• Leatherback Sea Turtle
• Green Sea Turtle
• Loggerhead Sea Turtle
• Beach Jacquemontia
• Tiny Polygala

• May Effect, not Likely to
Adversely Affect:

• Wood Stork
• West Indian Manatee
• Smalltooth Sawfish
• Eastern Indigo Snake

45

Loggerhead
Sea Turtle

Wood Stork
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Essential Fish Habitat

• Impacts
• Direct EFH impact of

0.004 acre
• Shading impact of 0.02

acre
• Mitigated for by the I-95

Express Phase 3A
Project
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West Indian Manatee
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Air Quality

• Designated in
Attainment for National
Ambient Air Quality
Standards

• Impacts
• Short-term impacts

during construction
• Potential long-term

benefit from reduced
congestion
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Noise Considerations
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Contamination
• 78 Sites with Potential Contamination

• 13 – High Risk
• 17 – Medium Risk
• 27 – Low Risk
• 21 – No Risk
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Utilities and Railroads

• Utilities
• Distribution overhead at

I-95 north of Davie Blvd.
• High voltage transmission

line over I-95 at NW 6th St.
• Underground utilities
• Manholes

• Railroads
• New Broward Blvd.

Bridge over South
Florida Rail Corridor
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Drainage
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Right of Way Acquisition
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Relocation Assistance

• You may also be eligible for
relocation advisory services
and payment benefits.

• Ability to appeal determination.
• A special word of caution – if

you move before you receive
notification of the relocation
benefits that you might be
entitled to, your benefits may
be jeopardized.

• Relocation specialists are here
tonight.
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Alternatives Evaluation Criteria
• Engineering

• Meets Purpose and Need
• Geometric Design Criteria
• Mobility
• Safety

• Right-of-Way Impacts
• Number of Parcels Impacted
• Number of Potential Relocations
• Number of Potential Business

Relocations
• Total ROW required

• Multimodal Accommodations
• Pedestrian facilities
• Bicycle facilities
• Transit

• Operational Analysis
• Level of Service (LOS) AM/PM

• Cultural and Natural Resource
Impacts

• Socio-Economic Impacts

• Noise Impacts

• Contamination Sites Impacted

• Estimated Project Costs
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Evaluation Factors
Alternatives

No-Action TSM&O Alt 1 – Tight Diamond Alt 2A – Displaced
Left

Alt 2B – Modified
Displaced Left

Engineering
Meets Purpose & Need No No Yes Yes Yes
Bicycles and Pedestrians
Facilities N/A Low Yes Yes Yes

Accommodation of Potential
Future Broward Blvd. Fixed
Transit

No No Yes Yes Yes

Improves Operations (LOS) No No Low Medium High
Social and Economic Environment

Cemeteries No Impact No Impact No Impact No Impact No Impact
Improves Mobility No No Yes Yes Yes

Cultural Environment
Recreation Areas No Impact No Impact No Impact No Impact No Impact
Historic Sites/District No Impact No Impact No Impact No Impact No Impact
Archaeological Sites No Impact No Impact No Impact No Impact No Impact

Natural Environment
Wetlands and Surface Waters No Impact No Impact Low Low Low
Protected Species and Habitat No Impact No Impact No Impact No Impact No Impact

Physical Environment
Traffic Noise No Impact No Impact Low Low Low
Contamination No Impact No Impact Low Low Low
Air Quality No Impact No Impact No Impact No Impact No Impact

Right of Way Impacts
Number of Potential
Relocations 0 0 3 3 3

Estimated Project Costs $0.0 <$5M $125 – 130M $125 – 130M $125 – 130M

Preferred
AlternativeAlternatives Comparison Matrix
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Environmental Documents
The Environmental Documents
have been available for review 21
days prior to the hearing and will be
available for Public Review for 10
days after the Public Hearing at
African American Research
Library and Cultural Center
located at (2650 NW 6 Street, Fort
Lauderdale, FL 33311)
and at
FDOT District 4 Headquarters
(3400 W Commercial Blvd, Ft.
Lauderdale, FL 33309)
until March 28, 2019.  The
documents are also available for
review on the project website and at
tonight’s hearing.
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Tell us what you think!
• Speak up during Public Hearing
• Submit Comment Forms at Public Hearing
• Provide Your Comment to Court Reporter
• Submit Your Comments through Website:

http://browardat95.95express.com/
• Mail Comment Forms Postmarked to FDOT Within

the 10-day to be Included in the Public Record
Period

• All written comments should be mailed or received by
Thursday, March 28, 2019.
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After the Hearing
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Contact Information
Anson Sonnett, P.E.

Project Manager
Florida Department of Transportation, District Four

3400 West Commercial Boulevard
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309

Phone: (954) 777-4474
Toll Free: 866-336-8435, ext. 4474

Email: anson.sonnett@dot.state.fl.us
http://browardat95.95express.com
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SR 9/I-95 @ SR 842/Broward
Boulevard

Project Development and
Environment (PD&E) Study

http://browardat95.95express.com

Thank you
for

attending!
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1           (Thereupon, the above-styled proceedings were

2      had as follows):

3           MR. SONNETT:  Good evening.  The Florida

4      Department of Transportation would like to welcome

5      you to the public hearing for the State Road 9 I95

6      Interchange and State Road 842 Broward Boulevard

7      project development and environment PD&E Study.

8           My name is Anson Sonett, I'm the project

9      manager for the Florida Department of

10      Transportation.  This public hearing is for

11      financial project management No.

12      43315435513-1-22-42.

13           Here with me tonight are Jeffery Robbert,

14      project manager.  And Will Suero, project manager.

15           And other representatives of the FDOT and

16      consultant project team.

17           At this time we would like to recognize any

18      federal, state, county or city officials who may be

19      present tonight.

20           Are there any officials who would like to be

21      recognized?

22           Now we will begin with the presentation.  You

23      may want to sit closer if you have difficulty

24      seeing.

25
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1                      VIDEO PRESENTATION

2           VOICEOVER:  Good evening, the Florida

3      Department of Transportation or the FDOT, would

4      like to welcome you to the public hearing for the

5      State Road 9 I-95 interchange, at State Road 842

6      Broward Boulevard, Project Development and

7      Environment Study.

8           The project proposes improvements to the I95

9      at Broward Boulevard interchange in the City of

10      Fort Lauderdale in Broward County.

11           The project limits along I95 are from just

12      south of Davie Boulevard to just south of Sunrise

13      Boulevard and along Broward Boulevard from

14      Northwest/Southwest 24th Avenue to just east of

15      Northwest/Southwest 18th Avenue.

16           The purpose of this public hearing is to share

17      information with the general public about the

18      proposed improvement; it's conceptual design; all

19      alternatives under study under; and the potential

20      beneficial and adverse social economic and

21      environmental impacts upon the community.

22           The public hearing also serves as an official

23      forum providing an opportunity for members of the

24      public to express their opinions regarding the

25      project.  Public participation at this hearing is
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1      encouraged and solicited without regard to race,

2      color, nation origin, age, sex, religion,

3      disability or family status.

4           Persons wishing to express their concerns may

5      do so by contacting either the Florida Department

6      of Transportation, District Four Office, or the

7      Tallahassee Office of the Florida Department of

8      Transportation.  This contact information is also

9      provided in the project brochure and on a sign

10      displayed at this hearing.

11           This public hearing was advertised consistent

12      with the federal and state requirements shown on

13      this slide.

14           This environmental study has been conducted by

15      FDOT District Four in compliance with all

16      applicable federal environmental laws and pursuant

17      to 23 US Code 327, and the implementing memorandum

18      of understanding between FDOT and the Federal

19      Highway Administration signed on December 14th,

20      2016.

21           The FDOT office of Environmental Management in

22      Tallahassee is the approving authority.

23           There are three primary components to tonights

24      hearing:

25           First, the open house, which occurred prior to
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1      this presentation where you were invited to view

2      the project, displays and to speak directly with

3      the project team and provide your comments in

4      writing or to the court reporter.

5           Second, this presentation which, will explain

6      the project purpose and need, study alternatives,

7      potential impact, both beneficial and adverse and

8      purposed methods to mitigate adverse project

9      impacts; and third a formal comment period

10      following this presentation where you will have the

11      opportunity to provide oral statements at the

12      microphone or you may provide your comments

13      directly to the court reporter or in writing.

14           The project development and environment or

15      PD&E Study is a process developed by the Florida

16      Department of Transportation to evaluate the

17      social, environmental, economic and engineering

18      impacts associated with a proposed transportation

19      improvement.

20           In addition to complying with the National

21      Environmental Policy Act of 1969, the objectives of

22      a PD&E Study are to support decisions concerning

23      if, where and what improvements should be built to

24      address the identified transportation needs.

25           The primary purpose of this study is to
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1      develop and evaluate design concepts to improve

2      traffic flow to and from I95 and along Broward

3      Boulevard.  Facilitate more direct connectivity

4      between the 95 Express Lanes and Broward Boulevard

5      and expand intermodal connectivity.  The primary

6      need for this project is to enhance system linkage

7      and modal interrelationships at the I95 Broward

8      Boulevard interchange.

9           All alternatives have been subjected to a

10      comprehensive evaluation to determine the best

11      viable alternative.  Engineering, environmental,

12      social economic factors and costs have all been

13      considered in selecting preferred alternative.

14           The Broward Metropolitan Planning organization

15      works with FDOT and local governments to fund and

16      implement projects identified through various

17      plans.  The project was presented to the Broward

18      MPO on February 14th, 2019.  The proposed

19      improvements are included in the currently adopted

20      2040 Long Range Transportation Plan.  State and

21      local transportation improvement plans and the

22      strategic intermodal system adopted five-year plan.

23           We are currently in the Project Development

24      and Environment PD&E phase of the project

25      development process.  In this phase the design
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1      options and their social and environmental effects

2      are examined.  The preferred alternative is

3      selected at the end of this phase.  The project

4      then progresses to the design phase where the

5      preferred alternative is further developed,

6      detailed construction plans are prepared and any

7      right-of-way is acquired if needed.  The project is

8      then constructed as approved from the design phase,

9      once the project is constructed it is maintained

10      and operated by the department.

11           We are currently at the public hearing stage

12      of the PD&E process.  Before this hearing, the

13      public was invited to attend the public kick-off

14      meeting in November of 2016, and the Alternatives

15      Workshop in September and November of 2017.

16      Comments from the public were considered in the

17      development of the alternatives on display today.

18           The public hearing is the final opportunity to

19      during the PD&E process for the public to provide

20      comments about the study and the recommended

21      transportation improvements.

22           The PD&E Study has developed the alternatives

23      listed for the I95 mainline, the Broward Boulevard

24      interchange and for the I95 At Broward Boulevard

25      Transit Station Park-and-Ride Lot, these
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1      alternatives will be described in detail on the

2      following slides.

3           No Action Alternative is a baseline

4      alternative that does not propose any improvements

5      to the existing facility.  Along with the proposed

6      improvements, the No Action is studied and assessed

7      to verify if it meets the purpose and need of the

8      this PD&E study.

9           The advantages of the No Action Alternative

10      are that it requires no expenditure of public funds

11      for design, right-of-way acquisition, construction

12      of utility relocation.  In addition, there would be

13      no direct or indirect impacts to the environment or

14      socioeconomic impacts from the project.

15           The disadvantage of the No Action Alternative

16      are that it does not alleviate the congestion,

17      operational, safety and mobility issues currently

18      experienced at the interchange during peak hours.

19           If no improvements are made, these conditions

20      will continue to deteriorate.  Consequently, the No

21      Action Alternative does not satisfy the purpose and

22      need for this project.

23           The Transportation Systems Management and

24      Operations or TSM&O Alternative, incorporates the

25      use of technology in order to alleviate traffic
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1      problems and congestion.  This technology includes

2      the modification of signal phasing, signal control

3      a fiber optic network, CCTV Monitoring, Dynamic

4      messaging signs and speed volume monitoring

5      devices.

6           The TSM&O Alternative alone, does not meet the

7      purpose and need of the project.  All of the

8      components of the TSM&O Alternative are included in

9      all of the Build Alternatives.

10           This line diagram of I95 shows all the

11      entrances and exit points for the 95 Express Lanes

12      Phase III system currently under construction in

13      this area.

14           One of the needs for this PD&E Study is to

15      improve the interconnectivity between the Broward

16      Boulevard interchange and the 95 Express system.

17           The I95 mainline proposed improvements start

18      just south of Davie Boulevard.  The proposed

19      improvement in this section is the installation of

20      the new ramp providing egress from the northbound

21      95 Express lanes to the existing Broward Boulevard

22      exit ramp for eastbound and westbound Broward

23      Boulevard movements.  This northbound elevated

24      braided ramp provides access to eastbound and

25      westbound Broward Boulevard, without requiring
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1      drivers to circulate through the Broward Boulevard

2      Park-and-Ride Lot and transit station.

3           The on and off ramps connecting to Broward

4      Boulevard are proposed to be modified in a similar

5      manner for each of the Interchanged Build

6      Alternatives.  The increased number of lanes to

7      improve capacity of the entry and exit ramps will

8      be discussed later in this presentation.

9           Mainline I95 will see the addition of a new

10      ramp that connects westbound Broward Boulevard

11      traffic with southbound 95 Express and I95 traffic

12      providing for a smooth transition over the general

13      use lanes below.

14           The northern portion of the I95 mainline has

15      two braided ramps that will provide a direct

16      connection to Broward Boulevard for the 95 Express

17      traffic in both directions.  The ramps help relieve

18      congestion on the mail line traffic by providing

19      this direct connection instead of having the 95

20      Express traffic weave across the mainline to get to

21      Broward Boulevard.  Photo renderings of these

22      braided ramp structures are displayed at this

23      public hearing.

24           The image to the left shows the entrance

25      movements in blue arrows, and exit movements in red
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1      arrows of the 95 Express lanes South of Broward

2      Boulevard, and the image to the right are the

3      movements to the north.  These movements

4      demonstrate the use of the braided ramps that were

5      previously described as part of the I95 mainline

6      Preferred Alternative.

7           The following slides represent the three

8      interchanged configuration alternatives developed

9      and evaluated with this study.  The first of these,

10      a tight diamond interchange is similar to what

11      exists now and would add signal timing improvement

12      and turn lanes.  Benefits of this alternative

13      include no significant changes in existing driver

14      patterns and expanded storage and functionality of

15      the exit ramps.  He disadvantage is the inability

16      to meet the anticipated long term traffic growth of

17      the interchange.

18           This displace left turn interchange would have

19      westbound to southbound traffic crossing over to

20      the other side of the road in advance.  The

21      displaced traffic would then be able to make a left

22      turn onto the ramp to southbound 95 Express and

23      I95, without having to cross oncoming traffic.

24           This alternative increases the number of right

25      turn lanes for the eastbound to southbound entrance
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1      ramp to I95, resulting in dual right turn lanes.

2      For this alternative, the westbound to southbound

3      left turn lanes remain as dual left turn lanes as

4      currently exist.  Benefits include improved

5      operational results for the two ramp intersections.

6      Disadvantages include unfamiliar drivers not

7      expecting a different traffic pattern and also an

8      inability to meet the anticipated long term traffic

9      growth of the interchange.

10           The Modified Displaced Left Turn Alternative

11      for the Broward Boulevard Interchange incorporates

12      several features, all entrance ramps onto I95 would

13      remain as they exist today, with the exception of

14      one new ramp.

15           The modified ramp is the northbound exit ramp

16      to westbound Broward Boulevard.  This movement

17      would occur via a new bridge crossing over I95

18      south of the eastbound Broward Boulevard lanes, and

19      cross to the westbound Broward Boulevard at the

20      southbound intersection.  This interchange

21      configuration eliminates a movement from the

22      northbound ramp terminal intersection, and combines

23      multiple concurrent movements at the southbound

24      ramp terminal intersection, resulting in the most

25      efficient interchange configuration.  Benefits
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1      include satisfying the anticipated long-term

2      traffic growth of this interchange.  Disadvantages

3      include unfamiliar drivers not expecting the new

4      configuration for northbound exit to westbound

5      Broward Boulevard, this will be mitigated by use of

6      appropriate striping and pavement messaging.

7           The Modified Left Turn is this PD&E Study's

8      preferred alternative for the I95 at Broward

9      Boulevard interchange.  Note that the alternative

10      replaces the Broward Boulevard Bridge over the

11      South Florida Rail corridor as well as the bridge

12      over I95.

13           The interchange would also include bicycle

14      lanes and sidewalks and wide median west of I95

15      that could serve as a potential transit station in

16      the future as part of potential future regional

17      transit improvements along Broward Boulevard.

18           The following slides depict the movement that

19      can occur at the intersection between Broward

20      Boulevard, I95 and the 95 Express lanes, based on

21      this preferred alternative configuration.

22           The traffic coming off of northbound I95 to

23      westbound Broward Boulevard will be displaced to

24      run parallel to and south of Broward Boulevard, and

25      will queue at the southbound ramp intersection
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1      where it will have its own signal phase in order to

2      cross eastbound traffic.  The northbound exit ramp

3      will remain as it exists today with a double left

4      turn and a triple right turn lane.

5           This movement shows the I95 northbound general

6      purpose entrance for east and westbound Broward

7      Boulevard traffic.  These movements exist in the

8      intersection today.

9           The southbound I95 exit would provide more

10      capacity with the use of triple right-turn lanes

11      and triple left-turn lanes onto westbound and

12      eastbound Broward Boulevard respectively.

13           Eastbound Broward Boulevard to the Southbound

14      I95 General Purpose will have an additional

15      right-turn lane, providing more traffic capacity.

16      The preferred alternative also proposes changes to

17      Southwest 21st Terrace and to Southwest First

18      Street with the addition of a roundabout that helps

19      the flow of traffic and will facilitate the

20      existing movement to remain for eastbound Broward

21      Boulevard onto the 95 Express southbound lanes

22      through the existing ramp.  There are two different

23      options being considered for the intersection of

24      Southwest 22nd Avenue and Southwest First Street

25      for access to and from the Riverland neighborhood.
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1      One option is a potential closure of 22nd Avenue

2      traffic onto Southwest First Street.  The second

3      option is a right only into Southwest 22nd Avenue

4      and right only out onto Southwest First Street

5      allowing for no left turns.  The FDOT welcomes

6      feedback from the public and stakeholders on these

7      two options for Southwest 22nd Avenue at Southwest

8      First Street as a comment through this public

9      hearing.

10           A new ramp is being proposed for westbound

11      Broward Boulevard onto southbound I95.  Motorist

12      approaching the left turn lanes will be sorted to

13      their respective turning lanes via overhead signs

14      and pavement messaging, that will identify the

15      inside left-turn lane for the southbound to 95

16      Express connection depicted here by the blue arrow

17      or to the two outside left turn lanes depicted by

18      the green arrow for access to I95 general use lanes

19      and the southbound roadways connecting to I595.

20           Access to the 95 Express Lanes from the

21      Park-and-Ride and transit station areas on both

22      sides of Broward Boulevard are to remain as they

23      exist today.  95 Express will be accessed through

24      the existing former HOV ramps in place for

25      connections both northbound and southbound.
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1           The 95 Express exit to the Park-and-Ride Lot

2      and transit station areas on both sides of Broward

3      Boulevard will also remain the same and be accessed

4      by the former HOV ramps.

5           The Department measures the performance of a

6      roadway with a Level of Service or LOS grade.

7      There are six levels of service ranging from A to

8      F.  "A" being the best performing and "F" being the

9      worst performing.

10           This shows a side by side comparison of all

11      the alternatives and how they will operate in 2040

12      traffic.  Alternative 2B Modified Displaced left is

13      the only alternative that meets or exceeds the

14      Departments Level of Service D target across the

15      board.

16           The PD&E Study developed a master plan concept

17      for the Park-and-Ride Lot and Transit Station.  In

18      this alternative the area underneath, the

19      reconstructed Broward Boulevard bridge structure is

20      proposed to be used for the 95 Express Bus stops.

21           This concept provides for an improved and

22      covered transit on and off area.  The concept also

23      includes a Kidd-and-Ride facility as well as a

24      roundabouts to provide acceptable levels for

25      traffic flow.
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1           As mentioned earlier the preferred alternative

2      calls for the replacement of the Broward Boulevard

3      Bridge over the South Florida Rail Corridor or the

4      SFRC, as well as the bridge over I95.  The typical

5      sections on this screen display the changes that

6      will occur on each bridge.  Both bridges will

7      accommodate seven-foot buffered bicycle lanes as

8      well as six to eight foot sidewalks in each

9      direction.  The sidewalks will also be protected

10      from vehicular traffic through the use of concrete

11      barriers where feasible.

12           The typical section for the bridge over the

13      SFRC includes the area for the potential future

14      median transit station that was displayed with the

15      interchange preferred alternative.

16           The PD&E Study looks at the potential social,

17      economic and environmental impacts of this project.

18      The environmental considerations shown on this

19      slide have been assessed for impacts.

20           The PD&E Study concluded that the following

21      environmental considerations have no involvement in

22      this project:  Farmlands, Section 4(f) or parks,

23      Aquatic Preserves and Outstanding Florida Waters,

24      Wild and Scenic Rivers and Coastal Barrier

25      Resources.
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1           The PD&E Study also concluded that the

2      following environmental considerations have no

3      effect on this project:  Water quality and

4      quantity, Coastal Zone Consistency, and

5      Archaeological and Historical Resources.

6           The project is anticipated to have minimal

7      effects to the surrounding communities.  Expected

8      enhanced community elements include mobility,

9      economic factors, community goals and safety.

10      Enhancements to the community that will help to

11      offset negative effects include the previously

12      mentioned wider sidewalks along the bridges over

13      the SFRC and I95, the addition of bicycle lanes to

14      these same bridges and improvements to the

15      Park-and-Ride Lot that will enhance the experience

16      and functionality of transit users and operators.

17      The wider and protected sidewalks will improve

18      safety in the area as well.

19           Potentially affected community elements

20      include visual impacts from the addition of new

21      ramps.  Proposed mitigation measures include

22      additional noise barriers and landscape

23      improvements to reduce the effects of the

24      anticipated noise and visual impacts.  Renderings

25      of the existing and proposed visual elements are on
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1      display here today.

2           The evaluation found one wetland that exists

3      ad a fringe mangrove on the banks of the tidal

4      North Fork of the New River.  Six surface waters

5      exist within the project area, including the North

6      Fork of the New River and five permitted storm

7      water management areas containing aquatic

8      vegetation.

9           The proposed build alternatives encroach upon

10      the fringe mangrove wetland, North Fork of the new

11      River, and two of the storm water management areas,

12      whoever they are already planned to be impacted and

13      mitigated by the I95 Express Phase 3A-1 project.

14           The remaining surface waters ale also already

15      being impacted y the I95 Express Phase 3A-1 project

16      and will be mitigated through offsetting storm

17      water management areas to be constructed as part of

18      the proposed build alternative.

19           The majority of the project is located outside

20      of the floodplain; however, there are seven small

21      areas of floodplain encroachment.  Five of these

22      areas are in Zone AE, which is an area subject to

23      inundation by the 100-year flood with base flood

24      elevations determined.

25           The other two areas are considered Zone AH
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1      which is an area subject to the 100-year flood that

2      experiences flood depths of one to three feet.

3      Floodplain encroachments resulting from the

4      construction of the project will be fully

5      compensated within the proposed stormwater

6      management facilities to ensure there will be no

7      increase or significant change to flood elevations

8      or limites.

9           The District had conducted an evaluation of

10      the natural resources within the project area.  The

11      evaluation assessed the potential impacts to

12      protected species and their habitats.  Thirteen

13      federally listed species have the potential to

14      occur within the project area.  No critical habitat

15      occurs in the project area.  The elevation reports

16      that the Wood Stark, West Indian Manatee,

17      Smalltooth Sawfish, and the Eastern Indigo Snake

18      may be impacted but are not likely to be adversely

19      affected.

20           FDOT will continue to monitor the presence of

21      any endangered or federally listed species and of

22      any other environmental concerns that may arise and

23      will adhere to all the protection measures set in

24      place for each species or event during

25      construction.
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1           The Natural Resource Evaluation also looked at

2      the Essential Fish Habitats that could occur in the

3      project area.  Essential Fish Habitats are waters

4      and substrate necessary to fish for spawning,

5      breading, feedings or growth to maturity.  The

6      proposed improvements will result in an impact of

7      .004 acres to the fringe mangroves and .02 acres of

8      shading impacts to the open water portion of the

9      North Folk of the New River.  The areas being

10      impacted as a result of the proposed improvements

11      have already been mitigated for by the 95 Express

12      Phase 3A project.  Since no new impacts will occur,

13      the project is not anticipated to impact any

14      additional Essential Fish Habitats.

15           The project is expected to improve traffic

16      flow and relieve congestion to and from the

17      mainline, which should reduce operational

18      greenhouse gas emissions.

19           The project is located in an area which is

20      designated attainment for all of the National

21      Ambient Air Quality Standards under the criteria

22      provided in the Clean Air Act.  Therefore, the

23      Clean Air Act conformity requirements do not apply

24      to the project.

25           A study was performed to assess the potential
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1      traffic noise impacts associated with the Preferred

2      Build Alternative with a proposed roadway

3      improvements 41 residences within four residential

4      communities and the Woodlawn Cemetery will

5      experience design year 2040 traffic noise levels

6      that required consideration of noise reducing

7      measures.  Noise barriers are recommended for

8      further consideration during the design phase of

9      the project at the Riverbend, Liberty Park, River

10      Gardens/Sweeting Estates, and Washington Park

11      communities.

12           The location of the recommended noise barriers

13      including the replacement of the existing noise

14      barriers impacted by the roadway improvements are

15      depicted on this screen as well as on the exhibits

16      on display at this public hearing.

17           The estimated cost of the recommended noise

18      barriers is $1,935,600.  Noise barriers were not

19      found to be cost reasonable at the Woodlawn

20      Cemetery and were not recommended for further

21      consideration or construction at this location.

22           An evaluation within a 500 foot radius of the

23      project corridor was done for hazardous waste

24      management, petroleum storage system, spills,

25      cleaning or dry cleaning activities and
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1      environmental contamination.  This evaluation

2      identified 78 sites with the potential risk of

3      being contaminated with the hazards mentioned.

4           Based of these identified risks, construction

5      activities may encounter soil or groundwater

6      contamination, which can potentially impact work or

7      health, the environment and construction schedule

8      and costs of these sites are not addressed during

9      the design.  Further assessment will be done during

10      the design phase.

11           The PD&E Study has assessed all possible

12      utility impacts in the project area.  Utility

13      conflict will be addressed and incorporated

14      appropriately into the design of the preferred

15      alternative.

16           Additional offsite stormwater quality

17      treatment is required to accommodate the

18      reconstruction of Broward Boulevard within the

19      project limits due to insufficient stormwater

20      storage within the existing Broward Boulevard right

21      of way.  Three alternative stormwater pond sites

22      have been identified as shown in this exhibit, and

23      the preferred alternative is the site immediately

24      southwest of the Broward Boulevard and Southwest

25      18th Avenue intersection labeled here as
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1      Site No. 1.  There are three business located on

2      this site.

3           One of the unavoidable consequences on a

4      project such as this is the necessary relocation of

5      families or businesses.  On this project, we

6      anticipate the relocation of zero families and

7      Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, commonly

8      known as the Uniform Act.

9           If you are required to make any type of move

10      as a result of the Department of Transportation

11      Project, you can expect to be treated in a fair and

12      helpful manner and in compliance with the Uniform

13      Relocation Assistance Act, if a move is required,

14      you will be contacted by an Appraiser who will

15      inspect your property.  We encourage you to be

16      present during the inspection and provide

17      information about the value of your property.

18           You may also be eligible for relocation

19      advisory services and payment benefits.  If you're

20      being moved and you're unsatisfied with the

21      Department's determination of your eligibility for

22      payment or the amount of that payment, you may

23      appeal that determination.  You will be promptly

24      furnished necessary forms and a notified of the

25      procedures to be followed in making that appeal.  A
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1      special word of caution, if you move before you

2      receive notification of the relocation benefits

3      that you might be entitled to, your benefits may be

4      jeopardized.

5           The relocation specialist who are supervising

6      this program are here tonight.  They will be happy

7      to answer your questions and will also furnish you

8      with copies of relocation assistance brochures.

9           Evaluation of transportation projects to

10      select the most desirable alternative is based on a

11      wide range of criterial that reflects concerns of

12      all the key stakeholders.  The criteria used to

13      evaluate the proposed alternatives are located on

14      this screen.

15           An alternatives matrix was developed to

16      compare the alternatives across the range of issues

17      affected by the project that were just displayed.

18           In terms of environmental issues, all of the

19      alternatives have very similar and minimal impacts,

20      and all three Build Alternatives would have the

21      same right of way impacts.  Cost estimates were

22      prepared for all build alternatives and the

23      estimated cost of all three Build Alternatives

24      would range between $125 and $130 million.  Based

25      on these numbers, cost was not a determining factor
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1      in the selection of the preferred alternative.  All

2      build alternatives provide better facilities for

3      bicyclists and pedestrians and they would all

4      provide a better riding surface, new signing and

5      markings and improved overall safety.

6           In terms of operational improvements,

7      Alternative 2B Modified Displaced Left, the

8      Preferred Alternative proposes the best operational

9      results with an improved level of service.

10           The environmental documents detailing the

11      review of all resources analyzed have been

12      available for public review since Monday,

13      February 25th, 2019, and will continue to be on

14      display for 10 days after the public hearing at

15      African American Research Library and Cultural

16      Center located at 2650 Northwest Sixth Street, Fort

17      Lauderdale, Florida 33311.  And at the FDOT

18      District Four office located at 3400 West

19      Commercial Boulevard, Fort Lauderdale, Florida,

20      until March 28th, 2019.

21           The documents are also available for review on

22      the project website and at tonights hearing.

23           There have been various opportunities for the

24      public to provide input on this project.  Several

25      public meetings have been held, dating from
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1      November 2016 until tonight.  We welcome your oral

2      or written comments that will help us make this

3      important decision.  At the conclusion of this

4      presentation our personnel will distribute speaker

5      cards to those in the audience who have not

6      received one and would like to make a statement.  A

7      court reporter will record your statement and a

8      verbatim transcript will be made of all oral

9      proceedings at this hearing.  If you do not wish to

10      speak at the microphone, you may provide your

11      comments in writing or directly to the court

12      reporter at the comment table.  Every comment

13      method carries equal weight.

14           Written comments received or postmarked no

15      later than ten days following the date of this

16      public hearing will become a part of the public

17      record for this hearing.  All written comments

18      should be mailed to the address shown on this slide

19      or in your handout.

20           The next step is to incorporate your input on

21      this public hearing into our decision-making

22      process.  After the comment period closes and

23      you're input has been considered a decision will be

24      made and the final PD&E documents will be sent to

25      the FDOT office of Environmental Management, which
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1      based on the MOU signed with FHWA on

2      December 14, 2016, has approval authority on this

3      project granting the location and design concept

4      acceptance and the study is expected to finish in

5      the summer of 2019.

6           All written comments should be addressed to

7      Anson Sonnett at the address shown on this slide

8      and in the handout.  Comments may also be emailed

9      to Anson.sonnett@dot.state.fl.us by Thursday, March

10      28th, 2019.

11           MR. SONNETT:  This concludes our presentation.

12      We now offer you the opportunity to make a

13      statement.  Anyone desiring to make a statement or

14      present views regarding the location, conceptual

15      design or social, economic and environmental effect

16      of the improvements will now have an opportunity to

17      do so.

18           If you are holding a speaker's card, please

19      give it to a member of the project team.  If you

20      have not received a speaker's card and wish to

21      speak, please raise your hand so you can receive a

22      card to fill out.

23           Written statements may be presented in lieu or

24      in addition to oral statements.  All written

25      material received at the public hearing and at the
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1      Florida Department of Transportation District

2      Office Located at 3400 West Commercial Boulevard,

3      Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33309, postmarked no later

4      than Thursday, March 28th, 2019, will b come a part

5      of the public record for this hearing.

6           All written comments should be addressed to

7      Anson Sonnett.  Comments may also be emailed to

8      Anson.sonnett@dot.state.fl.us.

9           We will now call upon those who have turned in

10      speaker's cards.  When you come forward, please

11      state your name and address.  If you present an

12      organization, municipality or other public body,

13      please provide that information as well.  We ask

14      that you limit our input to three minutes.

15           If you have additional comments you may

16      continue after other people have had an opportunity

17      to comment.

18           Please, come to the microphone so the court

19      reporter will be able to get a complete record of

20      your comments.

21           Esthel Brennen.

22           MS. BRENNEN:  Hello.  Esthel Brennen, I'm the

23      President of The Riverside Park Residence

24      Association.  And my comment, and I guess question

25      is, well, we had a few of your representatives come
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1      and speak at our Civic Association meeting in

2      January, and one particular topic that I've been

3      talking to FDOT about is some land that's by

4      Southwest 20th Avenue and 95 with potential green

5      space.  I'm under the understanding that it's a

6      retention area for this and other projects, and

7      it's also my understanding at the meeting that it

8      was said to us that, you know, being able to hold

9      on to those pieces of property made it so that

10      residents wouldn't have to have their property

11      taken away, given that, you know, FDOT already

12      owned some land on that 95 corridor area for water

13      rentention.

14           And it's come to my attention that there is a

15      very well respected resident in our community

16      that's actually had his property being looked at,

17      which is an actual natural habitat, being looked at

18      as taken away for this project.

19           So I just wanted to -- I'm a little confused

20      how, you know, we were told in our one meeting that

21      there was a retention area, our community wouldn't

22      be affected by anybody's land being taken away, and

23      now I'm hearing otherwise this past week.

24           MR. SONNETT:  Okay.  So we could speak --

25      we'll go back to the room with the boards and we
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1      could address individual questions and then follow

2      up.  Any comments made here will get a formal

3      written response as well.

4           MS. BRENNEN:  Okay.

5           MR. SONNETT:  But this is kind of a more

6      formal structure.

7           MS. BRENNEN:  Okay.

8           MR. SONNETT:  But we'll follow up with you and

9      make sure we get you all of the answers.

10           MS. BRENNEN:  Okay.  Thank you.

11           MR. SONNETT:  Thank you very much for you

12      comments as well.

13           So Latomas Chancey -- Chancey.  Oh, Thomas.

14      Sorry Thomas.

15           MR. CHANCEY:  Thomas Chancey, landscape

16      architect, tree preservationist, consulting

17      arborist.

18           As you well know, I have soft space there at

19      the corner.  As you well know, over the years I've

20      worked with FDOT and used my own money and our

21      neighborhood's money on many occasions to to take

22      trees that they were going to bulldozed and just

23      thrown away and moved them into not only the

24      neighborhood, but to the green area of the area

25      that you're talking about.
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1           We discussed this.  I have no problems with

2      it.  My concern is, as a designer and working for

3      fifty -- almost 60 years with different design

4      groups around the country and other countries, I

5      think that it's very important that we take a quick

6      look -- and the Urban Forestry Association for all

7      of the different urban forest in all the cities of

8      Florida met for college assignments a couple week

9      or so ago, and we all discussed it, and the

10      research is clear that when you have a piece of

11      property that's loaded with trees, that those trees

12      can take more water out of the ground then you put

13      them in there and let it evaporate.  It's very

14      positive.

15           So my goal would be if you're drainage is

16      where it is, like she said, you got land, there is

17      ways that you can change slightly that land that

18      you own, and get that water that might become

19      flowing in there, that's one.

20           Number two, the land that I have that's been

21      used to train and teach people and kids and schools

22      and arbor programs and everything with the city,

23      the county and all, that property is being used for

24      that purpose.  And my concern is that we maintain

25      that vegetation for its benefits, and it's the
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1      benefits for what you're doing, and I just wanted

2      to make that clear.  Thanks.

3           MR. SONNETT:  Thank you very much.  Thank you

4      for your time.

5           MS. HADDAD:   Anyone else?

6           MR. SONNETT:  Does anyone else desire to

7      speak?

8           If so, state your name and address and

9      complete a speaker's card after you've given your

10      statement for the public record.

11           A verbatim transcript of this hearing's oral

12      proceedings together with all written material

13      received as part of the hearing record and all

14      studies, displays and informational material

15      provided at the hearing will be made a part of the

16      project decision making process.  And will be

17      available at the district office for the public

18      review upon request.

19           Thank you for attending this public hearing

20      and for providing your input into this project.

21           It is now 6:41.  I herby officially close the

22      public hearing for I95 at Broward Boulevard.

23           Thank you again and have a good evening.  And

24      I want to thank African American Library for

25      hosting us.  And we'll be back in the room to
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1      answer questions and go over any questions that

2      anyone has.

3           Thank you.  Thank you.

4           MS. HADDAD:  If you want a comment sheet,

5      they'll be on the table out front.

6           MR. SONNETT:  And the court reporter is right

7      down here if you wanted to make any comments.

8           (Thereupon, the FDOT Public Hearing was

9 concluded at 6:42 p.m.)

10

11                          -  -  -
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1                   C E R T I F I C A T E

2                          -  -  -

3

4               I, SANDRA D. SUAREZ, Court Reporter, State

5 of Florida at Large, certify that I was authorized to

6 and did stenographically report the foregoing

7 proceedings and that the transcript is a true and

8 complete record of my stenographic notes.

9

10               Dated this 1st day of April, 2019.

11

12

13

14                        ____________________________

15                        SANDRA D. SUAREZ, Court Reporter
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